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CALENDAR 1955-56
FALL QUARTER
September 13, 14, 15, 16, Tuesday, ·wednesday,
Thursday, Friday
September l.'5, Thursday
September 16, Friday
September 17, Saturday
September ] 9, :\Jonday
October 13, 14, Thursday, Friday
October 29. Saturday
November 23, vVedncsclay, 12:00 Noon
November 28, \londay
Dccernlwr 15, Thursday
December 16, Friday, through J,rnuary 2, \londay

Freshman Orientation
Upper Class Conferences
Registration of Upper Classrnen
Registration of Freshmen
Classwork Begins
Western Division i\lEA
Homecoming
Thanksgiving Vacation
Classwork Resumes
Quarter Ends
Christmas Vacation

WINTER QUARTER
January 3, Tuesday
January 4, \i\'cdnesday
February 20, 21 , 22, \londay, Tuesday, \Vedncsclay
\larch 16, Friday

Registration
Classwork Begins
Winter Recess
Quarter Ends

SPRING QUARTER
:\larch 19, :\Ionday
.\!larch 20, Tuesday
:\larch 29, Thursday, 12:00 Noon
April 3, Tuesday
\lay 30, Wednesday
Jmw 8, Friday

Registration
Classwork Begins
Easter Vacation
Classwork Resumes
1'1emorial Day
Graduation
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STATE TEA!CHERS COLLEGE BOARD
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR

FOREWORD
The catalogue of the College, published and distributed annually,
provides the faculty an authoritative guide for administering the instructional program; the students an official handbook for keeping informed
on practices and regulations; prospective students reliable information
about offerings, opportunities, and requirements; state officials basic facts
on function and organization; and educators the teacher-education pattern
sponsored by the College.
-

The catalogue reveals the various functions of the College. Its primary
function is the education of teachers for all grades of the public school
from kindergarten through high school inclusive. The College also provides preprofessional education for other professions. In addition to professional education for teaching and preprofessional education for other professions, the College offers work leading to the A. B. degree without requireing students to meet the professional requirements for teaching.
The catalogue provides pertinent information about the College.
The personnel list includes the names of officials and of the instructional
staff, together with their education and experience. The section devoted to
general information gives admission requirements, academic regulations,
and tuition and other expenses. The section on the curriculum sets forth
the requirements for general education, professional education, and specialization. The section on the divisions of the College gives descriptions of
the courses offered. The section on faculty organization gives a list of the
councils and committees responsible for administering the internal affairs
of the College. The last section is devoted to a description of student
organizations and activities.
Finally, the catalogue portrays the basic concept underlying the educational program of the College: Education as Human Growth and Development. Human growth and development includes both biological and
personality growth and development and the effect of the one upon the
other. Personality growth and development is assumed to be the process of
acquiring and integrating the understandings, appreciations, special abilities, and skills essential for living an effective life in a democratic society.
By developing these elements of personality, the individual progresses
toward intellectual, volitional, emotional, and social maturity.

HowARD WILLIAMS, Resident Director and President .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . ... Mankato
NORMAN H. NELSON, Resident Director .. . . . ....... . ... .. .... .. . . .. Moorhead
WILBUR W . HoLES, Resident Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Cloud
S. J. l(RyzsKo, Resident Director ... . .... . .. .... ... . . . . ... . .. . .. .. . .. Winona
HERBERT E. OLSON, Resident Director . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .... . . ... . .. .. . . Bemidji
MRs. CARL BJoRKLAND, Director at Large .... . . . ..... .... . ... .. . .. . . Hopkins
HELEN M. CoNWAY, Director at Large
.. . ...... . ... . ... . .... ... .. St. Paul
MRs. RAYMOND F. HEDIN, Director at Large . ... . .. . . . ........... . Red Wing
DEAN M. ScHWEICKHARD, Secretary, Ex-Officio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Paul

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
OTTO WELTON SNARR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... .. . President
FREDERICK W. BIERHAUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Director of Men's Dormitory
WERNER E. BRAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Principal, College High School
ALICE CoRNELIUSSEN . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Principal, College Elementary School
EARL FoREMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Admissions, Records, and Evaluation
BERNARD I. GILL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Head Librarian
MARY B. GREENE . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Food Services
DELSIE M. HoLMQUIST
. . ... . .... . . . ... Director of Lower Divisions
JoHN M. JENKINS
... . .............. Director of Student Affairs
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dean of Men
AMos MAXWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E LINOR V . MoHN . .... . . . .... Dean of Women, Director of Women's Dormitories
BYRON D. MURRAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Director of Upper Divisions
Director of Professional Divisions
GLAYDON ROBBINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RAY R. SORENSEN . . ..... . ..... . Director of Placement and In-Service Education
CHARLES H. THURBER . .
Business Manager
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buildings and Grounds
EMERY CARPENTER . . .
BEN GRIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
................
Chief Engineer
J. C. HANSEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
............... .......
Chief Custodian

OFFICE STAFF
HAZEL BARKER . . .... .. .. . .. .... . . . . . . . .... Laboratory School Director's Office
FRANCES BERG . . . . . . .
.........
Admissions Office
MARJORIE BFRG
.. ......
Business Office
ELEANOR CmLD . . . . .
...................
Duplicating Office
JESSIE FEVIG . . . .
. . .... .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . ... . Laboratory High School Office
THELMA H OLMBERG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Business Office
GLADYS J. JOHNSON .... ... ... . . . ... . .. . ...... .. . . .. Secretary to the President
L ORRAINE KAELBERER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Personnel Office
PATRICIA KERTSCHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Post Office Exchange
BEATRICE E. LEWIS . .
........ ......... ..........
Business Office
ELNEAR E. PERKINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Placement Office
BETSY ROBINSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lower Divisions Office
RUBY SOLIEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Student Exchange Bookstore
HAZEL SUMMERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Business Office
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FA:CULTY
OTTO WELTON SNARR . . .
.............
. ..... President
B. A., West Virginia University; M.A., Ph. D., University of Chicago. Moorhead
State Teachers College, 1941.
HAROLD B. ADDICOTT
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Department of Geography
B. A., Ohio University; M. A., Clark University; The Ohio State University.
Moorhead State Teachers College, 1944.
BERNICE ANDERSON
College Elementary School ( Third Grade)
B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1953.
DONALD N. ANDERSON . . . . . . .

Laboratory Schools ( Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Coaching)
B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College; State University of Iowa; M. of Ed.,
University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1941.

ALICE M. BARTELS . .
Department of Music
B. F. A., University of South Dakota; M. A., University of Iowa. Moorhead
State Teachers College, 1949.
"FREDERICK WILLIAM BIERHAUS
.. . , . . . .
Department of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation ( Acting Athletic Director)
University of Minnesota; B. S., St. Cloud State Teachers College; M. E., University of Minnesota; University of Colorado. Moorhead State Teachers College,
1949.
MASON R. BouDRYE . . . .
Divison of Science and Mathematics
B. E., Superior State Teachers College; Duluth State Teachers College; University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1948.
WERNER E. BRAND
. . . . . . . . Principal, College High School
B. A., Concordia College; M. S., University of North Dakota; University of
Minnesota; Ed. D., Colorado State College of Education. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1943.
CATHERINE CATER . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education and Literature
B. A., Talladega College; M. A., Ph. D., University of Michigan. Moorhead
State Teachers College, 1949.

MONICA Du CHARME
College Elementary School ( Sixth Grade)
University of Washington; B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College. Moorhead
State Teachers College, 1954.
ALLEN G. ERICKSON ...................... Division of Language and Literature
B. E., Moorhead State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota; Ed. D.,
University of Oregon. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1946.
EARL FOREMAN . . .
...
. . Director of Admissions, Records, and Evaluation
A. B., M. A., Bradley University; Ed. M., Ed. D., University of Illinois. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1951.
FLORA M. FRICK . . . . .

. . . . Chairman, Department of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation
B. A., Butler College; M. A., Northwestern University; University of Wisconsin;
New York University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1919.

BERNARD I. GILL . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Head Librarian
B. A., M. S., University of Illinois. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1950.
CLARENCE GLASRUD . . . .
Chairman, Division of Language and Literature
B. E., Moorhead State Teachers College; University of Minnesota; Kenyon
College; Kenyon School of English; M. A., Ph. D., Harvard University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1947.
VIRGINIA FITZ MAURICE GRANTHAM
Division of Language and Literature
B. A., M. A., Northwestern University; Sorbonne, Paris; University of San
Carlos, Guatemala, C. A.; Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Colombia, S. A.
Moorhead State Teachers College, 1929.
GRACE GREGERSON
Division of Professional Education
N.D.A.C.; University of Hawaii; B. E., Moorhead State Teachers College; A. M.,
University of Chicago; University of Chicago. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1951.
RUTH A. HANSON
College Elementary School ( Fifth Grade)
B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1953.
H. DUANE HARMON . . . .
Chairman, Department of Music
B. F. A. in Ed., University of Nebraska; M. Mus. Ed., University of Michigan;
Ph. D., University of Iowa. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1948.

ALICE CoRNELIUSSEN
. . . . Principal, College Elementary School
B. E., Moorhead State Teachers College; M. A., Teachers College, Columbia
University; University of Chicago; George Peabody Co1lege for Teachers. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1931.

PAUL HEATON . . . . . . . .
. ...... Chairman, Department of Business Education
B. A., M. A., University of Minnesota; Ph. D., University of Chicago. Moorhead
State Teachers College, 1943.

FRANCES DILLON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Division of Professional Education
B. A., Wooster College; Wellesley College; M. S., University of Wisconsin; Ph.
D., University of Chicago. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1949.

RAGNA HoLEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . College High School ( Home Economics)
B. S., North Dakota Agricultural College; M. S., University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1938.

DOROTHY ANN DODDS . .
College Elementary School (Kindergarten)
B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College; A. M., Colorado State College of
Education. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1949.

ILETTA M. HOLMAN .............................. College High School (Art)
Valley City State Teachers College; Miss Woods Training School, Minneapolis;
B. S., University of Minnesota; M. S., Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1950.

Roy

J.

DOMEK ........ Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
( Instruction and Coaching)
B. A., Hamline University; M. Ed., University of Minnesota; University of
Colorado. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1942.
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DELSIE M. HOLMQUIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Director of Lower Divisions
B. A., Colorado College; University of Colorado; M. A., University of Chicago;
University of California. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1929.
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JoHN M. JENKINS .. . ... . .... . . . .. . ... .. . ... ........ Director of Student AHairs
B. S., North Dakota Agricultural College; M. A., State University of Iowa;
University of Colorado; University of North Dakota. Moorhead State Teachers
College, 1945.

ADDISON L. MEINECKE
Division of Science and Mathematics
B. A., Fargo College; M. A., University of Wisconsin; University of Minnesota.
Moorhead State Teachers College, 1947.

RICHARD B. JENSEN .... College High School ( Social Studies and Assistant Coach)
LaSalle-Peru-Oglesby Junior College; B. S., University of Illinois; Colorado State
College of Education. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.

ELINOR V. MoHN
Dean of Women
B. S., M.A., University of Minnesota; University of Washington. Moorhead State
Teachers College, 1954.

DOROTHY E. JOHNSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
History and Social Studies
A. B., Augustana College, Illinois; M. A., University of Minnesota; University
of California; University of Wisconsin; Columbia University; Western Reserve
University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1946.

BYRON D. MURRAY
Director of Upper Divisions
B. S. in Ed., Northwestern Missouri State College; A. B., A. M., University of
Missouri; Pennsylvania State University; Ph. D., State University of Iowa. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1926.

MINNIE JOHNSON ........ . . . .......... . .......... . ......... Communications
University of North Dakota; B. A., St. Olaf College; University of Minnesota;
University of Washington. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.

ARTHUR J. Nrx
Department of Music
B. A., B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College; Colorado State College of
Education. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1953.

NELS N. JoHNsoN ..... . ...... . .... . ...................... Department of Art
B. A., M. A., State University of Iowa; University of Chicago; National Academy of Design; Cumming School of Art; University of Minnesota; D. Ed., The
Pennsylvania State University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1939.

ALLEN D. PAGE
Division of Science and Mathematics
B. A., Ripon College; M. A., Ohio State University; Ph. D., University of
Wisconsin. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.

JANE JOHNSTON . . ............ . . . .. .... . ...... College High School (Science)
Lawrence College; B. S., M. A., University of Minnesota; University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1945.

0RDA D. PEDERSON
.. College Elementary School ( Second Grade)
Valley City State Teachers College; North Dakota State College; B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.

GENEVIEVE N. KING
Chairman, Division of Science and Mathematics
A. B., M. S., West Virginia University; Ph. D., State University of Iowa. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1947.

VIOLA PETRIE
College High School (English)
B. A., Lawrence College; M. A., University of Wisconsin; University of Iowa;
University of Chicago. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1945.

JosEPH KISE . . . . . . .
. .. . ......... Chairman, Division of Social Studies
B. A., St. Olaf College; University of Minnesota; M. A., Ph. D., Harvard University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1923.

GLAYDON D. RoBBINS
Director of Professional Divisions
B. S., M. A., Ph. D. University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College,
1949.

0

E. KAREN KIVI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Librarian
B. S., University of Minnesota; M. S., University of Illinois. Moorhead State
Teachers College, 1947.

RALPH LEE . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Business Education
Mankato State Teachers College; University of Minnesota; B. S., St. Cloud
State Teachers College; M. B. Ed., University of Colorado. Moorhead State
Teachers College, 1950.
EVANGELINE LINDQUIST
.......................
. ..... Nurse
R. N., Swedish Hospital School of Nursing, Minneapolis; B. S., University of
Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1941.
LAURENCE MACLEOD . . . . Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Jamestown College; B. S., Mayville State Teachers College; M. A., Colorado
State College. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.
. ..... . ....... . ..... Dean of Men
AMos D. MAXWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B. S., M. A., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College; S. Sc. D.,
Syracuse University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1953.
JESSIE McKELLAR ... . . . Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
B. S., University of Wisconsin; M. A., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Moorhead State Teachers College, 1924.
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JosEPH SATIN
Division of Language and Literature
B. S., Temple University, Philadelphia; A. M., Ph. D., Columbia University.
.Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.
LAURA M. ScHERFENBERG
. . . College Elementary School ( First Grade)
B. E., St. Cloud State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota;
Northwestern University; University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers
College, 1952.
LORRAINE SCHUELLER
Business Education
Mankato State Teachers College; B. S., M. A., University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1950.
WALTER W. SEIDENKRANZ
Division of Language and Literature
B. A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota; .M. A., University of Minnesota;
University of Michigan; University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers
College, 1950.
MARION SMITH
Division of Science and Mathematics
B. A., Macalester College; M. A., University of Minnesota; University of Wyoming; University of Colorado; University of Minnesota; North Carolina State
College. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1945.
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THOMAS EmsoN SMITH

General Education; Department of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation
B. S., Moorhead State Teachers College; M. Ed., University of Minnesota;
University of Minnesota; Ed. D., University of North Dakota. Moorhead State
Teachers College, 1949.

LYL R. SOLEM
College High School ( English-Social Studies)
B. E., Moorhead State Teachers College; University of Minnesota; M. A., Colorado State College of Education; University of Southern California; University
of Chicago. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1929.
RAY R. SORENSEN
Director of Placement and In-Service Education
B. S., Carleton College; M. A., Columbia University; University of Minnesota.
Moorhead State Teachers College, 1948.
MARIE SoRKNEs
Division of Professional Education
B. S., M. A., University of Minnesota; University of Colorado; University of
Chicago; University of Washington. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1930.
PAUL TASCH
Division of Science and Mathematics
B. S., The City College of New York; M. S., The Pennsylvania State University;
Ph. D., State University of Iowa. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.
NEIL B. THOMPSON
Division of Social Studies
B. S., M. S., Kansas State College of Agriculture and Applied Science; University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1952.
VILMA E. U JLAKI
College Elementary School ( Fourth Grade)
B. A., Oberlin College; B. S., Bowling Green State University; University of
Wisconsin. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1953.
OTTO URSIN
Co-Chairman, Department of Industrial Arts
B. S., Bemidji State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota; University of North Dakota; University of Minnesota; Bradley University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1946.
LLOYD WATKINS
Communications and Speech
B. S., Southeast Missouri State College; M. S., Ph. D., University of Wisconsin.
Moorhead State Teachers College, 1954.
MARLOWE E. WEGNER
Co-Chairman, Department of Industrial Arts
B. S. in Ed., Moorhead State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota; Ed. D., University of North Dakota. Moorhead State Teachers College,
1947.
MAUDE H. WENCK
Department of Music
B. Mus. Ed., M. Mus., Northwestern University; Fine Arts Studio, Chicago;
Professional Diploma: Specialist in Music Education; Ed. D., Teachers College,
Columbia University. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1929.
MATILDA A. WILLIAMS
Chairman, Department of Art
National College of Education; Ph. B., M. A., University of Chicago; Columbia
University; University of Arizona. Moorhead State Teachers College, 1925.
MARVEL WooLDRIK
Library Science, Laboratory School Librarian
B. S., M. A., B. S. in L. S., University of Minnesota. Moorhead State Teachers
College, 1950.
"' On leave of absence for study.
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General Information
The purposes of Moorhead State Teachers College are presented in
the catalogue and in other bulletins issued from time to time on special
subiects. Inasmuch as young men and women ordinarily select the institution that provides them the kind of education they desire, it is assumed
that students of this College are in harmony with the specific purposes and
with the requirements for their fulfillment.
The aim of any college is best attained through the co-operative
efforts of the administration, the faculty, and the students. In its operations, Moorhead State Teachers College has the responsibility of using its
material resources and its personnel to stimulate honest and conscientious
effort on the part of all in furthering its well-defined purposes and regulations. Moreover, the policy of the State Teachers College Board is
progressively to broaden the course of study until it embraces the various
phases of life; to provide an adequate physical plant and other material
resources; and to maintain a competent instructional and administrative
staff.
The primary function of the instructors and the faculty executives is
to administer eff ectiuely both the classroom and the extra-classroom program of the College. This implies sympathetic understanding, efficient
teaching, able counselling, and in-service growth. It implies, also, an overall view of the College.
By fulfilling the expectations of the College in their personal conduct
and in their scholastic achievements students will realize satisfaction from
their campus experiences. From the outset, therefore, they should participate constructively in the orderly conduct of college life and should direct
their efforts consistently toward both individual and group welfare.
The regulations set forth in the catalogue for the administration of
the program of the College, including academic requirements, social regulations, and residence rules, are subiect to change by action of the
State Teachers College Board, of the College administration, and of the
faculty and will become operative at the time designated by the appropriate authority. In view of the fact that changes are made for the purpose
of improving the effectiveness of the work of the College, it is assumed
that new regulations should become operative at the time specified by the
administration.
11
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ADMISSION

ADMISSION
Prospective students may obtain a form for Application for Admission from the Office of Admissions or from any Minnesota high-school
principal or superintendent. The completed form, including a certified
record of high-school work, should be sent to the Office of Admissions
as early as possible before the inrf:.ended date of enrollment.
Students with previous college work should have a complete transcript of credits earned in all other institutions sent to the Office of Admissions well in advance of enrollment.
Students may enroll in the col:lege at the beginning of any quarter,
including the summer sessions. The college calendar should be consulted for the opening date of each quarter.

American Council on Education are followed. Credits earned in USAF!
courses and in reputable colleges are accepted whenever applicable to
the curriculum to be pursued. These students are considered individually
in order to help each make the best possible adjustment.
TRANSFER STUDENTS

Transfer students are admitted if they have previously been admitted to institutions of higher learning accredited by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education or by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools or comparable regional
accrediting association and who have been honorably dismissed by the
institution granting previous admission.
TRANSFER AND OTHER ADVANCED CREDIT

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The following students will be admitted rf:o Minnesota State Teachers colleges under the conditions described:

High-school graduates.-Graduates of high schools accredited by
one or more of the following agencies: the regional accrediting association of the region in which the high school is located; the state university
of the state in which the high school is located; an accrediting agency
other than one of the two named but acceptable rf:o one or both of them.
Graduates of non-accredited high schools will be admitted upon successful completion of examinations administered by the local State
Teachers Cdllege or by the chief state school authorities of the state
in which the high school is located.
Students who are not high-school graduates.-Adults over the age
of 21, and veterans who completed service in the armed forces prior to
January 1, 1949, upon certification by proper school authorities of the
successful completion of the General Education Development Examination, High-School Level, administered by authorized agencies; adults
over the age of 21 upon successful completion of high-school equivalency
examinations other than the General Education Development Examination, approved and administered by the local State Teachers College
faculty or by other authorized agencies.
ADMISSION OF VETERANS

Special prov1:s10ns are made for admitting veterans returning to
the college from the military services. The recommendations of the
12

Credits averaging a grade of C or better and earned in accredited
institutions of higher learning are accepted so far as they fit into the
curriculum which the student selects, with correspondence credits counted as part of the total correspondence credit allowed to apply towards
each specific curriculum.
Students who have completed one year of High School Teacher
Training work in a Minnesota high school after graduation from an accredited four-year high school are allowed 48 quarter hours of transfer
credit, except that no re-evaluation will be made if the student has already used High School Teacher Training transfer credit in completing
one of the college curriculums before May 12, 1952.
Graduates of the five-year curriculum di,scontinued in the Minnesota
State Teachers College in 1927 shall be granted 96 quarter hours of
credit toward a bachelor's degree.
Veterans entering a Minnesota State Teachers College are given
credit for military service in line with the recommendation of the American Council on Education, Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experience in the Armed Services, to the extent that work is applicable to
the curriculum to be followed.
Students transferring from Junior Colleges shall be required to take
a minimum of 96 quarter hours in order to graduate with the bachelor's
degree.
A maximum of 12 quarter hours of correspondence credit may be a'l~owed in the eight- or nine- quarter curriculum; and 15 in the four-year
curriculum.
13
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Extension credit toward graduation shall confonn to the standards
of those accrediting agencies of which the college is a member.
Credits earned in the College may be transferred to other colleges
and universities to satisfy equivalent requirements or as elective credits.
ACADEMIC REGULA TIO NS
CREDITS

The unit of credit is the quarter hour. One quarter hour of credit
is assigned for the satisfactory completion of a subject pursued for one
period ( fifty minutes) of classwork or two periods of laboratory work
a week for one quarter. A transcript of a student's record will be issued
upon request without cost to the student. A charge of one dollar ( $1.00)
is made for each additional transcript. No transcript will be issued unless all financial obligations to the College have been paid and admission
requirements met.
TIIE GRADING SYSTEM

The work of the student is graded as follows: Grade A, excellent;
B, very good; C, average; D, passing; E, failing. Under certain circumstances a grade of Incomplete may be given. The Incomplete must be
made up by the end of the next quarter in which the student is in residence, or the grade will be recorded as Failure. Before a student can
make up an Incomplete, he must make application to the Director of
Admissions for permission to do so.
Honor points indicate the quality of the student's work: For each
hour of credit with a grade of A the student receives three honor points;
with a grade of B, two honor points; with a grade of C, one honor point;
with a grade of D, no honor points. For each quarter hour with a grade
of E one honor point is deducted. If a course is repeated, the last grade
earned shall count in the cumulative total of hours and honor points.
To be enrolled for student ,teaching a student must have a scholarship
ratio of 1.0. To be graduated a student must have the following minimum
requirements: ( 1) a scholarship ratio of 1.0 in both his major and minor
fields; ( 2) a scholarship ratio of 1.0 in student teaching; ( 3) a scholarship ratio of 1.0 in professional education; and ( 4) a scholarship ratio of
1.0 in his total college work.
The "scholarship ratio" is the number obtained by dividing the total
number of honor points by the total number of quarter hours. A scholarship ratio of 1.0 is the equivalent of a C average.
14

SCHOLARSHIP REGULATIONS

A student whose scholarship ratio is below 1.0 is on probation; he
is removed from probation when his ratio reaches 1.0 or better.

If a student's scholarship ratio is below .7 for both the first and
second quarters of his freshman year, he may not register for the third
quarter without permission from the scholarship committee. A ,s tudent
whose scholarship ratio is below 1.0 at the end of the third quarter may
not register for the fourth quarter without permission from the scholarship committee.
If, after the completion of three quarters of college work, a student's
scholarship ratio is below 1.0 for two consecutive quarters, he may not
register for the following quarter without permission from the scholarship
committee.
Permission from the scholarship committee to register will be granted only if the student provides good reasons why he can be expected to
raise his scholarship ratio to the required level by the end of the following qua1ter. If such permission is not granted, the student is automatically dismissed from college for at least three quarters and must have
permission from the ,scholarship committee before registering again.
A student who has been dismissed for scholastic reasons from another college may not register at Moorhead State Teachers College
without permission from the scholarship committee.
A student who has not completed all requirements for admission to
the upper division by the end of the ninth quarter may not enTOll for the
tenth quarter.
STUDENT LOAD

The normal load of work is sixteen quarter hours of credit a quarter.
A student may not enroll for more than eighteen quarter hours of credit
without the approval of his adviser and the Educational Policies Council. A quarter hour of credit usually requires two and one-half hours
of the student's time for classwork and preparation each week; therefore, sixteen quarter hours usually require forty hours of the student's
time each week.
CREDIT IN ACTIVITY COURSES

Of the 192 quarter hours of credit required for graduation a maximum of 12 quarter hours of credit in activity courses wil'l be accepted
for graduation. A minimum of 6 hours is required. During the freshman
and sophomore years students must earn at least four hours of credit in
15
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activity courses in at least two types of aotivities. No more than 6 hours
of activity courses may be used towards establishing the minimum
honor point ratio requirement for admission to degree curriculums.
Students who earn credits in activity courses in excess of the 12 hours
accepted for graduation may not use the excess credits as elective credit
for graduation but may have them accepted a,s requirements for majors
and minors on the approval of their advisers.
PROGRAM CHANGES

After a student has completed his registration, he may make no
cha,nges in his program without approval of his adviser. All changes
must be reported to the Offi.ce of Admissions. No student shall be permitted to make substitutions or additions to his program after the expiration of one week of regularly scheduled classes.
Any course which is dropped without permission is recorded as a
failure. A course may be dropped ( with the adviser's consent) during
the first four weeks without penalty. After the first four weeks, t'he
student will be permitted to drop a course only in a case of unusual
circumstances. In such a case the student will receive a W in the course
if he is doing satisfactory work at the time the course is dropped; otherwise a failure will be recorded.
SPECIAL STUDENTS

Students who do not wish to complete the requirements of one of
the curriculums may enroll as special students. They are required, however, to meet the scholastic standards of the College in order to remain
in the College. If they apply later to regi·s ter in a curriculum leading to
graduation they must meet all of the requirements of that curriculum in the order in which they are prescribed. The adviser of special
students is the Director of the Lower Divisions.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
TERM OF RESIDENCE

Candidates for graduation from a four-year curriculum shall be in
residence a minimum of three quarters and shall earn a minimum of 45
quarter hours of residence credit during the junior and senior years, 8 of
which shall be eamed during the last quarter preceding graduation.
16
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

Candidates for graduation from any other curriculum shall earn a
minimum of 45 quarter hours in a Minnesota State Teachers College,
including a minimum of 32 quarter hours in residence, at least 8 of
which shall be earned in the last quarter preceding graduation.
ADMISSION TO ENROLLMENT IN THE DEGREE CURRICULUM$

In order to satisfy the requirements for admission to the de~·ee curriculums, a student must have ( 1) a scholarship ratio of 1.0 in the
courses in General Education and in his cumulative record; ( 2) 96
quarter hours of credit, of which 60 are in General Education. Upon
completion of these requirements, a student shall make application for
admission to enrollment in the A.B. or B.S. Curriculums at the Office
of Admissions. Applications for the A.B. curriculum will be evaluated on
the basis of academic competence. Applications for the B.S. curriculum
will be evaluated on the bases of academic competence, personal competence, and fitness for teaching.
ADMISSION TO ENROLLMENT IN TIIE ASSOCIATE
AND PROVISIONAL CURRICULUM$

A student who has enrolled provisionally in these curriculums must
upon completion of two quarters of work make application for enrollment
in the Elementary Provisional or the Associate in Arts Curriculum at the
Office of Admissions. Applications for the Elementary Provisional Curriculum will be evaluated on the bases of academic competence, personal competence, and fitness for teaching. Applications for the Associate
in Arts Curriculum will be evaluated on the basis of academic competence.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSFER STVDENTS
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The following regulations describe the requirements that are uniform in the teachers colleges of the State. ( 1) A definite pattern of general education should have been followed in the lower division. (2) A
suitable pattern of upper division courses in each major and minor field
should be followed. (3) Waiving of requirements in the lower division
for 'Special cases may be done on the basis of comprehensive tests or
other evaluation. Appropriate substitution of advanced college work may
be made. ( 4) Requirements may be modified for special cases provided
that upper-division courses can be substituted. ( 5) Candidates for the
professional degree will be screened both on the basis of previous academic experience and professional aptitude before being officially admitted to the upper-division program. ( 6) Each student wHI be ex17
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pected to pursue courses which will insure a well balanced program
of general and professional education. (7) All students who do not
complete the requirements for the Associate in Education diploma based
on 128 quai,ter hours by March 1, 1957, will be required to earn an additional 16 quarter hours of credit to qualify for the provisional certificate. ( 8) A minimum of 36 weeks residence study is required for
graduates from any curriculum. The college requires 36 weeks of attendance and at least 42 hours of work earned in residence in the junior and
senior years for degree graduates. Graduates from both the provisional
elementary and the four-year curriculums must earn at least 8 quarter
hours in residence in their final quarter.
DEGREES GRANTED

The College grants four degrees: the Associate in Arts, A.A.; the
Bachelor of Arts, B.A.; the Bachelor of Science, B.S.; and the Master
of Science, M.S.
The Associate in Arts degree may be granted upon the successful
completion of terminal curriculums in general education or in specialized fields, such curriculums to include a minimum of 96 quarter hours
of credit.
The Bachelor of Science degree may be granted upon the successful completion of a minimum of 192 quarter hours of credit in a curriculum designed for the preparation of teachers and including courses
in professional education in addition to courses in general education
and in fields of specialization.
The Bachelor of Arts degree may be granted upon the successful
completion of a minimum of 192 quarter hours of credit in a curriculum
consisting of courses in general education and in major and minor fields
of concentration.
The Master of Science degree provides advanced preparation in
elementary teaching, elementary principalships, and secondary teaching. A program of study must be approved by the Graduate Committee before admission to candidacy for this degree is granted. A minimum
of 45 quarter hours of courses on the graduate level is required.
The Minnesota State Teachers Colleges may recommend for teaching certificates only those ·students who have earned the Bachelor of
Science degree or a diploma based upon the successful completion of
a teacher-education curriculum.
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Both four-year degrees, the Bachelor of Arts degree and the Bachelor of Science degree, may be awarded to a student only on the completion of 192 quarter hours of credit in addition to the professional
work required for the Bachelor of Science degree.
DIPLOMA

Diplomas may be granted upon completion of 128 quarter hours
of credit to those students who began a shorter ·elemeJlltary curriculum
at a Minnesota State Teachers College before September 1, 1954, provided the 128 quarter-hour curriculum is completed before March l,
1957.
Diplomas may be granted upon completion of 144 quarter hours
of credit to those students who began a shorter elementary curriculum
at a Minnesota State Teachers College after September 1, 1954, provided ,t he 144 quarter-hour curriculum is completed before March 1,
1961.
GRADUATION HONORS

Students with two and one fourth times as many honor points as
quarter-hour credits are graduated with honor; those with two and a
half times as many honor points as quarter-hour credits are graduated
with special honor. Honor points are not given on grades transferred
from other institutions.
ATHLETIC POLICY OF THE COLLEGE
The athletic program of the Moorhead State Teachers College is
conducted in the spirit of a wholesome program providing real values
for the educational objectives of the college and for the participants.
The members of the coaching staff are regular members of the
faculty with the same obligations and privileges a:s other members of
the faculty. All student participants in athletics are also regular members of the student body, with the same obligations and privileges as
other students.
Control of the program of intercollegiate athletics i:s vested in the
President and faculty of the College who have delegated the administration and supervision of the athletic program to an Athletic Committee of faculty and student members. This committee establishes the
policies under which the athletic program of the College is conducted
m conformity with the constitution and by-laws of the Minnesota State
19
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College Conference, and in conformity with the athletic regulations of
the accrediting agencies in which the College has membership.
Students are encouraged to participate in any one or all of the
sports included in the at<hletic program.
STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
COUNSELLING PROGRAM

The student personnel program is concerned with the personal
development of the student in all aspeots of his personality and character to the end that he may become a well-integrated person and an
effective teacher. The personal contaot begins with the Dirctor of Admissions either by personal interview or by correspondence. A personnel
folder is begun for the student which will contain correspondence, the
student's application, his high-school record, a list of his high-school
aotivities, the personal ratings by his teachers, and available test results.
This folder is maintained throughout the ·s tudent's college career and
thereafter for placement services.
Freshmen are invited to the campus a few days before the official
registration day in the fall quarter. Members of the administrative staff,
aided by members of the faculty, members of the Student Commission,
and student counselors cooperate in planning a varied program designed
to familiarize the new student with his new environment. Freshmen are
introduced to the facilities and traditions of the College, student organizations, religious aotivities, and social life. In addition, they are given a
series of tests which measures abilities, skills, and knowledge. The results of these tests arn used to aid the student and his faculty adviser in
planning his college program.
The counselling of the student during his first two years in the College is under the direction of the Junior Advisory Committee. On personal and academic matters the student is assigned an adviser. The
adviser assists the student not only with such academic matters as
planning his course of ,study, improving his reading and study techniques, making effective use of his time, but also with such personal
matters as finding satisfying e:x;tra-curriculum and recreational activities.
During the junior and senior years the Council on Advisement and
Specializa,tion becomes ,t he general counselling body. This Council is
composed of the chairmen of the academic and professional divisions
and ·departments of the College. Each chairman is the academic adviser
of the students majoring in his division or department.
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The general responsibility for the Student Personnel Program rests
with the Council on Student Affairs. Committees and individual faculty
members are appointed to assist the Council in the establishment and the
interpretation of policies which come under its jurisdiction. The Council
maintains an intimate relationship with student organizations and committees in dealing with matters affecting students.
HOUSING
Living conditions have a direot bearing upon the quality of scholastic work. The College has· provided comfortable and attractive residence halls for both men and women in order that students may be free
to have a socially satisfying and an academically effective life on the
campus. Moreover, the experience of group living is of great value in
contributing to the development of the student. It is recommended that
all out-of-town students, except those who live with relatives, those for
whom living accommodations are arranged by the parents prior to the
student's enrolling in the College, and those who must work for board
and room live in ,t he college residence halls, insofar a•s accommodations
are available.
It is required that all freshmen and sophomores live in the dormitories, with the foregoing exceptions. Students wishing to live with
relatives other than parents or guardians must secure permission from the
Dean of Men or the Dean of Women prior to the opening of the College
in the fall. Withdrawals from the dormitories are accomplished according
to the procedure found in the Student Handbook. No arrangements for
off-campus accommodations should be attempted by the students until
this .Procedure has been followed.
Campus Residence Halls.-The dormitories for both men and wo~en are under the supervision of Head R,esidents who are interested
m ,t he welfare of young people and who understand their needs and
problems. Assisting the Head Residents are the student counselors who
are selected for their leadership qualities, for their own good adjustment
to .college life, and for their ability to help others make similar good
ad1ustments.
Student government organizations in the dormitories for both men
a?d women have the purpose of fostering good fellowship and coopera~10n among the residents and of providing the opportunity for practice
m self-government. Subject to the approval of the Head Residents and
the Coui:cil on Student Affairs, the Women's Dormitory Association and
the Mens Dormitory Association set up whatever regulations are necessary for their respective groups.
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Dormitories for W omen.-There are two connected dormitories for
women: Wheeler Hall for freshmen and Comstock Hall for upperclass
women. Wheeler Hall can accommodate eighty-nine students; and Comstock Hall, ,eighty-four. Most of the rooms accommodate two girls, but
the fourth floors of both dormitories have some rooms large enough for
three and four occupants.
Student rooms are provided with bed, dresser, chest of drawers, and
desk unit for each student. Each room has two closets. Two blankets,
sheets, and pillow cases are furnished by the College. The students are
expected to furnish extra blankets, towels, bedspreads, draperies, lamps,
and whatever ornamental equipment is desired. Students care for their
own rooms.
A laundry room with automatic equipment is located in the basement of Wheeler Hall. Two ironing rooms are provided in ea,c h dormitory. By order of the State Fire Marshal no ironing equipment, irons or
ironing boards, or hot plates are to be permitted in student-occupied
rooms.
Both Wheeler and Comstock Halls have attractive parlors for general gatherings and for the entertainment of guests. There is a piano and
television set in each parlor.

Dormitories for Men.-Accommodations offered in Ballard Hall include facilities and arrangements found in the best modem college residence halls. Ballard Hall has two wings; each wing has approximately
an equal number of single and double rooms equipped with single
beds. All rooms are furnished with linens, blankets, pillows, bedspreads,
draperies, and lamps. Students care for their own rooms.
Special facilities for the residents of Ballard Hall a,r e a spacious
lounge for general use, a ·small living room on each corridor, and a
laundry room.

Reserving a Dormitory Room.-An application blank may be secured from the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women. In order to reserve
a room, the student must fill out this blank and return it to the office of
the appropriate Dean witih a $5.00 deposit. In case the reservation is
subsequently canceled, the deposit will be refunded, provided the request is received by the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women not later
than ten days before the first day of registration for the quarter for which
the room was reserved.
Off-Campus Rooms.-The Deans have lists of off-campus rooms for
students who cannot be accommodated in the dormitories. Such rooms
22

must be approved by the Deans, but definite arrangements for renting
them must be made by l!he students themselves. Students who live offcampus are under the same regulations as those who live in the dormitories. Changes of housing must be made through the offices of the Dean,
and except for urgent reasons, may be made only at the end of a quarter.

Dining Room.-The College dining room, located in Comstock Hall,
serves meals to all men and women residents, off-campus students, and
faculty.
All-College Social Rooms.- The recreation room in Ballard Hall is
especially designed for the use of all-college groups. In MacLean Hall
there are two other social rooms, Ingleside and the Student Center.
Ingleside, second floor MacLean Hall, is used for teas, receptions,
and social occasions, and may be reserved by student organizations for
afternoon or evening meetings. A well--equipped kitchen provides silver
and dishes for serving refreshments.
The Student Center, on first floor, is open mornings and afternoons
for light refreshments and may be reserved for evening meetings by
special arrangement. Off-campus students may also secure breakfast and
lunch at the Center.
HEALTH SERVICE
A physical examination is given to all in-coming students as a required part of their matriculation. The Mantoux Test is also given all
students, and positive reactors are X-rayed. A registered nurse is on call
at all, times, and a physician comes to the campus regularly. Students
may go to him for free consultation by arrangement with the nurse.
Students are required to report early symptoms of illness to the nurse,
and off-campus students as well as dormitory students who are ill may
be cared for in the College infirmary in Ballard Hall. There is no charge
for their care except for board.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
STUDENT LOAN FUND

The Student Loan Fund has been bui1t up from contributions made
by classes, organizations, and accumulated interest. Loans are available
to needy students of worth after completion of two resident quarters.
Usually ,t he amount of the loan is not in ,excess of $50 for a student.
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Interest is charged at the rate of 4 per cent per annum. The number of
students accommodated each year depends upon the needs. The fund
is administered by a Student Loan Committee. Applications for loans
may be made through the deans.

by Mr. Sornsen who was for many years a member of the State Teachers
College Board. The purpose of the scholarship is "to aid worthy and
needy students in and at the college in paying their expenses while in
attendance ,thereat. .. upon consideration of character, school standing,
need, and general ability."

PI MU PHI FRIENDSHIP FUND

Kappa Delta Pi.~Gamma Gamma Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, an
honor society in education, aims to promote interest in scholarship by
presenting annual scholarship awards of twenty dollars ,to the highestranking sophomore and junior of the preceding year, provided tihese
students enroll in the College within one year.

The Pi Mu Phi Friendship Fund is a loan fund established in 1927
by the alumnae chapter of St. Paul and Minneapolis ''in appreciation
of the lasting friendships formed while in college." The fund is available
for any woman student after the second quarter of residence.

t
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CHAPTER O, P. E. 0. LOAN FUND

The Chapter 0, P. E. 0. Memorial Loan Fund was established and
shall be preserved for the purpose of extending aid to college women
of the Moorhead State Teachers College who are in their senior year and
who are seriously planning on entering the teaching profession. The
name of the chairman of the Loan Fund Committee of Chapter O may
be obtained from the Dean of Women of the College.
FRESHMAN SCHOLARSHIPS

Janet Cupler Memorial Scholarship.-This scholarship was established by Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Cupler in memory of their daughter, Janet.
Song Fest Scholarships.-The Alpha Epsilon fraternity has provided
funds through its annual Song Fest for several scholarships for highranking graduates of high schools in the area.
Bookstore Scholarships.-The Student Exchange Bookstore has provided funds for several scholarships for high-ranking graduates of high
schools in the area.
Faculty Association Scholarships.-Members of the faculty have provided funds for several scholarships for high~ranking graduates of high
schools in the area.
All Freshman Scholarships pay full tuition and the activity fee for
the first year. Final selection of the graduates to be awarded scholarships
is made by a committee of three, representing the State Teachers College
Board, the Administration of the College, and the faculty.
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS

Stephen H. Sornsen Scholarship.-A scholarship, known as the Stephen H. Sornsen Scholarship, was established in 1936 t,hrough a bequest
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ALUMNI ASSOOIA TION
The Alumni Association, Incorporated, has been active since 1930.
Two outstanding gifts ,to the College from the Association are the Minnesota marble gates and the Hammond organ in the Auditorium. Membership fees are $2.00 a year. All members who pay their fees receive
The Western MiSTiC, which carries alumni news and is the official organ
of the Association. The president for the current year is Alex J. Nemzek;
the secretary~treasurer i:s Miss Jennie Owens.
THE BULLETIN

The Bulletin, issued quarterly, usually in February, May, August
and November, is the official publication of the College. Its purpose is
twofold: to give information in regard to the sta,te of the College and
the organization and development of new administrative plans and instructional programs; and to summarize and interpret the educational
thought and trends that concern the welfare of the schools of the state,
particularly ·the schools within tihe area the College serves.
LIBRARY

The library, located in MacLean Hall, provides ample and attractive
quarters for modern library service. More than three hundred periodicals
are received; newspapers of this area and a selection of national newspapers are available in the reading rooms. The book collection provides
for leisure, as well as professional, reading. Audio-visual facilities include
films and recordings of classical and modem music.
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
The Fine Arts Center of the College provides an opportunity for
students to hear recorded music and plays, to see art exhibits and unusual
films, to participate in lecture and discussion groups, and to browse
among the books in the Adamson Collection. Located on the first floor
of MacLean Hall, the attractive rooms of the Center are open daily to
students, faculty, and friends of the College.
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
For the convenience and advantage of students and staff, the Moorhead State Teachers College Student Exchange Bookstore has been organized to provide services which cannot be provided by the State or the
College. Its chief activity is the operation of the Bookstore which sells
textbooks, supplies, candy, and a variety of other items needed and desired by students, faculty, and staff. The convenience of having such an
organization is apparent. College supplies may be purchased on the
campus a<t low cost and of the particular quality needed. The business
of the Bookstore is under the direction of a Board of Directors made up
of five students and two faculty member,s elected by the student body and
faculty, the adviser to the Student Commission, and the Business Manager of the College. Any accumulated profits are controlled by the
Board and are used to purchase services and equipment not otherwise
provided for the particular advantage of the students, faculty, and staff.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Students actively direct their extra-curriculum activities through
their Student Commission. They elect a president, a secretary-treasurer,
and nine commissioners. As chairman of a committee composed of representatives of all campus organizations in his field, eaoh commissioner
represents a special field of college activity. There are commissioners
of athletics, religion, social affairs, forensics, music, publicity, education,
pep, and properties. As a group t:he Commission, with the help of the
Council on Student Affairs, directs the budgeting of the entire student
activity fund. In addition, the group sponsors all-college events such as
Freshman Week activities, the annual Homecoming, all-college social
affairs, and student convocation programs.

serves as a permanent record of personalities and college life. Each
year the board of publication chooses the staff on the basis of merit
and experience.
THE WESTERN MISTIC

Students of the College, in accordance with policies determined by
a student-faculty board of publications, publish a weekly newspaper.
As far as possible the editorial staff is selfperpetuating from year to
year. Reporters are chosen through a system of "tryouts;" editors are
selected each spring by the publications board from the ablest staff
members. The staff is expected to enroll in journalism classes.
The paper is printed in the College print shop by students under
the direction of the Industrial Arts Department. The MiSTiC is regarded
as a useful part of college life, and as an organ of information, opinion,
and literary expression of student, faculty, and administration.
A special literary supplement, Literary Designs, is published each
yeaT under the auspices of Sigma Tau Delta, national honorary English
fratemi,ty.
FEES AND EXPENSES
Tuition and fees a,r e payable in advance quarterly on the date of
registration set by the College calendar; registration is not complete
until tuition and fees are paid.
TUITION

Tuition for undergraduate students who are residents of Minnesota
is $30.00 a quarter; non-resident students, $5.00 additional. Tuition for
special part-time students who enrnll for 8 credit hours or less is $3.00
a credit hour, minimum $10.00; non-resident, $5.00 additional.
Tuition for students in the graduate program, whether they have or
have not been admitted for candidacy for the degree, is $46.00 a quarter;
non-resident, $110.00. Tuition for graduate students enrolled for 6 credit
hours or less is $23.00 a quarter; non-resident, $55.00.
ACTIVITY FEE

The Dragon serves the traditional purpose of the College annual.
The book presents the truest possible picture of the College year and

The Activity Fee is $10.00 a quarter. This fee entitles students to:
( 1 )_ admission to entertainments, athletic games, intercollegiate and fOTens1c contests, college plays, musical programs, and other events of this
~ature; ( 2) exhibits and films of a cultural nature; ( 3) college publications-the MiSTiC and the Dragon; ( 4) physical examinations, services
?f the resident nurse, infirmary service, consultation services of the visitmg physician; and ( 5) a vaTiety of all-college social activities.
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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
THE DRAGON

ESTIMATED_QUARTERLY EXPENSES

GENERAL INFORMATION

REF•UNDS

:MUSIC FEES

A oharge is made for private lessons in Music at the rate of $15.00
a quarter. These include lessons in piano, organ, voice, and orchestral
instruments. Students taking private lessons are entitled to a one-half
hour lesson each week throughout the qual'l:er. The charge for private
lessons is in conformity with the procedure in all tea,chers colleges of the
State. In addition, a fee of $1.00 a quarter is charged for practice piano
rental or practice insuument rental and a fee of $3.00 for practice organ
rental.
LATE REGISTRATION FEE

A fee of $1.00 for the first day, and 50 cents for each additional day.
is charged for late registration. Registration includes arrangement of
schedule of courses and payment of tuition and fees. To avoid payment
of this fee, students must complete their registration on the day set for
that purpose by the college calendar.
EXAMINATION FEES

A fee of $2.00 is charged to students for special examinations and
make-up final examinations unless unusual circumstances warrant exceptions. In such cases a request for waiving the fee must be granted by
the President of the College.
A schedule of fees has been arranged for the administration of special
examinations to qualified persons who are not enrolled in this college.
TRANSCRIPT FEE

One transcript of a student's record is issued upon request without
cost to the s,tudent. A charge of $1.00 is made for each additional transcript.
DEPOSIT

Refund allowances on tuition and fees to students withdrawing from
college will be made upon application. No refunds am authorized for
withdrawals after the fourth week of the quarter.
LIVING EXPENSES

The rates for room and board in Comstock Hall and Wheeler Hall
for women are $14.00 a week for double and trriple rooms; $15.00 a week
for a room occupied singly, if available.
The rates for room and board in Ballard Hall for men are $14.00 a
week for a double room and $15.00 a week for a single room.
The $5.00 fee paid on mom reservation or room assignment will be
held as a dormitory deposit during the time the student is a resident of
the dormitory. Upon withdrawal and approved clearance, this deposit,
or any remaining balance, will be refunded to the student.
Students occupying rooms in the Residence Halls will take all meals
in the College Dining Room. Room and board charges are payable at
least four weeks in advance. Board exemptions will be granted only in
case of work conflicts or special doctor's diets, on application 'l!hrough
the Dean of Men or Dean of Women's Offices and approval of the
Committee on Food Service and Housing. No refunds or allowances
will be made on board charges for absences of less than one week.
Withdrawal from the dormitory is subject to the approval of the
Dean of Men or the Dean of Women. No refunds are authorized for
withdmwals without two weeks' advance notice.
If the cost of commodities and services changes materially, adjustments in the price of room and board may be made without further
notice.
ESTIMATED QUARTERLY EXPENSES

.$ 30.00
10.00
15.00
165.00

Tuition
Activity Fee
Books and Supplies
Room and Board . ..

A deposit of $10.00 is required of all students. Deductions are made
from this deposit for laboratory and class fees, library fines, lost library
books, materials used, and breakage. The physical education lock and
towel deposit of $3.00 is included. At the time of payment of fees for
each quarter the student must make an additional deposit sufficient to
bring his balance to $10.00. Quarterly statements are issued ,showing all
charges made against this deposit, and the balance remaining at the
close of the school year is rretumed to the student.

The ·regular college year consists of three quarters of approximately
twe~ve weeks each. In arranging for college expenses, the student should
begm each quarter with sufficient funds to pay his quarterly registration
fees and at least four week's room and board in advance.
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Curriculums in the Lower Divisions

The College Curriculums
I. Curriculums in the Lower Divisions
A. General Studies
1. General Education
2. Area of Concentration

A. A. Deg:ree

B. Preprofessional Education
1. General Education
2. Preprofessional Education

A. A. Degree

C. Terminal Education
1. General Education
2. Area of Concentration

A. A. Degree

High-school graduates who have good judgment and foresight will
recognize that the educational demands of industry, the professions,
and the trades are growing and that the requirements for intelligent
participation in social and civic affairs are increasing. In order to meet
these needs of students, the College has organized a series of post-highschool curriculums. These curriculums are general education, preprofessional, and terminal.
GENERAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM

D. Elementary Provisional Education
1. General Educaition
2. Academic Education
3. Prnfessional Education

Diploma

PREPROFESSIONAL CURRICULUMS

II. Curriculums in the Upper Divisions

A. Elementary Educa,tion
1. General Education
2. Academic Education
3. Professional Education
4. Materials and Methods

B. S. Degree

B. Secondary Education
1. General Education
2. Academic Education: Majors and Minors
3. Professional Education
4. Materials and Methods

B. S. Degree

C. Academic Education . .
1. General Education
2. Academic Education: Majors and Minors

B. A. Degree

III. Curriculum in the Graduate Professional Program
30

The curriculum of general education is basic to all the curriculums
in the College and is within itself a unified program. The broad educational program that fulfills requirements for later specialization also satisfies the requirements for the obligations and opportunities of effective
citizenship. This aspect of the general education program cannot be
neglected since it is the basis not only of professional or vocational competence but also of a satisfactory personal life.

M. S. Degree

Professional schools and colleges have established preprofessional
admission requirements. These requirements are generally satisfied
through ,t he basic courses within each of the professions with the more
specialized courses to be completed in the professional or special divisions and schools. Most of the professional schools do not offer the introductory courses but require them to be completed in other institutions.
'f.his college makes provisions through its preprofessional programs for
those students who wish to enter professional fields. These programs
provide for the fulfilling of preprofessional requirements and for the
requirements in general education set up by the professional schools.
TERMINAL CURRICULUMS
The terminal curriculums have distinct advantages for those who
have immediate objectives. Students who do not wish to postpone their
careers, marriage, or vocational choices for a number of years will be
a?le to complete a college program in two years. This program is ennched by the classroom and campus experiences that a college offers.
The .courses are designed to provide the background of training and
special abilities for the technical aspects of a certain job or position.
In addition, they provide for the student's development in the knowledge and understanding that make him a more valuable and efficient
person for himself and his job.
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CURRICULUM IN GENERAL STUDIES
The cmriculum in general education is designed for students needing a broad background for later specializa·t ion and for students who
wish to limit their college education to two years. The program is organized in terms of the major areas of human experience and knowledge with emphasis throughout on effective personal, social, and civic
living. Emphasis is also placed upon the development of the student's
ability and desire to think critically, to evaluate results, and to have
continuous interest in the various fields of study. The program of general education in the College comes within the general education requirement of ,t he State Teachers College Board. Students who terminate
their education at the end of two yea,rs will be awarded the A. A. degree
upon completion of the courses in general education and the required
courses in an area of concentration.
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL GROWTH
Personal and Social Growth 110, Problems of Personal Adjustment
Personal and Social Growth 212, Personal and Group Relations
Personal and Social Growth 213, Critical Thought

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
12 hours

Total
COMM UNI CATIO NS
Communications 110, 111, 112
....... .

12 hours
12 hours

Total
HUMANITIES
Humanities 111, The Renaissance ...... . .. .
Humanities 112, The Age of Reason in the 18th Century
Humanities 210, Twentieth Century American Culture

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
12 hours

Total
SCIENCE

12 hours

Science 210, 211, 212

12 hours

Total
SOCIAL STUDIES

12 hours

Social Studies 110, 111, 112

12 hours

Total
ACTIVITIES

4 hours

Activities

64 hours
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PREPROFESSIONA
Preprofessional work is offered i
The following are the preprofession
demand. Others may be arranged to
completion of the requirements in t
isfies the admission requirements in t
and universities. Upon completion o
degree will be awarded.
GENERAL E
Personal and Social Growth 110
Communications 110, 111, 112
Science 210, 211, 212
Social Studies 110, 111, 112
Humanities 111 or 210
Activities
Total
PRE-BU/
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
Economics 210, 212, Principles of Econom
Business Education 230, 231, Accounting I
Business Education 310, Business Law ..
Economics 320, Money and Banking
General Education and electives in field o
Total
PRE-D:
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic I
Chemistry 212, Qualitative Analysis ....
Chemistry 215, 321, General Organic I, II
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
Mathematics 122, Trigonometry ...
Zoology 312, 313, General Zoology I, II
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I, II
Physics 320, Mechanics and Heat
General Education
Total
PRE-ENC
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic ·
Chemistry 215, General Organic I .....
Industrial Arts 110, Mechanical and Engi

PREPROFESSIONAL CURRICULUMS
Preprofessional work is offered in a number of fields by this college.
The following are the preprofessional programs which are in greatest
demand. Others may be arranged to suit the needs of the student. The
completion of the requirements in the preprofessional curriculums satisfies the admission requirements in the professional divisi:ons in colleges
and universities. Upon completion of any of these programs, the A. A.
degree will be awarded.
GENERAL EDUCATION
4
12
12
12
4
4

Personal and Social Growth 110
Communications 110, 111, 112
Science 210, 211, 212
Social Studies 110, 111, 112
Humanities 111 or 210
Activities

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

48 hours

Total
PRE-BUSINESS
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
Economics 210, 212, Principles of Economics I, II
Business Education 230, 231, Accounting I, II
Business Education 310, Business Law ..
Economics 320, Money and Banking ...
General Education and electives in field of concentration

4
8
8
4
4
68

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

96 hours

Total
PRE-DENTAL
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic I, II
Chemistry 212, Qualitative Analysis
Chemistry 215, 321, General Organic I, II
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
Mathematics 122, Trigonometry
Zoology 312, 313, General Zoology I, II
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I, II ..
Physics 320, Mechanics and Heat .....
General Education
Total

8
4
8
4
4
8
8
4
48

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

96 hours
PRE-ENGINEERING

Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic I, II
Chemistry 215, General Organic I
...... .
Industrial Arts 110, Mechanical and Engineering Drawing I
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8 hours
4 hours
4 hours

TERMINAL CURRICULUMS

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS
Industrial Arts 211, Engineering Drawing II
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
Mathematics 122, Trigonometry
Mathematics 220, Analytic Geometry
Mathematics 222, 223, 312, Calculus I, II, III
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I, II
Physics 320, 321, 322, Advanced Physics
General Education
Total

4
4
4
4
12
8
12
32

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

96 hours

PRE-MEDICAL
German llO, 111, 112
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic I, II
Chemistry 212, Qualitative Analysis
Chemistry 214, Quantitative Analysis
Chemistry 215, 321, General Organic I, II
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
Mathematics 122, Trigonometry .
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I, II
Physics 320, Mechanics and Heat
Zoology 312, 313, General Zoology I, II
General Education
Total

12
8
4
4
8
4
4
8
4
8
32

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

96 hours

The terminal curriculums are designed for students who wish to
complete a college program by meeting the minimum requirements in
general education with concentration in the home economics, industrial
arts, secretarial ·c urriculum, or general business. These curriculums are
offered to satisfy the practical and vocational needs of high-school
graduates and at the same time provide the opportunity for getting a
cultural education and the A. A. degree.
GENERAL EDUCATION

Total

4
12
12
12
4
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

48 hours
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Chemistry 210, General Inorganic I
Mathematics 101, General Mathematics
Art 372, Art in the Home
Business Education 315, Consumer Education
Education 313, Child Growth and Development I
Home Economics 110, Home Management
Home Economics 111, Nutrition
Home Economics 112, Food Management
Home Economics 113, Clothing ..
Health 124, Home Care of the Sick
Electives in Home Economics and/or General Education

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
11

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hour
hours

48 hours

Total
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Woodwork 120, Woodwork I
Woodwork 220, Woodwork II
Metal Work 230, Sheet Metal I
Metal Work 332, Electric Welding
Metal Work 333, Oxy-acetylene Welding
Metal Work 336, Machine Shop I
Drawing 110, Principles of Mechanical and Engineering Drawing I
Drawing 215, Architech1ral Drafting I ...
Electricity 370, Industrial Arts Electricity
Electives in Industrial Arts and/ or General Education

3
4
3
2
2
2
4
4
2
22

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

48 hours

Total

TERMINAL CURRICULUMS

Requirements 9ommon to all curriculums.
Personal and Social Growth 110
Communications 110, 111, 112
Science 210, 211, 212
Social Studies 110, 111, 112
Humanities 111 or 210
Activities

HOME ECONOMICS

SECRETARIAL CURRICULUM
Business Education 210, 211, 212, Typing
Business Education 220, 221, 222, Shorthand
Business Education 230, Accounting
English 207, Business English
Business Education 310, Business Law
Business Education 322, Office Practice and Machines
Electives in Business Education and/or General Education

6 hours

12
4
4
4
3
15

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

48 hours

Total
GENERAL BUSINESS
Business Education 210, 211, Typing
Math. 230, 231, Accounting
English 207, Business English
Business Education 310, Business Law
Business Education 322, Office Practice and Machines
Business Education 315, Consumer Education
Economics 210 .............. .
Electives in Business Education and/or General Education

4
8
4
4
3
4
4
17

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

48 hours

Total
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ELEMENTARY PROVISIONAL CURRICULUM

ELEMENTARY PROV,ISIONAL CURRICULUM
Beginning with the fall quarter of 1954, enrollees in the Elementary
Provisional Curriculum are required to complete nine quarters of course
work and to earn 144 quarter hours of credit in order to qualify for
certification to teach in elementary schools in Minnesota. Students enrolling in the fall of 1956 must complete the 12 quarter curriculum for
the B.S. degree to be certified to teach.
The Elementary Provisional Curriculum provides for the education
of teachers for both graded and ungraded elementary schools. It includes general education, professional, and academic courses. General
education provides a background for specialization and professional
education. The professional courses develop an understanding of the
child and the learning-teacher processes. The academic <:ourses provide
the basic content for teaching the school subjects in the grades.
A full quarter of student-teaching experience under skilled supervisors is included as an important aspect of the professional education
in this curri<:ulum. The student-teaching experience may be taken in
public-school situations or in the Elementary Laboratory School of the
College or in combination of the two.
Students who complete the Elementary Provisional Curriculum may
apply tlie courses for which they have earned credits as requirements
and electives in the degree curriculum when they desire to complete
that program. A special program is available for those students desiring
to specialize in Kindergarten education.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
"Education 313, Human Growth and Development I
"Education 314, Human Growth and Development II
"Education 442, Curriculum and Instruction ...
"English 340, Literature in the Elementary School
oEnglish 342, Language Arts in the Elementary School
"English 343, Reading in the Elementary School
"Art 340, Art in the Elementary School ....
"Music 340, Music in the Elementary School
"Mathematics 340, Arithmetic in the Elementary School
0 Social Studies 340, Social Studies in the Elementary School
"Physical Education 340, Phy. Educ. and Health in the Elementary School.
"General Science 340, Science in the Elementary School .
"Education 350, 351, Student Teaching and Seminar ..
tEducation 340, Kindergarten Education ...
ACADEMIC EDUCATION
"Art 110, Elements of Art
"Music 110, Elements of Music
"History 250, Minnesota History and Government
"Geography 210, Principles of Geography
"General Science 210, Elements of Science
tElectives in Academic Education
Total needed for graduation

"Required
tSubject to recommendation of adviser

Graduation is based upon earning 144 quarter hours of credit and
an equivalent number of honor points. Upon completion of this curriculum, students are granted the diploma, which entitles them to a
certificate to teach in the elementary schools of Minnesota.

ELEMENTARY PROVISIONAL CURRICULUM
GENERAL ED(!CATION
0

Personal and Social Growth 110, 212, 213
~Communications 110, lll, ll2
... . . ... .
Science 210, 2ll, 212
. .... . .
0
Social Studies 110, Ill, ll2 .......... .. ... .. .... .
0
Humanities lll, 112, 210 . . . . . .
. ...... ... .. .
0

12
12
12
12
. . . . ..... 12

"Required
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4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
12
4
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4
4
4
4
4
8
.144

FOUR-YEAR ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM

Curriculums in the Upper Divisions
Curriculums in the Upper Divisions include ( 1) Elementary Education, leading to the B.S. degree; ( 2) Secondary Education, leading to
the B.S. degree; and ( 3) Academic Education, leading to the B.A.
degree. The first two of these curriculums prepare the student to teach
in the elementary or in the high sohool, and the latter gives the student
a standard college degree with specialization in two or more areas but
no specific professional preparation for teaching.
Admission to each of these four-year curriculums is dependent upon
completion of two years of college work, including the requirements in
General Education. In the case of the Four-Year Elementary and the
Four-Year Secondary curriculums, admission is also dependent upon
evidence of personal competence and fitness for teaching.
FOUR-YEAR ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM
Students who complete the Four-Year Elementary Curriculum a·r e
qualified to teach in grades 1-6 inclusive in the 6-6 or in the 6-3-3 organizations and in grades 1-8 inclusive in the 8-4 organization. They may
also obtain a junior-high school endorsement by completing at least
one and preferably two minors in English and literature, science, mathematics or social studies; and one course in student teaching on the
junior-high school level in addition to the courses in student teaching
required on the elementary level.
Graduation from the Four-Year ElementaTy Curriculum is dependent upon ( 1) completion ·of requirements in General Education as detailed in the section on that subject; ( 2) completion of professional requirements as detailed in the section on that subject; ( 3) completion
of requirements in a,cademic areas as detailed in the section on that
subject; ( 4) completion of 192 hours of credit; ( 5) a minimum of three
quarters involving at least 42 hours of work in the Upper Divisions; ( 6)
three quarters of residence in this college, one of which must be the
final quarter ;and (7) a scholarship ratio of LO in the cumulative college
record, student teaching, and in each minor if one chooses to take minors.
FOUR-YEAR SECONDARY CURRICULUM
Graduation from the Four-Year Secondary Curriculum, which qualifies the student for the high-school standard general and/ or high-school
standard special certificate, is dependent upon ( 1) completion of requirements in General Education as detailed in the section on that subject; ( 2) completion of professional requirements as detailed in the
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section on Professional Education; ( 3) completion of requirements indicated in the section on Materials and Methods; ( 4) completion of a
major and a minor outside the area of the major; or of three broad minors;
or of two broad minors and a minor in art, music, physical education,
physical science, or mathematics; ( 5) completion of 192 hours of credit;
( 6) a minimum of three quarters involving at least 42 hours of work
in the Upper Divisions; (7) three quarters of residence in this college,
one of which must be the final quarter; and ( 8) a scholarship ratio of
LO in the cumulative college rncord, in student teaching, and in each
major and minor.
FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC CURRICULUM
Graduation from the Four-Year Academic curriculum leading to the
B. A. degree is dependent upon ( 1) completion of requirements in
General Education as detailed in the section on that subject; ( 2) completion of a major and a minor outside the area of the major; ( 3)
completion of 192 hours of credit, of which only education 313 and 314
may be submitted from professional courses; ( 4) a minimum of three
quarters involving at least 42 hours of work in the Upper Divisions; ( 5)
three quarters of residence in this college, one of which must be the final
quarter; and ( 6) a scholarship ratio of LO in the cumulative college
record and in each major and minor.

FOUR-YEAR ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM
The Four-Year Elementary Curriculum is designed to prepare teachers for the elementary schools. Students who elect the Four-Year Elementary Curriculum are qualified to teach in grades 1-6 inclusive in the
6-6 or in the 6-3-3 organizations and in grades 1-8 inclusive in the 8-4 organization.
A student who specializes in the elementary field through the fouryear curriculum may obtain a junior-high school endorsement provided
he completes at least one and preferably two minors from among the
following: English and literature, physical science, mathemahcs, social
studies, and one student teaching on the junior-high school level in
addition to the courses in student teaching required on the elementary
level.
GENERAL EDUCATION
"Personal and Social Growth llO
"'Personal and Social Growth 212

4
4
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FOUR-YEAR SECONDARY CURRICULUM

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS
4
12
12
12
12
4

"Personal and Social Growth 213
"Communications 110, 111, 112
"Science 210, 211, 212 ...
"Social Studies 110, 111, 112
"Humanities 111, 112, 210
"Activities ..
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
"Education 313, 314, Human Growth and Development I, II
"Education 374, Educational Measurement and Evaluation
"Education 442, Curriculum and Instruction .. ..
"Education 450, 451, Student Teaching and Seminar
"Education 490, Problems in Organization and Administration
"English 340, Literature in the Elementary School
"English 342, Language Arts in the Elementary School
"English 343, Reading in the Elementary School ..
"Mathematics 340, Arithmetic in the Elementary School
"Social Studies 340, Social Studies in the Elementary School
"General Science 340, Science in the Elementary School
"Physical Education 340, Physical Education and Health in the Elementary
School . ... . . ... . . .... .... .. .. . . . . .
tArt 340, Art in the Elementary School
tMusic 340, Music in the Elementary School ... . ... .. .... .
tPhysical Education 480, Supervision of Physical Education in the
Elementary School ...... . . ... .
tEducation 340, Kindergarten Education ... . .. . .... . . .

8
4
4
12
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2-4
4

ACADEMIC EDUCATION
"Geography 210, Principles of Geography . .
"General Science 210, Elements of Science
"History 250, Minnesota History and Government
"History 312, American History to 1850
"History 313, American History since 1850
"Music 310, Elements of Music ... ..
"Art 110, Elements of Art ....
tArt 215, Design in Materials
tGeography 310, Geography of North America
tEnglish 302, Readings in Comparative Poetry
tSpeech 234, Interpretation
tElectives and Activities
Needed for graduation
"Required
tSubject to recommendation of adviser
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4
4
4
3
3
4
4

4
4
4
3
. 192

The Four-Year Secondary Curriculum is designed to prepare teachers for the secondary schools. Students who meets the requirements for
the High-School Standard General Certificate are qualified to teach in
grades 7-12 inclusive regardless of the basis on which schools are organized-6-6, 8-4, 6-3-3. Students who meet the requirements for the
High-School Standard Special Certificate are qualified to teach in
grades 1-12 inclusive in the field of their specialization; and if they
have an academic minor, in grades 7-12 inclusive in the fields for which
the High-School Standard General Certificate qualifies them.
Admission to the Four-Year Secondary Curriculum is dependent
upon ( 1) completion of the requirements in General Education and
evidence of academic competence and ( 2) evidence of personal competence and fitness for teaching.

ii

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
313, Human Growth and Development I ....
314, Human Growth and Development II
. ..... . .
374, Educational Measurement and Evaluation ... .. .. . . . . . .
442, Curriculum and Instruction .. .. . . . .... ..... . . . . .. . ... . ...... . . .
490, Problems in Organization and Administration .... ... . . .... .
450S, Student Teaching and Seminar I .. . .
451S, Student Teaching and Seminar II .. . ... .. ... ... . . . .
Total

. .. . . . .. ...... ....... . . ... . .. . . ... ... .. . .

4
4
4
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
4 hours
6 hours
6 hours

I

111,

. .32 hours

MATERIALS AND METHODS IN LEARNING AND TEACHING
Courses shall be selected in this area based upon the recommendation and approval of the student's major adviser. A student is required
to take a materials and methods course in his major field and in any minor
in which he will do student teaching. In certain special major or minor
areas, students may be required to complete courses in both the elementary and the secondary curriculums.
ART
340, Art in the Elementary School
440, Art in the Secondary School

2 hours
2 hours

BUSINESS EDUCATION
440, Methods in Business Education ..

2 hours

GEOGRAPHY
340, Geography in the Elementary and the Secondary School

4 hours

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
340, Physical Education and Health in the Elementary School
440, Health in the Elementary and Secondary School ... . .
480, Supervision of Physical Education in the Elementary School
41

i1

4 hours
4 hours
.2-4 hours

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
440, Industrial Arts in the Secondary School

THE MAJOR IN ENGLISH AND LITERATURE

4 hours

ENGLISH
351, Literature in the Secondary School
352, English in the Secondary School

3 hours
3 hours

MUSIC
340, Music in the Elementary and Secondary Schools

2 hours

SCIENCE
440, Materials for Teaching Science in the Secondary School

3 hours

SOCIAL STUDIES
440, Social Sh1dies in the Secondary School

3 hours

Prerequisites: General Education - Communications 110, 111, 112
English 202 or 310, Readings in Comparative Prose or
Advanced Composition
English 204, Introduction to Literature
English 206, Nineteenth Century English Literature
English 312,313, 314, (American Literature) (three hours each)
English 317,318,319,320 (World Literamre) (three hours each)
English 402, 404, 406, ( Modern Drama, Prose, Poetry) ( three
hours each)
English 420, Chaucer and the Early English Tradition
English 422, Shakespeare and his Age
English 424, Milton and the Seventeenth Century
Electives in English or Related Fields ( recommendation of adviser)

DIVISION OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
THE BROAD MAJOR IN ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
Prerequisities: General Education - Communications 110, 111, 112
.. 12 hours
English 202 or 310, Readings in Comparative Prose or
Advanced Composition
4 hours
English 204, Introduction to Literature
4 hours
English 206, Nineteenth Century English Literamre
4 hours
English 312, 313, 314, (American Literature) (three hours each)
6 hours
English 317, 318, 319, 320 (World Literature) (three hours each)
6 hours
English 402, 404, 406, ( Modern Drama, Prose, Poetry) ( three
hours each)
6 hours
English 420, Chaucer and the Early English Tradition
4 hours
English 422, Shakespeare and his Age
4 hours
English 424, Milton and the Seventeenth Century
4 hours
Speech and Journalism ( recommendation of adviser)
6 hours
Total

48 hours
. .60 hours

..

THE BROAD MINOR IN ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
Prerequisites: General Education - Communications 110, 111, 112 . . ... .. 12 hours
English 202 or 310,
Readings in Comparative Prose or Advanced Composition
4 hours
English 204, Introduction to Literature
4 hours
English 206, Nineteenth Century English Literature
4 hours
English 312, 313, 314 ( American Literature) ( thr~e hours each)
3 hours
English 317, 318, 319, 320, (World Literature) (three hours each)
3 hours
English 402, 404, 406 ( Modern Drama, Prose, Poetry) ( three
hours each)
3 hours
English 420, 422, 424, ( Chaucer, Shakespeare,
Milton) ( four hours each)
4 hours
Speech or Journalism ( recommendation of adviser)
3 hours
28 hours
40 hours

Total
42

.. 12 hours
4
4
4
6
6

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

6
4
4
4
6

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

48 hours
...... 60 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN SPEECH
Speech 200, Play Production
Speech 228, Fundamentals of Speech
Speech 232, Argumentation
Speech 340, Direction of School Dramatics
Speech 342, Direction of Speech in Secondary School
Speech 350, Phonetics
Electives in Speech and Related fields

2
4
4
4
4
3
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Total . .
. . 25 hours
Related Fields include English 402: English 422; Political Science 300;
Political Science 320; History 417.
THE MINOR IN JOURNALISM
Journalism 220, 221, Reporting
Journalism 334, Newspaper Editing
Journalism 230, History and Principles of Journalism
Electives in Journalism and Related Fields

4
2
3
. .. 15

hours
hours
hours
hours

.24 hours

Total
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN FRENCH
French 110, 111, 112, Elementary French
French 210, 211, 212, Intermediate French
French 310, 311, 312, Survey of French Literature

.. 12 hours
... 12 hours
12 hours

Total
... 36 hours
Students who have completed one year of French in high school may omit
French 110, and thus their minor will total 32 quarter hours. Students who have
completed two years of French in high school may omit French llO, lll, 112,
their minor will thus tota,l 24 quarter hours.
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN SPANISH
Spanish 110, Ill, 112, Elementary Spanish
Spanish 210, 211, 212, Intermediate Spanish
Spanish 310, 311, 312, Survey of Spanish Literature

. 12 hours
..... . . . .. . . 12 hours
.. . 12 hours

Total
.. 36 hours
The same procedure with respect to high-school credits is followed in
Spanish as outlined in French.

DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
THE BROAD SCIENCE MAJOR
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212
Botany 312, General Botany I
Botany 313, General Botany II
Zoology 312, General Zoology I
Zoology 313, General Zoology II
Chemistry 210, General Inorganic Chemistry I
Chemistry 211, General Inorganic Chemistry II
Chemistry 215, General Organic Chemistry I
Physics 310, General Physics I
Physics 311, General Physics II
Physics 320, Mechanics
Geography 211, World Georgraphy
Biology electives

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8

. . 12 hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

52 hours
.. 64 hours

Total

4 hours
8 hours

Zoology 313, General Zoology II
Biology electives

24 hours
.36 hours

Total
THE MAJOR IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic Chemistry
Chemistry 215, General Organic Chemistry I
Geography 211, World Geography or 300, Geology and Physical
Geography
....... . ....... . .. .
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I and II
Physics 320, Mechanics ...
Physics 321 or 322, Heat, Sound, and Light, or Magnetism
and Electricity
Electives

THE MAJOR IN BIOLOGY
. . 12 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
8 hours
4 hours
4 hours
8 hours
40 hours
... . . . .. 52 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN BIOLOGY

... . . 12 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours

Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212
Botany 312, General Botany I
Botany 313, General Botany II
Zoology 312, General Zoology I
44

4 hours
8 hours
4 hours
4 hours
8 hours
40 hours
.52 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212 . . . ....
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic Chemistry I, II
Chemistry 215, General Organic Chemistry I . . . . .
. .. . .. .
Geography 211, Word Geography or 300, Geology and Physical
Geography
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I, II
Physics 320, Mechanics

.. ... 12 hours
8 hours
4 hours
4 hours
8 hours
4 hours
28 hours
. . .... 40 hours

Total
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212
Botany 312, General Botany I
Botany 313, General Botany II ..
Zoology 312, General Zoology I
Zoology 313, General Zoology II
Biology Electives
Botany Electives ... . ... . . . . . . .
Zoology Electives
Electives

.12 hours
8 hours
4 hours

THE MINOR IN CHEMISTRY
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212
Chemistry 210, 211, General Inorganic Chemistry I and II
Chemistry 215, 321, General Organic Chemistry I and II
Chemistry 312, Qualitative Analysis
Chemistry 314, Quantitative Analysis

..... 12 hours
8 hours
8 hours
4 hours
4 hours
24 hours
.36 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN PHYSICS
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212 ...
Physics 310, 311, General Physics I and II
Physics 320, Mechanics
Physics 321, Heat, Sound, and Light
Physics 322, Magnetism and Electricity
Mathematics 223, Calculus II

8
4
4
4
4

.12 hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

24 hours
... 36 hours

Total
45

SPECIAL FIELDS
COLLEGE CURRICULUMS

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Electives

THE MAJOR IN MATHEMATICS
121, College Algebra
122, Trigonometry
220, Analytics
222, Calculus I

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
.. 20 hours
. 36 hours

Total

THE MINOR IN MATHEMATICS
4
Mathematics 121, College Algebra
4
Mathematics 122, Trigonometry
.... .. .... 4
Mathematics 220, Analytics ..
... . 10-12
Electives

hours
hours
hours
hours

History 313, American History Since 1850
History 314, American History 1900 to Present
History Electives
Total

3 hours
4 hours
3 hours
.... . . . .. . . ....... 25 hours

THE BROAD MINOR IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Prerequisites: General Education. - Social Studies llO, 111, ll2 . ....... 12 hours
History 319, 320, 321, European History ......... ....... . . . . .. . . .. 12 hours
History 312, American History to 1850
3 hours
History 313, American History Since 1850
3 hours
Political Science 210, American Government
..............
4 hours
Sociology 210, Introduction to Sociology
4 hours
26 hours
. .. . .. 38 hours

Total

22-24 hours

Total

DIVISION OF SPECIAL FIELDS
DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES
THE BROAD MAJOR IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Prerequisites: General Education. - Social Studies 110, 111, 112
History 319, 320, 321, European History
History 312, American History to 1850
History 313, American History 1850 to 1900
History 314, American History 1900 to Present
Geography 211, World Geography
Political Science 210, American Government
Political Science 300, International Relations
Economics 210, Principles of Economics I
Sociology 210, Introduction to Sociology
Electives in Sociology, Economics, or Geography

DEPARTMENT OF ART
.. . 12 hours
12 hours
3 hours
3 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
3 hours
4 hours
4 hours
. . 3-4 hours
44-45 hours
. . 57-58 hours

Total

THE MAJOR IN HISTORY
.... 12
History 319, 320, 321, European History
History 250, 317, or 360, Minnesota History and Government,
Economic History of the United States, or History of the West .3-4
3
History 312, American History to 1850
3
History 313, American History 1850 to 1900
4
History 314, American History 1900 to Present
4
History 414, Latin America or 418, History of the Far East
8
History Electives

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

37-38 hours

Total

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

THE MAJOR IN ART
210, Elements of Art
215, Design in Materials or 341 , Craftwork
220, Art Structure I
221, Art Structure II
330, Art History I
372, Art in the Home
410, Art Structure III
411, Ceramics
331, Art History II
Electives

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
9 hours

Total

45 hours

THE MINOR IN ART
Art 210, Elements of Art
Art 215, Design in Materials or 341 , Craftwork
Art 220, Art Structure I
Art 270, Art Appreciation
Electives in Art or Related Fields

4
4
4
4
8

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Total
.. . . .. 24 hours
Related Fields include Woodwork 120; Woodwork 221 ; Art Metal 235;
Printing 150; Printing 355; and Plastics 360.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
THE MAJOR IN BUSINESS EDUCATION

THE MINOR IN HISTORY
History 319, 320, 321, European History
History 312, American History to 1850
46

. .. . 12 hours
3 hours

Business Education 210, 2ll , 212, Typewriting I, II, III
Business Education 220, 221 , 222, Shorthand I, II, III
47

6 hours
.. 12 hours

HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS
Business Education 229,230, 231, Accounting I. II, III (four hours each) 8 hours
English 207, Business English . . . . . . . . . . .
4 hours
4 hours
Economics 210, Principles of Economics I
Business Education 310, Business Law . . .
4 hours
Geography 220, Economic Geography . . . .
4 hours
Business Education 322, Office Practice and Machines I
3 hours
Total

45 hours

.. . ..
THE MAJOR IN GENERAL BUSINESS

. . 8-12
8
4
4
4
4
4
3
.2-6

Business Education 229, 230, 231, Accounting I, II, III
Economics 210, 212, Principles of Economics I, II
English 207, Business English . ..
Geography 220, Economic Geography
Business Education 310, Business Law
Business Education 315, Consumer Education
Economics 320, Money and Banking . . ... .
Mathematics 321, Mathematics of Investment
Electives in Business Education or Economics

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.45 hours

Total

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
THE MAJOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
4
Zoology 320, Human Anatomy-Physiology ...
4
Physical Education 322, Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology
Health 320, Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries, or 325,
2
Red Cross Instructor's First Aid
........... .
3
Physical Education 210, Introduction to Physical Education
Physical Education 343, Techniques and Skills in Individual and
4
Dual Activities
........ .
Physical Education 345 or 346, Techniques and Skills in
4
Rhythms I or II . . . . . . . .
. ........ .
Physical Education 365, Organization and Administration of
Physical Education in Secondary School . .
2
Physical Education 442 or 443, Techniques in Indoor Team Activities
or Outdoor Team Activities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Recreation 410, Recreational Leadership, or Recreation 310,
Community Recreation . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Health 440, Health in the Elementary and Secondary School
4
...... 8-10
Electives in Health and Physical Education

2
4
4
4
4
4
. . . 2-4

Business Education 210, Typewriting I
Mathematic 230, Accounting I ... .
English 207, Business English .... .
Business Education 310, Business Law
Economics 210, Principles of Economics I
Geography 220, Economic Geography
Electives in Business Education

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.... 24-26 hours

Total

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
THE MAJOR IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
3
Woodwork 120, Woodwork I ..
4
Woodwork 220, Woodwork II
3
Metal Work 230, Sheet Metal I ....
2
Metal Work 333 or 332, Oxy-acetylene Welding or Electric Welding
2
Metal Work 336, Machine Shop I ...................... .
4
Drawing llO, Principles of Mechanical and Engineering Drawing I
4
Drawing 215, Architectural Drafting I ...
2
Electricity 370, Industrial Arts Electricity
4
Printing 150, Elementary Composition
.. 17
Industrial Arts Electives ...
Total

....

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.45 hours

. ........ .
48

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

...... 44-48 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN BUSINESS EDUCATION

hours
hours

THE MINOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
4
Physical Education 322, Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology ... .
3
Physical Education 210, Introduction to Physical Education ... .
Physical Education 343, Techniques and Skills in Individual and
4
Dual Activities .......... . ........ . . . . . ...... .
Physical Education 345 or 346, Techniques and Skills in
4
Rhythms I or II ................ . . . . .. . . .
Physical Education 365, Organization and Administration of
·Physical Education in Secondary School . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. 2
Physical Education 442 or 443, Techniques in Indoor Team Activities or
Outdoor Team Activities . . . .
4
Recreation 410, Recreational Leadership, or Recreation 310,
3
Community Recreation
. .. . . ..... 2-4
Electives in Health and Physical Education

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

. 26-28 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN RECREATION
Recreation 310 or 410, Community Recreation or Recreational
Leadership
Recreational 450, Field Work in Recreation
Journalism Electives ( approved by chaiman)
Electives in Speech ( approved by chairman)
Electives in Art or Industrial Arts ( approved by chairman)
Electives in Music (approved by chainnan) ..
Electives in Physical Education ( approved by chairman)

3
.. 3-5
4
4
4
4
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

. ... 26-28 hours

Total
49

SPECIAL SERVICES

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS
THE MINOR IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Prerequisites: Natural Science 211, 212 and Personal and Social
.12 hours
Growth 212 . . . .
. ...... .
4 hours
Zoology 320, Human Anatomy and Physiology
4 hours
Biology 317, Microbiology
4 hours
Biology Elective . . . .
. .....
( to be chosen from Biology 200; Biology 318; and Biology 361)
Health 125, Red Cross Standard First Aid . .
1 hour
Health 325, Instructor's First Aid
2 hours
Health 365, Organization and Administration of School Health
Education
4 hours
Health 412, Problems of Marriage and Family Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 hours
Health 440, Health Education in the Elementary and Secondary Schools 4 hours
27 hours
. ... 39 hours

Total

Music 410, Orchestration and Choral Arranging
Music 220, Band
Total

Total
4
2
8
4
3
3
6
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

. . .... 63 hours

Total

THE MAJOR IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Music 110-310, Elements of Music
Music 320, Sight Singing and Ear Training
Music 210, 211, Harmony I, Harmony II ..
Music 212, Counterpoint . . .
. ....... .
Music 250a, Class Piano ....
Music 250c, 250d, 250e, General Applied Music (two required)
Music 341, Band Organization . . .
. ........ .
Music 342, Band Conducting
..... . . . .. .
Music 365, Instrument (private)
.. .. .
Music 371, Music History and Appreciation
50

4
2
8
4
3
6
2
2
3
4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.47 hours

.

THE MAJOR IN VOCAL MUSIC
Music 110-310, Elements of Music
Music 320, Sight Singing and Ear Training
Music 210, 211, Harmony I, Harmony II
Music 212, Counterpoint
Music 250a, Class Piano . .
Music 250b, General Applied Music
Music 346, Choral Conducting
Music 350, Piano (private)
Music 360, Voice (private)
Music 371, Music History and Appreciation
Music 410, Orchestration and Choral Arranging
Music 230, Choir

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
THE BROAD MUSIC MAJOR
Music 110-310, Elements of Music ....
Music 320, Sight Singing and Ear Training
Music 210, 211, Harmony I, Harmony II
Music 212, Counterpoint ..
Music 250a, Class Piano
Music 250b, General Applied Music
Music 250c, 250d, 250e, General Applied Music ( two required)
Music 341, Band Organization
Music 342, Band Conducting
Music 346, Choral Conducting
Music 350, Piano (private)
Music 360, Voice (private)
Music 365, Instrument (private)
Music 371, Music History and Appreciation
Music 410, Orchestration and Choral Arranging
Music 220, Band
Music 230, Choir

. .. ....... .. 4 hours
5 hours

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.. 45 hours

..

THE MINOR IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Music 110-310, Elements of Music
Music 320, Sight Singing and Ear Training . .
Music 250c, 250d, 250e, General Applied Music ( two required)
:Music 341, Band Organization
Music 342, Band Conducting
Music 371, Music History and Appreciation
Music 220, Band ..
Music 365, Instrument (private) . . . ..... .

4
2
6
2
2
4
5
3

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.28 hours

Total
i\ fosic
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music

4
2
8
4
3
3
2
3
3
4
4
5

THE MINOR IN VOCAL MUSIC
110-310, Elements of Music
320, Sight Singing and Ear Training
250a, Piano (class)
250b, General Applied Music
346, Choral Conducting . .
360, Voice (Private)
371, Music History and Appreciation
230, Choir

4
2
3
3
2
3
4
5

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

.. 26 hours

Total

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICES
GEOGRAPHY
THE MAJOR IN GEOGRAPHY
Prerequisites: Science 210, 211, 212
Geography 210, or Geography 211
51

12 hours
4 hours

111

Ill

~nll
!I

COLLEGE CURRICULUMS

The Divisions of the College

Geography 220, Economic Geography ....
Geography 300, Geology and Physical Geography
Geography 310, North America
Geography 312, Asia and Oceania
Geography 315, Europe and Africa
Geography 317, Latin America
Geography Electives . ...
General Science Seminar ...

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

38 hours
. . . . . . 50 hours

Total
THE MINOR IN GEOGRAPHY
Prerequisites: General Education. - Science 210, 211, 212
Geography 210, or Geography 211 ....... . . . .
Geography 310, North America . .. .
Geography 300, Geology and Physical Geography
Geography Electives . . . . . . . ........ .
General Science Seminar . .. .
Total

4
4
4
4
4
4
8
2

....

. . .. .... .. . . .... . .

4
4
4
8
2

. . 12 hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

22 hours
. .. 34 hours

LIBRARY SCIENCE

The instructional program of 'the College is administered through
a divisional organization. For administrative purposes the divisions
are grouped into Lower Divisions, Upper Divisions, Division of
Professional Education, and Graduate Professional Program. A further
breakdown is made for the Division of Special Fields by the department organization consisting of Art, Business Education, Health
and Physical Education, Industrial Arts, Music, and Special Services .
A list of the di1.,'isions and departments follows:

I. Lower Divisions
A.
B.
C.
D.

General Education
Preprofessional Education
Elementary Provisional Education
Terminal Education

II. Upper Divisions

rlli

II
!111 11

THE MINOR IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
Library Science 320, 455, Functions of the School Library I and II
Library Science 330, 430, Secondary School Library
Materials I and II
Library Science 340, 440, Elementary School Library
....... .
Materials I and II
Library Science 460, The Guidance Program of the School
Library
Total

6 hours
8 hours
6 hours
4 hours
24 hours

A.
B.
C.
D.

Language and Literature
Science and Mathematics
Social Studies
Special Fields
1. Department of Art
2. Department of Business Education
3. Department of Health and Physical
Education
4. Department of Industrial Arts
5. Department of Music
6. Department of Special Services
(1) Geography
(2) Library Science

III. Division of Professional Education
A. Professional Education
B. Professional Services and Agencies

IV. Graduate Professional Program
52

53
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GENERAL EDUCATION

DIVISIONS OF THE COLLEGE

DIVISION OF GENERAL EDUCATION
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL GROWTH

'J1he courses in Personal and Social Growth aim: ( 1) to help each
student to become adjusted ,to college life; ( 2) to introduce him to new
social and academic experiences; ( 3) to present opportunities to be
utilized for furthering his own personal development; ( 4) to provide
him with a systematic approach to the study of ideas and methods of
critical thinking.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
110. PROBLEMS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT.-The functions and requirements
of the college; academic adjustment to college; adjustment to the social life of
college; social and emotional health; the choice of a vocation; and teaching as a
career. Four hours.
212. PERSONAL AND GROUP RELATIONS.-Cultural patterns, their nature and
values; attitudes towards individuals and groups; the effect of current problems
on human relations in our society; knowledge and understanding of human motivation
in terms of social pressures; and personal evaluation.
213. CRITICAL THOUGHT.-Analysis of critical approaches to several major
questions of concern to the individual in our society: the nature of justice; the origins
of knowledge; the functions of man as a rational being; the characteristics of a
"good society."
COM MUNI CATIO NS

'I1he purpose of the courses in communications is to provide experiences necessary to enable each student ( 1) to read intelligently;
( 2) to write acceptably; ( 3) to speak dearly and logically; and ( 4) to
listen discriminately. The student is expected to reach a satisfactory
competency in reading, writing, and speaking that can be measured by
objective tests and by his performance in subsequent courses in other
areas.
All students will be required to complete Communications llO, lll,
and 112. No student will be allowed to enroll in Communications 110
until he has demonstrated prerequisite achievement requirements
through a series of tests. If his test scores reveal inadequacies or if he fails
to maintain the level of competence required in Communications llO
during the probationary period, he must enroll in Communications 95,
a four~hour, non-credit course.
A student enrolled in Communications 95 must satisfy the requirements of this course before he is permitted to enroll in Communications
110.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
95. REMEDIAL CoMMUNICATIONs.-A non-credit, four-hour course designed to
help the student who in his academic work is handicapped by serious deficiencies in

54

reading and writing skills. Assignment to this course is on the basis of the student's
performance in placement tests and, in some instances, on the quality of his work
during a three weeks' probationary period in Communications llO. No credit.
Offered fall and winter quarters.
110. COMMUNICATIONS !.-Diagnostic analysis of each student's speech disorders;
development of skills in communicating ideas; study of the structure of the English
language as related to the communication of ideas; experiences in writing. Four
hours.
111. COMMUNICATIONS IL-Diagnostic analysis of each student's difficulties in
reading; techniques in reading for comprehension; techniques for reading discriminatingly; continued experiences in writing. Four hours.

ll2. COMMUNICATIONS III.-Diagnostic analysis of each student's difficulties in
speech; development of skills in speaking and in oral reading in individual and
group situations; experiences in listening discriminatingly; continued experiences in
reading and writing. Four hours.
LABORATORY COURSES

The reading, writing, and speaking laboratories have been established to allow students to receive time-saving, individualized help in overcoming special communications difficulties. The Committee on Communications or any instructor may recommend that a student enroll
in one of these laboratories.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
WRITL"IG LABORATORY.- Diagnosis of writing difficulties; individualized instruction in overcoming these difficulties; a study of the English language as an instrument of thinking and communication. No credit. Fall.
READING LARORATORY.-Diagnosis of reading difficulties; individualized instruction in overcoming these difficulties; use of reading laboratory equipment to
remedy certain reading difficulties. No credit. Winter.
SPEECH LABORATORY.- Diagnosis and treabnent of special speech difficulties. No
credit. Fall, Winter, Spring.
THE HUMANITIES

The objectives of the courses in the Humanities are to enable Vhe
student ( 1) to become acquainted with the outstanding movements in
literature, music, and the visual arts in the selected eras; ( 2) to develop
skill in interpreting these movements as expressions of strategic eras of
western culture and an understanding of the socio-economic factors that
influence the individual artist to conform or break with tradition and/ or
prevailing trends; ( 3) to develop an understanding of some of the general principles upon which critical judgments and evaluations of the arts
are made; and ( 4) to develop the ability to apply these principles to art
forms that he studies and experiences independently.
55
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GENERAL EDUCATION

DIVISIONS OF THE COLLEGE

Lectures, discussions, records, slides, prints, exhibits, and literary
selections are used to show ( 1) the elements and forms of the arts; ( 2)
the relationship of the arts to the social background in which they were
created; ( 3) the inter-rela,tionships of the various art forms in content,
meaning, and structure.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
lll. THE RENAISSANCE.-The approach to meaning and form in the arts-music,
literature, painting, sculpture, architecture; the influence of Christian doctrine and
chivalric codes on the arts of the Middle Ages; the continuance of folk elements and
interest in the contemporary in the arts of the Middle Ages-the experiences of this
world; the influence of the Humanistic spirit on the arts of the Renaissance-significance of man as a human being; the maturity and complexity of the arts of the High
Renaissance; the emergence of the Baroque spirit in the arts-self-expression and
self-glorification.
ll2. THE AGE OF REASON IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.-The rise of a new
age of reason; the triumph of Neo-Classicism-rules and reason; the challenge of
the new middle-class-practical and sentimental values; continuance of Neo-Classicism-from the grand manner to realism; cross currents in the Eighteenth Century;
approach to Romanticism-individualism and emotion.
210. TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN CuLTURE,-General characteristics of the
background of twentieth-century American culture; reaction against the genteel
tradition; social protest in the arts; the new nationalism and regionalism; the culmination of the integrating theme.

SCIENCE

The courses in science are planned to help the student to expand
his interests outward from ihimself; to provide perspective of his own
place in a tremendous universe of inter-related living and non-living
things; to develop understanding of and give practice in scientific
methodology and its open-minded, systematic, and critical approach to
problems; to develop insights as to the impact of science upon society;
and to envisage and to become motivated by the possibilities of science
for wide-spread human betterment.
These courses are arranged in a sequence. Major contributions of
eaoh field of science are organized for presentation around selected
themes. These themes are the teaching units of the individual courses. A
panel of scientists introduces the themes. The panel discussions precede
the more detailed study of the material in the individual sections.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

211. DEVELOPMENT AND INTER-RELATIONSHIPS.-The second course of the
sequence includes as units of content, ( 1) variation through organization; ( 2) processes of change; ( 3) variation and its limitations; ( 4) the broadening concept of
natural resources. Each field of science presents principles and illustrations to
emphasize the themes as presented.
212. SIGNIFICANCE AND DIRECTION.-The third course of the sequence includes
as units of content, ( 1) unification in science; ( 2) creative modification; ( 3) unsolved problems; ( 4) man and his role in the atomic age. An attempt is made to
relate the contributions of science to man's welfare, and to emphasize the responsibility of man for the direction, control, and use of the achievements of science.
SOCIAL STUDIES

The purposes of the social studies sequence are ( 1) to make the
sh1dent aware of the nature of the society in which he lives and its relations to other nations, and ( 2) to develop in the student the ability
to analyze social problems and arrive at his own reasoned conclusions.
The program is organized around the theme of social change and human
rights. The student is encouraged to develop clear concepts of •h uman
rights and responsibilities and to apply these concepts especially in the
economic and political spheres.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
110. SocIAL STUDIES 1.-The student is introduced to the recurring theme of
human rights and the ways by which these rights may be realized. After general
concepts have been developed, they are applied in the study of the following
questions: ( 1) Why must we assure to members of minority groups equal opportunities for individual •improvement? ( 2) Can we continue to raise our level
of living in the United States? ( 3) Is big business a threat to public welfare in the
United States? Four hours.
111. SocIAL STUDIES II.-The study of human rights is continued with the
questions: ( 1) How are the interests of the farmer related to those of the public
in general? ( 2) Are differences in individual opinion sufficiently recognized in
the formation of public policy in the United States? and ( 3) How can governments administer the laws effectively and with due respect for individual rights?
Prerequisite: Social Studies 110. Four hours.
112. SocIAL STUDIES III.-The study of human rights is extended into the area
of international relations with the questions ( 1) How can we overcome the divisive
tendencies in the world today? ( 2) Is the United States ready to assume a position
of leadership in the world? The general concepts developed throughout the sequence
are integrated in the final unit: What is the desirable balance between freedom
and security in a democratic society? Prerequisites: Social Studies 110 and 111.
Four hours.
ACTIVITIES IN GENERAL EDUCATION

210. KEY CoNCEPTs.-The first course of the sequence includes as units of
content, ( 1) primary components; ( 2) transformation of matter and energy; ( 3)
cycles of nature; ( 4) origin and development of natural resources. These units are
themes around which the basic contributions of each field of science can be integrated.

The activity courses are organized to supplement the curriculum of
academic courses required in General Education. These course are de-
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signed to contribute to ( 1) personal health and physical fitness through
systematic recreation; ( 2) effective use of leisure time through the acquisition of socially useful skills; ( S) social competence through contacts with other people engaged in similar activities; ( 4) discovery and
extension of individual skills and abilities through participation in stimulating and recreative pursuits; ( 5) development of effectiveness as a
contributing member of a group; ( 6) realization of personal satisfaction
through activities that provide a release of tensions and a means of self
expression.
The program is arranged to afford a wide choke, but each student
must eam at least four :hours of credit in activity courses during the
freshman and sophomore years. To satisfy the requirements in General
Education, credit must be earned in two types of activities. Since the
courses are designed to develop personal effectiveness in each student
as an individual and as a citizen, the activities are not intended to serve
as an introduction to specialization.

DIVISION OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Mr. Glasrud, Chairman; Miss Cater; Mr. Erickson; Mrs. Grant'ham;
Miss Holmquist; Mr. Murray; Mr. Satin; Mr. Seidenkranz; Mr. Watkins.
The Division of Language and Literature has as its fourfold aim:
( 1) the continued development of the individual toward mastery of
language as a tool in thinking processes and in spoken and written communications; ( 2) the development of further insight into scientific and
philosophic concepts through the personal approaches in literature;
( S) the development of value concepts through the simultaneous appeal of hterature to mind and emotion; and ( 4) the stimulation of
general awareness and enrichment of life which accompanies the development of sound literary appreciations.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
ENGLISH

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
BAND. One hour.
CHOIR. One hour.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITY COURSES 110-224.
130. TECHNIQUES OF DISCUSSION.-Practice in group discussion. One hour.
131. LISTENING AND INTERPRETATION.-Critical evaluation of several types of oral
communication. One hour.
132. ARTS AcnvITIEs.-Painting, wood carving, clay modelling, and pottery.
One hour.
133. INDUSTRIAL ARTS AcTIVITIEs.-Woods, metals, upholstery, and plastics.
One hour.
134. MoDERN SYMPHONY.-Recordings of modem American and European symphonies. One hour.
135. STYLE AND FABmcs.-Discussion and demonstration of dress: design and
materials. One hour.
136. GROUP SINGING.-Designed for those who wish an activity in singing for
recreation. Limited to non-choir members. One hour.

202. READINGS IN COMPARATIVE PROSE.-This course is designed to give students
an opportunity to read and analyze ten of the world's great novels, and to develop
a sensitivity to individual literary approaches. Lectures, discussions, and weekly
papers are based on such selected readings as Huckleberry Finn, Moby Dick, The
Scarlet Letter, Pere Goriot, Madame Bovary, Pride and Prefudice, Great Expectations, The Way of All Flesh, Crime and Punishment, and Anna Karenina. Four
hours. Fall, Spring.
204. INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE.-This course is concerned with a study
of various types of literature including essays, biographies, short stories, novels, and
poetry. It will also include a study of the different approaches to literature: as revealing the influence of classical, romantic, realistic, and naturalistic attitudes toward
life; as contributing to an ever-growing understanding of man; and as aesthetic experience. Four hours. Winter.
206. NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE.-This course includes a study
of the major pre-Romantic writers of the Eighteenth Century; the Age of Romanticism; and the Victorian Age. Four hours. Spring.
207. BusINESS ENGLISH.-This course deals not only with business letter forms
but with the psychology of approach in sales promotion and collection letters. Four
hours.
302. READINGS IN COMPARATIVE PoETRY.-A study of a limited number of
English and American poems, intended to provide an understanding and appreciation
of representative values and attitudes. Recommended primarily for elementary majors.
Four hours. Winter.
308. THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.-A study of the development of the English
language from the various sources into a rich and infinitely flexible form. Of special
value in the understanding and teaching of grammar and word study. Encourages
and provides a sound foundation for growth in personal vocabulary. Three hours.
On request.
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310. ADVANCED CoMPOSITION.-Designed to enlarge the vocabulary and lay the
basis for growth in a more attractive and serviceable style in various types of writing
and stimulate the student in the direction of synthetic thinking. Three hours. On
request.
312. EARLY AMERICAN LITERATURE.-The Colonial, Revolutionary, and National periods from the beginnings to 1830, with major writers and the European background stressed. Three hours. Fall.
313. PoE AND THE NEW ENGLAND CrncLE.-Major writers of the period 1830-70
stressed. Three hours. Winter.
314. WmTMAN AND THE fusE OF REALISM.-Major writers of the period 18701900 stressed. Three hours. Spring.
317. WoRLD LITERATURE I: GREECE AND RoME.- A study in English translation
of Homer, the Greek dramatists, and Virgil, intensively; and a rapid survey of the
other chief masterpieces of Greek and Roman literature. Some comparison of translations, from the Renaissance to the Twentieth century. Three hours. Fall, 1955.
318. WORLD LITERATURE II: THE HEBRAIC-CHRISTIAN TRADITION.-A study of
selected portions of the Old and New Testaments, with emphasis upon the various
types of literature; and a brief survey of the influence of the King James Bible upon
English and American thought and expression. Three hours. Winter 1955-56.
319. WoRLD LITERATURE III: MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE.-An exposition of
the major ideas of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio; the classical and medieval origins
of these ideas and their subsequent treatment by such writers as Shakespeare, Donne,
Ronsard, Montaigne, and Cervantes. Three hours. Winter, 1956-57.
320. WORLD LITERATURE IV: RATIONALISM, ROMANTICISM, AND THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY.-Reason and romance as synthesized by Stendhal. His debt to the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries. Stendhal as the forerunner of Comte, Freud, Mann,
Kafka, Proust, Gide, Joyce, Eliot, and Faulkner. The Twentieth century as the
inevitable result of Eighteenth and Nineteenth century ideas. Three hours. Spring,
1956.
328. THE NovEL.-Reading of representative novels from Richardson and Fielding to the time of Hardy. Includes theories of the novel as a genre; differing ideas
of the novel as a realistic approach to life; the novel as document and as propaganda;
characterization; and the aesthetics of the novel. Four hours. On request.
338. CREATIVE WRITING.-The writing of poems, short stories, and/or plays,
etc. with emphasis upon the development of effective individual modes of expression. Group discussion centers upon the writings of class members and upon readings selected according to the needs of the class. Two hours. On request.
340. LITERATURE IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-A study of children's literature and its purposes in child growth and development; the background of children's
literature; values and uses of traditional literature; trends and values in modem
literature; illustrations; story telling; criteria for selecting books; and problems in
presenting literature. Four hours. Each term.
342. LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.-The course consists of
these units: the nature of language development from grade one through six; oral
and written communication; correct usage; handwriting; and spelling. Prerequisite:
Education 313. Four hours. Each quarter.
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343. READING IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-The nature of reading; reading
readiness; the initial stage in learning to read; the stage of rapid progress in reading; the stage of increased power and independence; the reading-study program;
the program in oral reading; diagnostic and remedial work. Prerequisites: Education
313 and English 342. Four hours. Each quarter.
345. PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.Designed for experienced teachers who have had one basic course in the teaching
of reading. Problems include: critical analysis of trends in reading programs from
grade one through six; plans for adjusting the reading program to individual differences; diagnostic and corrective work in reading; and evaluation of pupil's progress. Content of course will be adapted to experiential background of students.
Prerequisite: English 343 or its equivalent and teaching experience. Four hours.
Winter and summer quarters.
351. LITERATURE IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-A survey of objectives, materials,
and methods in the teaching of junior and senior high-school literature. Studies of
textbooks and studies of readings on the various levels. Three hours. Winter.
352. ENGLISH IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-A course paralleling High-School
Literature but studying the whole scope of communications-writing, speaking, reading, listening, etc.-on the junior and senior high-school levels. Three hours. On
request.
400. MODERN EssAY AND SHORT STORY.-Representative readings in the Twentieth Century, with briefer attention upon the backgrounds of the short story in Poe
and Hawthorne. Deals with modern theories and uses of the genres, the prevailing
moods and styles of essays and short stories. Two hours. On request.
402. MODERN DRAMA.-Representative readings in Twentieth Century plays,
with briefer consideration of the backgrounds in Ibsen. Deals with modern trends in
playwriting, the play as document, as interpretation of social and economic problems,
and as propaganda. Three hours. Fall.
404. MODERN NovEL.- Reading of representative novels of the Twentieth Century from Hardy to the present time. Deals with modem trends and theories of the
novel; the novel as document and as propaganda; and the aesthetics of the novel.
Three hours. Winter.
406. MODERN AMERICAN AND BRITISH PoETRY.-Representative readings in
Twentieth Century poetry in English. Approaches include prevailing attitudes toward
life and art; influences carried over from the Nineteenth Century; experimentalism
and traditionalism in poetic forms and diction. Three hours. Spring.
420. CHAUCER AND THE EARLY ENGLISH TRADITION.-A study of Chaucer against
the background of earlier English literature, with emphasis on Beowulf, Sir Gawayn
and the Green Knight, and Malory; Chaucer's early poetry; and a critical reading
of the Canterbury Tales. Four hours. Fall.
422. SHAKESPEARE AND His AGE.-A study of the Elizabethan drama with emphasis upon Shakespeare's life and background, an intensive study of his representative plays, and a brief survey of several others. Four hours. Winter.
424. MILTON AND THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.-A study of the most significant
English writers of the century, with particular emphasis on Donne and Dryden and
an intensive study of Milton. Four hours. Spring.
480, 481, 482. SEMINAR IN AMERICAN CIVILIZATION.-A course in which the
senior in English and in social studies is encouraged to investigate the relationships
of these areas in the development of our culture. One hour each. Fall, Winter,
Spring.
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SPEECH

JOURNALISM

130. TECHNIQVES OF DiscussroN.-Practice in group discussion. One hour. Each
term.
200. MECHANICS OF PLAY PRODUCTION.-Designed to give training and experience
in designing, costuming, lighting, make-up, and committee organization. The laboratory method is used, whereby students work on projects part of the time. Two hours.
Each term.

220, 221. REPORTING.-Principles and practice of news and feature story writing; interpretation and background of news. Two hours each. Fall, Winter.

228. FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH.-The aim of this course is to develop the necessary skills and to include the necessary knowledge for participation in other courses
included within the speech minor. Required of all minors in speech, and prerequisite
to all speech courses except Speech 130. Four hours. Spring.
232. ARGUMENTATION.-In this course the student receives training in the composition and delivery of oral arguments. Both logical and psychological methods of
motivation are studied. Various forms of argumentative speaking, including debate,
are emphasized. Four hours. Winter.
234. INTERl'RETATION.-A study of the fundamentals of interpretation with practice in various types of materials, both prose and poetry. Three hours. Fall, 1956.
340. DIRECTION OF SCHOOL DRAMATICS.-Designed to give training in the coaching of plays. This includes the selecting and blocking of plays, selection of casts, and
rehearsals. The laboratory method •is used, as in Speech 200. Four hours. On request.
342. DIRECTION OF SPEECH IN HIGH ScHOOLs.-The objective of this course is to
prepare the student to direct high school speech activities in the public address area.
Direction of debate, discussion, and oratory is emphasized. Student does laboratory
work in the campus school. Four hours. On request.
344. SPEECH PATHOLOGY.-This course is designed to give training in detection,
diagnosing, and correcting speech problems. Particular emphasis is placed upon the
development of insight and understanding in dealing with the handicapped child.
Four hours. On request.
345. SPEECH CORRECTION LABORATORY.-First-hand practice in clinical techniques for those taking Speech 344. Cases are drawn from the campus school and surrounding area. Four hours. On request.
350. PHONETICs.-The phonetic structure of the English language is studied, with
stress on the knowledge needed by the classroom teacher to cope with the large percentage of speech problems with which he is confronted. Three hours. On request.
436. ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING.-A course designed for the student who wants
to learn more of the technical theory and practice in public speaking. Emphasis on
outside reading. The logical and psychological problems of public address are investigated. Three hours. On request.
472. STAGECRAFT.-Same as Art 472. Two hours. On request.

222. NEws WRITING LABORATORY.-Prerequisite: Journalism 220 or 221. Advanced writing on the staff of the Western MiSTiC. Requires permission of the
adviser. One hour each term. Maximum hours of credit six.
230. HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF JoURNALISM.-A study of principles with
stress upon evaluation and classi£cation of modern magazines and newspapers.
Growth of and belief in freedom of the press, particularly in England and America,
are developed. Three hours. On request.
1
250. PUBLICATIONS MANAGEMENT LABORATORY.-Work on the circulation advertising, or business staffs of the Western MiSTiC or the Dragon. Requires permission of the adviser. One hour each term. Maximum hours of credit six.
332. EDITORIAL WRITING.-Practice in writing editorials, a study of editorials
and editorial columns as constructive forces in the modern world, and a consideration
of the journalistic and economic conditions bearing upon the writers of today. Two
hours. On request.
334. NEWSPAPER EDITING.-A study of the problems of the modern newspaper
editor, stressing copyreading, evaluation of news, and copyfitting. Two hours. Winter.
335. EDITING LABORATORY.-Prerequisite: Journalism 334. Editorial work on
the Western MiSTiC or the Dragon. Requires permission of the adviser. One hour
each term. Maximum hours of credit six.
336. PRODUCTION OF SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS.-A study of the student newspaper,
magazine, and annual, including staff organization and management; business, advertising, and printing problems. Two hours. On request.
338. SPECIAL FEATURE WRITING.-A seminar in writing for those interested in
special fields of newspaper, magazine, and radio work; opportunities for individual
projects in various fields of articles and radio script. Three hours. On request.
355. GENERAL GRAPHIC ARTS.-Same as Printing 355. Four hours. On request.
APPLIED JOURNALISM CREDITS
One hour of credit may be earned each quarter by staff writers, editors, and
business managers of the ·western MiSTiC and the Dragon by enrolling for courses
222, 250, or 335. Students must first prove their qualifications to do the work required and be appointed to their positions before becoming eligible for these courses.
Notebooks of clippings and layouts will be turned in at the end of each quarter to
indicate the work done. Fourteen hours of credit is the maximum allowed in applied
journalism toward a minor; only ten hours, however, may be counted toward the
192 hours required for graduation.

RADIO AND TELEVISION

FRENCH

200, 201, 202, RADIO WoRKSHOP.-Designed to give practical experience in
technical aspect of programming, management of scripts, and production of radio
broadcasts. One hour each. Fall, \Vinter, Spring.

llO, lll, ll2, ELEMENTARY FRENCH.-Careful study and drill in pronunciation
and fundamentals of grammar. Practice in reading, writing, and easy conversation in
French. Credit is not given unless the year ,is completed. Four hours each. Continuous
throughout the year. 1955-56.
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210, 211, 212. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH.-Reading in prose and poetry from
modern authors. Outline of French life and history supplemented by collateral reading. Grammar review, composition, and conversation. Prerequisite: French 110, 111,
112 or two years of high-school French. Four hours each. Continuous throughout
the year. 1956-57.

GENERAL SCIENCE
210. ELEMENTS OF ScIENCE.-Designed for students preparing ·to teach in the
elementary grades, this course covers the factual material necessary for teaching
the basis units of science set up by the state curriculum. Four hours. Every quarter.

310, 311, 312. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE.- Development of French literature from the Chanson de Roland to the twentieth century as illustrated by the
reading of representative masterpieces. Three class periods a week will be devoted
to literature and the fourth to advanced composition and conversation. Prerequisite:
French 210, 211, 212. Four hours each. Continuous throughout the year. 1955-56.

340. SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.-The major problems considered in
this course are: the development of aims to serve as goals for teaching; the planning
of experience to accomplish these aims; general methods of teaching elementary
science; the development of specific classroom procedures; the methods of appraising
results; and knowledge of the sources and types of materials of instruction. Four
hours. Spring.

SPANISH

440. MATERIALS FOR TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-The major
problems considered are: the development of aims to serve as goals for science teaching; the planning of classroom activities to accomplish those aims; general methods
of teaching secondary school science; the development of specific classroom procedures; the methods of evaluating results; and knowledge of the sources and types
of materials of instruction. Three hours. Fall.

110, 111, 112. ELEMENTARY SPANISH.-Grammar, pronunciation, reading, conversation, and composition. Reading of travel books and modern prose. Credit is not
given unless the year is completed. Four hours each. Continuous throughout the
year. 1956-57.
210, 211, 212. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH.-Grammar review, composition, and
conversation. Reading of representative authors in modern prose and poetry. Collateral
readings and use of newspapers and magazines. Prerequisite: Spanish 110, 111, 112
or two years of high-school Spanish. Four hours each. Continuous throughout the
year. 1955-56.
310, 311, 312. SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE.-The principal literary movements in Spain and South America. Appreciative study of representative works. Three
class periods a week will be devoted to literature and the fourth to advanced composition and conversation. Four hours each. Continuous throughout the year. 1956-57.

DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

480, 481, 482. SCIENCE SEMINAR.-These seminar courses are designed to
permit the student to increase the breadth of his knowledge in science, to enable him
to become familiar with the recent developments and literature in the field. It entails
the preparation and presentation of a paper in relation to the reading and discussions
or as a result of student investigation. Open to majors and minors. One hour credit
for each quarter. Fall, Winter, Spring.
BIOLOGY
200. HEREDITY AND EuGENICs.-A study of the principles underlying plant and
animal inheritance and their application to human betterment. Prerequisite: Science
210, 211, 212 or permission of the instructor. Two hours. Spring.

Miss King, Chairman; Mr. Boudrye; Mr. Meinecke; Mr. Page; Miss
Smith; Mr. Tasch.

317. M1cROBIOLOGY.-A study of the fundamental principles ·o f microbiology,
based on laboratory study of bacteria and allied micro-organisms, as applied to the
microbiology of food, milk, water, sewage, etc. Four hours. Winter.

The division includes courses in the fields of General Science, Biology, Physical Science, and Mathematics.

318. MICROTECHNIQUE.-A study dealing with the principles of slide preparation
of plant and animal tissues and other methods used in the study of cellular structure.
Recommended for future teachers and majors in biology. Two hours. Fall.

The aims of the division are: ( 1) to present science materials which
will aid students in broadening their interest in the world in which
they live; ( 2) to give them the scientific information necessary for balanced living; ( 3) to provide training in the use of the scientific method
of interpretation of natural phenomena; ( 4) to give prospective teachers
both the broad training demanded by the position they find available,
and in addition, a chance to concentrate in the field of their special
interest.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
SCIENCE
210, 211, 212. ( SEE SECTION ON GENERAL EDUCATION) .
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400. PALEOBIOLOGY.-A review of the development of earth and life for the
past five hundred million years. Taxonomy, morphology, paleoecology, and evolution
of fossil invertebrates, chordates, and plants. Field trips to be arranged. Prerequisites:
Science courses in General Education; courses in General Botany and Zoology
advisable. Two hours lecture and four hours of laboratory work. Four hours. On
request.
BOTANY
203. GENERAL PLANT PHYSIOLOGY.-A study of the basic physiological processes
involved in growth, development, and reproduction of plants, emphasizing methods
of plant propagation. Four hours. On request.
214. FIELD BIOLOGY OF PLANTS.-A course dealing with the recognition of common plants, the environmental relations of plants and the economic aspects of plantdisease control measures, and the development of valuable plant varieties. Four
hours. Summer.
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312. GENERAL BOTANY 1.-A study of seed plants, in relation to structure and
function of plant parts, distribution and identification of common plants with special
emphasis on economic importance. Four hours. Fall.
313. GENERAL BOTANY IL-A study of lower plant forms involving classification, fundamental processes, distribution, and economic importance. Four hours.
Winter.
315. PLANT TAXONOMY.-A course dealing with the study and identification of
seed plants of Minnesota. Living plants, preserved material, and herbarium specimens
are used as a means of acquiring familiarity with the distinguishing features of the
more important plant groups. Prerequisite : Botany 312. Four hours. On request.
ZOOLOGY
216. FIELD BIOLOGY OF ANIMALs.-Studies on identification, environmental relations, economic importance, and life habits of insects, birds, and mammals, emphasizing local species as seen in the field and the in1portance of plants in their distribution
and habits. Four hours. Summer.
312. GENERAL ZooLOGY 1.-A study of lower animal forms involving classification, structure, and fundamental life processes. Four hours. Winter.
313. GENERAL ZooLOGY 11.-Classification, interrelations, and adaptations of backboned animals as shown by studies of embryonic development and adult comparisons.
Four hours. Spring.
314. MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY.-A study of animal cells as organized into tissues
and organs. The comparative approach emphasizes the microscopic studies of human
histology and organology. Recommended prerequisites: Zoology 312, 313. Four hours.
On request.
320. ANATOMY-PHYSIOLOGY.-lntensive review of the structure and activity of
the systems of the human body, designed for biology majors and for students speciali:cing in Physical Education. Laboratory work includes dissection of a cat, with comparisons to man, and experiments to test the activity of the systems dissected. Four
hours. Fall.
402. EMBRYOLOGY.-The morphology and principles of animal development from
germ cells to adult, emphasizing comparisons among back-boned animals. Prerequisite: Zoology 313. Four hours. On request.
410. ANIMAL PARASITEs.-A study of essentially macroscopic parasite forms,
with special attention to problems involving man and domesticated animals of economic importance. It is recommended that this course be open to students who have
completed Biology 317 and Zoology 312. Two hours. On request.
CHEMISTRY
210. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1.-The first of three courses making up
a year course. This introductory course is a survey of the fundamental laws and
theories of chemistry; the properties and preparation of inorganic compounds;
formulas and equations; chemical calculations. Four hours. Fall.
211. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY II.-A continuation of Chemistry 210,
including the production, properties, and uses of the metals, non-metals, and their
compounds. Four hours. Winter.
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212. QUALITATIVE ANALYSis.-A study of the theory and laboratory practices
used in qualitative determination of anions and cations, with particular emphasis on
the identification of metal groups. Higher algebra recommended. Prerequisite :
Chemistry 210 and 211. Four hours. Winter.
214. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.-A survey of the fundamental principles and
practices of quantitative determination of common elements and radicals by gravimetric and volumetric analysis. Higher algebra recommended. Prerequisite: Chemistry
212. Four hours. Spring.
215. GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1.-A survey of the field of organic chemistry, showing applications and relations to the other sciences and industry; detailed
study of aliphatic compounds and derivatives with an introduction to aromatic compounds. Prerequisite: Chemistry 210 and 212. Four hours, Spring.
321. GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 11.-A detailed study of aromatic hydrocarbons and their derivatives, including nitro compounds, dyes, and phenols; includes an
introduction to vitamins, enzymes, hormones, digestion, and nutrition. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 215. Four hours. Fall.
MATHEMATICS
101. GENERAL MATHEMATics.-A course of a practical nature which aims to
show the importance of mathematics in the lives of everyone. Consideration given to
such topics as buying on credit, borrowing money, budgets and expense accounts,
banking, Government bonds, life insurance and annuities, social security, financing
a home, stocks and bonds, income tax, wills and trust plans. Four hours. Winter.
109. SOLID GEOMETRY.-A college course for students who did not take the
subject in high school. Offered on request.
120. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA.-The course begins with a review of high-school
algebra. Topics covered include factoring, fractions, linear equations, graphs, linear
systems, exponents and radicals, quadratic equations. Prerequisite: Passing grade in a
test on high-school algebra. Four hours. Fall.
121. COLLEGE ALGEBRA.-A continuation of Mathematics 120. Topics include
ratio, proportion, variation, the binomial theorem, progressions, logarithms, pennutations and combinations, probability, determinants, complex numbers, theory of equations. Prerequisite: Superior grade in test on high-school algebra or Mathematics 120.
Four hours. Fall.
122. TRIGONOMETRY .-The solution of right and oblique triangles with applications; logarithms and slide rule; introduction to spherical trigonometry. Prerequisite:
Passing grade in test on high-school algebra. Four hours. Winter.
220. ANALYTics.-The application of algebraic methods to geometry. Introduction to the locus concept; study of the straight line, circle, parabola, ellipse, hyperbola;
polar co-ordinates. Prerequisite : Mathematics 120 and 122. Four hours. Spring.
222. CALCULUS !.-Differentiation and integration, together with their application
to geometry, physics, and mechanics. General methods of differentiation. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 220. Four hours. Fall.
223. CALCULUS IL-Further work in differentiation; general methods of integration and applications. Prerequisite: Mathematics 222. Four hours. Winter.
310. COLLEGE GEOMETRY.-An extension of plane geometry. Prerequisite: Highschool plane geometry. Four hours. Fall.
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312. CALCULUS IIL-Differential equations, infinite series, indeterminate forms,
partial differentiation with applications to the geometry of space, double and triple
integrals and their applications. Prerequisite: Mathematics 223. Four hours. Spring.
314. THEORY OF EQUATIONS.-Complex numbers, ruler and compass construction, the solution of cubic and quadratic equations by algebraic and graphical
methods, the solution of linear equations by determinants. Prerequisite: Mathematics
222. Four hours. Winter, 1956-57.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
ECONOMICS

320. SOLID ANALYTIC GEoMETRY.-Coordinate geometry in three dimensions
with emphasis on planes, straight lines, and quadric surfaces. Prerequisite: Mathematics 220. Three hours. Winter, 1955-56.

210. PRINCIPLES OF EcoNOMics I.-A study of the theory of the individualistic
order with particular reference to basic economic concepts, money and banking, and
the business cycle. Recommended prerequisite: Political Science 210. Four hours.
Fall.
212. PRINCIPLES OF EcoNOMICS IL-A continuation of Economics 210. The
composition and pricing of national output and the theory of national income. Four
hours. On request.

321. MATHEMATICS OF INVESTMENT.-Simple and compound interest, annuities,
amortization and sinking funds, bonds, life insurance. Prerequisite: Mathematics 120.
Three hours. Spring.

320. MONEY AND BANKING.-The role of money in the economy, functions and
structure of commercial banking, the commercial banking process, the theory of the
value of money, monetary and fiscal policies. Four hours. On request.

340. ARITHMETIC IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.-The course consists of these
units: the curriculum for grades one through six; counting; the four fundamental
processes with whole numbers and fractions; weights and measurement; evaluation;
and diagnostic and remedial work. Prerequisite: Education 313. Four hours. Each
quarter.

325. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS.-The world economy, international
economic analysis, commercial policy, monetary and £seal policy. Three hours.
On request.

405. APPLIED MATHEMATICs.-Applications of mathematics of all courses to
problems from many fields. Prerequisite: Mathemtaics 222. Four hours. Spring.

350. PUBLIC FINANCE.-Governmental expenditure, principles of taxation, taxes
and other current revenues, governmental borrowing and indebtedness, federal-statelocal interrelationships, £seal policy. Four hours. On request.

PHYSICS

415. GovERNMENT AND BuSINEss.-The modern corporation, industrial monopoly, public regulation of monopoly and competitive practices, oligopoly and industrial cooperation, possible public policies. Three hours. On request.

310. GENERAL PHYSICS 1.-A study of the elementary concepts, principles, and
applications of mechanics, heat, light, and sound. Prerequisite: Mathematics 120;
recommended also, Mathematics 122. Four hours. Winter.

416. LABOR PROBLEMS.-Employment and unemployment, wages and hours, labor
unions and labor management relations. Three hours. On request.

311. GENERAL PHYSICS IL-A study of the elementary concepts and applications
of magnetism, electricity, and atomic science. Four hours. Spring.

HISTORY

320. MECHANics.-A second course in mechanics involving detailed study of
principles, problems, and applications. Four hours. Fall.

250. MINNESOTA HISTORY AND GovERNMENT.-A course in which the interplay
of world and United States history is viewed with respect to the local area. The
course aims to give meaning to history by relating exploration, exploitation, colonization, struggle for control, westward movement, immigration, industrial and economic
expansion, and growth of political and social institutions to the State. Four hours.
Each quarter.

321. HEAT, SouND AND LIGHT.-A more detailed study of principles, problems,
and applications of heat, wave motion, sound, and light. Four hours. Winter.
322. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.-A more detailed consideration of principles,
problems, and applications of magnetism and electricity. Four hours. Spring.

DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES

312. AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1850.-A rapid survey of the European background,
colonization, the causes of separation from the mother country, formation of a national
government, the development of nationalism and democracy, the territorial expansion. Three hours. Fall.

Mr. Kise, Chairman; Mr. Heaton; Mr. Jenkins; Miss Johnson; Mr.
Maxwell; Miss Schueller; Mr. Thompson.

313. AMERICAN HISTORY 1850-1900.-The controversy over slavery, the Civil
War, the problems of reconstruction, the rise of industrialism, agrarian discontent, the
emergence of imperialism. Three hours. Winter.

The purpose of the work in this division is two-fold: ( 1) a knowledge
of the historical background of our political, social, and economic life
that will enable students to function as intelligent citizens; ( 2) preparation for the teaching of social studies in the public schools of the State.
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314. AMERICAN HISTORY 1900 TO PRESENT.-A study of the United States in
the twentieth century, with the background that is essential to an understanding
of current trends and problems. Major topics: the disappearance of the frontier, the
economic revolution, the emergence of the United States as a world power, the progressive movement, the World Wars and the abandonment of isolation. Four hours.
Spring.
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317. EcoNoMic HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATEs.-A special study of the social
and economic forces which have helped to shape the history of our country.
Prerequisites: History 312, 313, 314 or consent of instructor. Four hours. On request.
319. EuROPEAN HISTORY TO 1500.-A rapid survey of the civilization of Greece
and Rome followed by a more intensive study of the Middle Ages. Four hours. Fall.
320. EUROPEAN HISTORY, 1500-1815.-A study of the revolt against the Catholic
Church, the development of absolute monarchy, the expansion of the European nations into America, the French Revolution, and the Napoleonic Era. Four hours.
Winter.
321. EUROPEAN HISTORY SINCE 1815.-A general survey of the political, social,
and economic development of Europe during this period. Four hours. Spring.
327. ENGLISH HISTORY.-The racial make-up of the English people, the development of the principle of self-government, the formation of a colonial empire, and the
social and economic changes which produced modern England. Prerequisites: History
319, 320, 321 or consent of instructor. Four hours. On request.
360. HISTORY OF THE WEsT.-Emphasis on the influence of the frontier in shaping the course of American history. Four hours. On request.
414. LATIN AMERICA.-The conquistadors and the colonial era, revolution and
republicanism, the life and cultural traditions of our Latin neighbors, Latin American
problems of today. Four hours. On request.
417. SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE u. S.-A study of social
conditions and their impact upon intellectual activities during certain significant
periods in American history. Prerequisite: History 312, 313, 314, or consent of instructor. Three hours. On request.
418. HISTORY OF THE FAR EAsT.-The historical development of China and
Japan with special attention to the development of cultural, commercial, and political
relations with countries of Europe and America. Prerequisite: Twelve quarter hours
of history. Four hours. On request.
420. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF EuROPE.-A survey of the economic life and
development of Europe, from the emergence of the earliest civilizations to the present.
Agricultural, commercial, and industrial changes are considered in relation to trends
in state policy. Four hours. Prerequisite: Twenty hours of economics and history.
On request.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
210. AMERICAN GovERNMENT.-The fundamentals of American political institutions, processes, and functions. A prerequisite to all other political science courses.
Four hours.
300. INTERNATIONAL RELATioNs.-A survey of the procedure used in conducting
international relations and the methods resorted to in settling international disputes.
Prerequisite: Political Science 210. Four hours. Fall.
312. STATE AND LOCAL GovERNMENT.-The constitutional basis of state government; relation of state to national and local government; organization, functions and
actual workings of state governments, and of county, township, and city governments; nominations and elections; initiative, referendum, and recall; taxation and
finance; social and regulatory legislation. Prerequisite: Political Science 210. Four
hours. One request.
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320. AMERICAN DIPLOMACY.-The history of the foreign policy of the United
States from its beginning to the present time; special attention is given to the diplomatic problems of the present. Prerequisite: Political Science 210 and 300. Four
hours. On request.
321. INTERNATIONAL LAw.-The development of international law, forms, and
procedure of international negotiations, recognition and succession of states, inviolability of territory, freedom of the seas, neutrality and neutral rights, mediation, arbitration, and the judicial settlement of international disputes. Prerequisite: Political
Science 300 or 320. Three hours. On request.
330. HISTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT.-The political thought of writers from
ancient times to the French Revolution; special emphasis on the writings of Plato,
Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas, Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau. Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Political Science. Three hours. On request.
410. CONSTITUTIONAL LAw.-The interpretation of the Constitution of the United States by the federal courts: a study of selected cases, treating federal-state
relations, powers of the national government, citizenship and suffrage, taxation, and
other subjects. A knowledge of American history and government is a prerequisite.
Prerequisite: Twenty hours of Political Science. Four hours. On request.
SOCIOLOGY
210. INTRODUCTION TO SocIOLOGY.-Patterns of culture, transition from a folk to
an urban society, social class and social mobility, caste and conflict, social influences
on personality development. Four hours. Spring.
212. RURAL SocIOLOGY.-Resource and population base in rural areas, public and
voluntary organizations dealing with rural problems, rural leadership and group
action, the rural family. Four hours. Winter.
300. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS AND RELATIONSIIlPS.-Resource and population
base in this section of the country, organized group activity in the communities of
the U. S., the relationship of the individual to community organizations. Three hours.
Fall.
311. SocIAL PROBLEMs.-Psychological basis of personality disorganization,
juvenile delinquency and crime, physical and mental illness, racial and religious prejudice, programs for dealing with social problems. Three hours. Fall.
312. THE FAMILY.-The individual and family relationships, the family in society,
marriage and the changing status of women. Three hours. Spring.
315. RACE PROBLEMs.-Racial classifications, race and culture, the basis of
racial conflict, special problems of various minority groups, programs for the elimination of racial conflict. Three hours. Winter.
317. PoPULATION PROBLEMS.-Study of population trends, population problems
in the U. S., problems of the world population. Four hours. On request.
450. CRIMINOLOGY AND PENOLOGY.-History and theories of penology, the machinery of justice, modern penal institutions. Three hours. On request.
SOCIAL STUDIES
340. SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-A study of the objectives,
trends, organization of instructional materials, teaching procedures, textbooks, and
supplementary teaching aids. Prerequisite: Ed. 313. Four hours.
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ART

440. SocIAL STUDIES IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-Emphasis on the importance
of objectives, means, organization, and evaluation in dealing with the content and
method of social studies materials. Three hours. Spring.
480, 481, 482. SEMINAR IN AMERICAN CIVILIZATION.-A course in which the
senior in English and in social studies is encouraged to investigate the relationships
of these areas in the development of our culture. One hour each. Fall, Winter,
Spring.

THE DIVISION OF SPECIAL FIELDS
DEPARTMENT OF ART
Miss Williams, Chairman; Mr. Johnson, Miss Holman.
The objectives of the Department of Art are to contribute to the
development of creative expression and undertsanding of art in the students in the field of general education and those specializing in the field
of art, and to meet the needs of the students going into the teaching profession. Offerings of the department are of three types: ( 1) Courses in
art history and appreciation are planned to help the student understand
the art which is part of his environment and to enrich his personal life
through a knowledge of his cultural herrtage. ( 2) Special courses in the
practice of art are planned to develop knowledge and skill in the use of
various materials and mediums. ( S) Courses in art education are planned to furnish the necessary knowledge regarding the teaching of art
in the elementary and secondary schools.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
110. ELEMENTS OF ART.-Gives a working basis for the interpretation and expression of art through the study of line, form, dark-light, color, proportion, harmony, rhythm, and balance. The acquisition of a certain skill and the development
of creative expression through the use of various mediums are expected. Adapted
to students taking the minimum elementary course. Four hours. Each quarter.
210. ELEMENTS OF ART.-Similar in design and development to Art 110, except
that it is given to students enrolled in a four-year curriculum. This is the foundation
for art majors and minors. Four hours. Each quarter.
215. DESIGN IN MATERIALs.-This course offers experience in creative design in
materials. Units of work consist in designing and constructing simple articles in
wood, clay, plastics, metals, paper and waste materials. Planned for elementary
teachers. Open to all students. Four hours. Each quarter.
220. ART STRUCTURE 1.-The creative process emphasized in design and composition. A study in the underlying structure of the fignre, emotional and visual surroundings and their relation to design. Mediums used include charcoal, pencil, pen,
pastels, watercolors, etc. Prerequisite: Art 210 or Art 110. Four hours. Fall.
221. ART STRUCTURE IL-Increased experience in creative expression. Additional mediums include oil paints. Prerequisite : Art 220. Four hours. \i\'inter.
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270. ART APPRECIATION.-An introduction to the study and enjoyment of art in
its various expressions. Through abundant illustrative materials the course aims to
establish a few fundamental principles for critical judgment. The topics discussed in
the lectures cover architecture, sculpture, painting, and the minor arts. Four hours.
Winter.
330. ART HISTORY !.-Deals with study and appreciation of architecture, painting, sculpture, and the minor arts. The purpose of the course is to give a background
of knowledge of the world's art and its development from the beginning through
the Renaissance. Four hours. Fall.
331. ART HISTORY 11.-A continuation of Art 330. Deals with the history and
development of art from the Renaissance through the Modern period. Four hours.
\i\'inter.
332. AMERICAN ART.--A survey of architecture, sculpture, and painting from
the Eighteenth Century to the present day. Three hours. On request
333. ORIENTAL CuLTURE.-A study of Oriental culture as revealed in their painting, sculpturing, and architecture. Two hours. On request.
340. ART IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHooL.-Units include a basic philosophy for
child development through art education; techniques and materials to be employed;
procedures and organization; and practical problems in art related to school, home,
and community. Two hours. Fall, Winter, Spring.
341. CRAFT Woru::.-A study of problems and methods of developing units of
work suitable for use in intermediate grades and high school. Creative work is done
with leather, plaster, clay, book-binding, textiles, and other mediums. Four hours.
Winter.
372. ART IN THE HoME.-A study of the fundamental elements and principles
of design as applied to the problems of the home and community. A study is made
of historic and modern styles of furniture, architecture, and interior decoration; budget making and community planning. Four hours. Winter.
410. ART STUCTURE III.-Advanced work in creative organization. Use of any
mediums desired by the student. Prerequisite: Art 221. Four hours. Spring.
411. CERAMics.-Consists of building forms, using the coil method, making
plaster-paris molds and casts, sketching small figures in clay, molding medallions
in high and low relief, biscuit firing and glazing. Four hours. Spring.
440. ART IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-Units include a basic philosophy for
development through art education; techniques and materials to be employed; procedures and organization; and practical problems in art related to school, home,
and community. Two hours. Fall and Spring.
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470. CoMMERICAL ART.-A study of the principles of design as applied to poster
making, commercial advertising and lettering. Special stress is put on high-school
and college annuals, and the problems of the art instructor in relation to the annuals are discussed. Four hours. On request.
472. STAGECRAFT.-A study of art problems for amateur productions, planning
color ensembles, relating main character groups to settings and lighting, designing
or building stage models, practical work in cutting, draping, and painting costumes
and headdress. This class is given in connection with the play production classes.
Two hours. On request.
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474. WORKSHOP IN ARTS AND CRAFTS.-An explorative studio-laboratory where
students may pursue special interests in the creative arts and crafts under guidance.
Practical work is offered in basic techniques depending on the individual student's
needs or type of program selected. Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor. Four
hours. Summer.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
Mr. Heaton, Chairman; Mr. Lee; Miss Schueller.
The objectives of this department are: ( 1) to educate special teachers of business education for the high school; ( 2) to educate students in
special knowledge and the secretarial skills required in business; ( 3) to
provide useful knowledge and skills for other students in education and
pre-professional programs when they elect work in the department.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
210. TYPEWRITING I.-A beginning course in which the skill of typing plain
copy accurately and with speed is built through the mastery of correct keyboard
techniques. The course is open only to students who have not earned a credit in
high-school typing. Two hours. Fall.
211. TYPEWRITING II.-A continuation of Business Education 210 broadening
into practice in typing letters and typing from rough draft. Prerequisite; Business
Education 210, or its equivalent. Two hours. Winter.
212. TYPEWRITING III.-A continuation of Business Education 211 emphasizing
the arrangement and typing of business papers, tabulation problems, and typing of
manuscripts. Prerequisite: Business Education 211, or its equivalent. Two hours.
Spring.
220. SHORTHAND I.-Fundamenta.J principles of Gregg shorthand, dictation and
transcription. Typewriting must either precede or accompany all shorthand courses.
The course is open only to students who have not earned a credit in high-school
shorthand. Four hours. Fall.
221. SHORTHAND II.-A continuation of Business Education 220. The course IS
open only to students who have not earned a credit in high-school shorthand. Four
hours. Winter.
222. SHORTHAND III.-A continuation of Business Education 221. Four hours.
Spring.
229. AccouNTING I.-The recording, posting, adjusting, and summarizing of
those transactions individual to a single proprietorship according to the fundamental
principles of accounting procedure. The course is open only to students who have
not earned a credit in high-school bookkeeping. Four hours. Fall.
230. AccouNTING IL-The application of accounting procedures and principles,
acquired in Accounting I, to partnership and corporate enterprises. Four hours.
Winter.
231. AccouNTING UL-Recording, summarizing, and analyzing those transactions
which are common in a manufacturing business. Some consideration will be given
to the elements involved in cost accounting as it pertains to manufacturing concerns. The course will also deal with departmental and branch accounting. Four
hours. Spring.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS
242, 243, 244. WoRK ExPERIENCE.-A program of supervised diversified office
experiences designed to acquaint the student with office routines and procedures,
office organization, and office conduct in a real situation. A variety of experiences
involving record keeping and the use of the skills of typing, shorthand, and machine
operation will be required. Students will secure their own employment. It is the
policy of the College not to grant credit for work experience with pay. A minimum
of thirty hours of satisfactory work performance during any one quarter will be required to earn 1 quarter-hour credit. A maximum of 3 credits may be earned; these
credits to be used to satisfy elective requirements.
310. BusINESS LAw.-This course is designed to acquaint the student with and
to increase his appreciation of the protection which the law affords every citizen
in ordinary transactions concerned with contracts, agency, bailments, sales, negotiable instruments, and the conveyance of real and personal property. Four hours.
Spring.
315. CONSUMER EDUCATION.-A study of the problems confronting the consumer in selecting goods and services; the aid given him by governmental and
private agencies; and the effect of his selections on the total national economy.
Four hours. On request.
322. OFFICE PRACTICE AND BUSINESS MACHINES 1.-The course is designed to
acquaint the student with desirable personal qualifications and preparation of the
secretary, and the secretary's various duties and responsibilities in an office. Additional training in shorthand transcription and typewriting are a major part of the
course. A part of the course is devoted to filing and filing procedures. Emphasis is
also placed on an understanding of vocational uses of calculating machines, voicewriting machines, adding machines, and duplicating machines, Prerequisite: Business Education 212 and 222. Three hours. Fall.
323. OFFICE PRACTICE IL-Advanced work in the areas covered in the first
course. Three hours. Spring.
440. METHODS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION.-Methods of teaching shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, and other business subjects in secondary schools are studied.
Two hours. Fall.

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Mr. Ursin and Mr. Wegner.
The objectives of Industrial Arts Education are: ( 1) To provide a
background of knowledge and experience for industrial arts teachers
and to understand the place of industrial arts in the educational program; ( 2) To develop appreciation and skill in tihe basic industrial
processes and increase consumer knowledge; ( 3) To develop desirable
social relationships which can come out of industrial activity; ( 4) To
provide orientation in exploration of industry for recreational and
avocational activities.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
WOODWORK
120. WOODWORK !.-Learning operations and vocabulary in hand woodworking; identification, care, and use of hand tools; study project design and hand woodwork projects. Three hours. Fall.
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121. Woon FINISHING.-Woods and their accepted finishes and application of
various finishes. Two hours. Fall.
125. Woon TURNING 1.-Care and operation of wood lathe; proper use of woodturning tools. Spindle turning and face-plate exercises; beginning wood-turning projects, abrasives, and finishings of turned projects. Two hours. Spring.
220. WoonwoRK IL-Machine woodwork; instruction in shop safety; proper
operation and care of all woodworking machines; construction and use of jigs; design of machine woodworking projects. Specifications and types of machine woodworking equipment. Prerequisite: Woodwork 120. Four hours. Winter.
221. UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE.-Upholstering of new pieces of
furniture or re-upholstering of used furniture. Two hours. On request.
225. Woon TURNING IL-Advanced wood-turning projects. Prerequisite: Wood
Turning 125. Two hours. Spring.
320. WoonwoRK 111.-Furniture design and furniture making and upholstery.
Recommended prerequisites: Woodwork 120, 220. Four hours. On request.
METAL WORK
230. SHEET METAL !.-Proper care and use of all hand tools and sheet metal
machines; projects requiring development of patterns with parallel and radial lines;
knowledge and skill in soldering; specifications of equipment and supplies for sheetmetal shop. Prerequisite: Drawing llO. Three hours. Fall.
235. ART METAL.-Cold metal bending and hammered metal; projects involving
bending, twisting, raising, peening, and riveting. Working with copper, brass, pewter, tin, black sheet iron, mild steel, aluminum. Two hours. Winter.
330. SHEET METAL IL-Advanced sheet metal projects involving development
of irregular patterns by triangulation and irregular parallel and radial lines. Prerequisite: Drawing llO and Sheet Metal 230. Two hours. 1955-56.
332. ELECTRIC WELDING.-The care and operation of welding machines, safety,
symbols, types of electrodes, preparation of joints, welding practice, testing, and arc
cutting. Two hours. Spring.
333. OxY-ACETYLENE WELDING.-Study and use of filler rods, fluxes, welding
safety; care of welding equipment; preparation of joints, welding practice, and testing. Two hours. On request.
334. FoUNDRY.-Operations involved in making molds; casting, melting; vocabulary; care of equipment and supplies. Two hours. On request.
336. MACHINE SHOP !.-Proper care and operation of metal lathe; milling machine, shaper, grinders, drill press; basic machine skills and heat treating. Prerequisite: Drawing llO. Two hours. Winter.
337. MACHINE SHOP IL-Advanced operation of machine shop equipment. Prerequisite: Metal 336. Two hours. Winter.

210. MECHANICAL DRAWING IL-Advanced pictorial drawings, isometric, oblique
projections on mechanical perspective. Prerequisite: Drawing llO. Four hours.
211. ENGINEERING DRAWING IL-Technical drawing problems in working, auxiliary, and sectional drawings, isometric and oblique projections, theory of dimensioning and reproduction of engineering drawings. Prerequisite: Drawing llO. Three
hours. Spring.
212. SHEET METAL DRAFTING, TECHNICAL DRAWING.-Problems in sheet metal
drafting and pattern development. Prerequisite: Drawing llO. Two hours. Fall.
215. ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING !.-Basic elements in planning and construction
of residential buildings, frame and masonry, lettering symbols, foundations, sills,
windows, stairs, fireplaces, and accessories. A preliminary study of drawing plans
involving elevations, floor plans, details and perspective drawings. Illustrated lectures
on kitchen layouts, ,living rooms, dining rooms, bathrooms, sleeping rooms, etc. Prerequisite: Drawing llO. Four hours. Spring.
315. ARcmTECTURAL DRAFTING IL-Preparation of preliminary sketches for the
problem. A set of working drawings for a 5-6 room residence of frame or mason construction, involving floor plans, details, elevations, estimates, and specifications. Class
discussion on phases of building, including several field trips. Prerequisite: Drawing
llO and 215. Four hours. On request.
316. BLUEPRINT READING.-lnterpretation of symbols and lines found on blueprints. The reading of architectural, structural heating, machine, plumbing, and aircraft blueprints. Two hours. Spring.
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PRINTING
150. ELEMENTARY CoMPOSITION.-Elements of composition, stonework, and
platen-press work. Grades projects in straight composition, involving basic operations
in job printing and proof reading. Lectures and class discussion on papers, inks, and
composition. Four hours. Fall.
250. ADVANCED CoMPOSITION.-Problems in display composition, stonework and
platen-press work. An introduction to commercial problems and jobs, through use
of typical projects. Typographical design and its application. Prerequisite: Printing
150. Four hours. Fall.
350. LINOTYPE CoMPOSITION.-Study of care and operation of the linotype
machine. Time is divided between mechanism of the machine and keyboard operating. Keyboard practice composition involves straight matter, tabular, intricate and
job work; use of auxiliary and accessory equipment is taught. Students are provided
the opportunity to compose for the college newspaper. Prerequisite: Printing 150,
250. Four hours. On request.
355. GENERAL GRAPHIC ARTs.-Basic graphic arts reproduction processes. A correlation between fine and practical arts. Lectures, demonstrations and production
units are offered in letter press, stereotype, wood and resilient block cutting, lithography, etching, silk screen, stencil, offset, ditto, engraving, aquatints, embossing,
paper making, book binding, photo-engraving, and steps in production of a book.
Four hours. On request.

~
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS
DRAWING
llO. PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING DRAWING 1.-A study of
the fundamentals of the graphic language of drawing; free-hand sketching, picture
drawing, orthographic projection, lettering, use of instruments, and the reproduction
of drawings. Four hours. Winter.
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340. INDUSTRIAL ARTS WORKSHOP FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS.-The course
provides elementary teachers experiences in using the common materials (paper,
paint, plastics, wood, art metals, etc.); constructing useful projects ( posters, toys,
metal and plastic bowls, linoleum block, etc.); making simple equipment ( visual
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aids and materials of instruction, etc. ) ; repairing school and household fixtures ( appliance cord, lamps, safety in the home and school, etc.); and beautifying and
maintaining school environment. Four hours. Summer.
425, 426. PROBLEMS OF SHOP MAINTENANCE.-Practical work in maintenance,
repair, and improvement of school equipment. Two hours each. Offered on request.
440. INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-A survey of development
and growth of this phase of education. Study of objectives, courses of study, related
materials and technical information for various subjects. Four hours. Winter.
445. ScHOOL SHOP ADMINISTRATION.-A study of problems in equipping, organizing, and maintaining a school shop. Prerequisite: Twelve quarter hours in Industrial
Education. Four hours. Spring.
446. VISUAL Arns IN INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTs.-Sources and use of non-projected
aids, care and use of projection equipment, films and supplies. Construction of visual
aids to be used in classwork. Two hours. On request.
PLASTICS
360. PLASTICS I.-Types, color, design, and sources. Processes and tools used in
fabrication of plastics. Two hours. On request.
ELECTRICITY
370. INDUSTRIAL ARTS ELECTRICITY.-Construction of simple electrical projects,
and practical problems to be used in teaching electricity in the junior high school.
Two hours. Spring.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
Miss Frick, Chairman; Mr. Anderson; Mr. Bierhaus; Mr. Domek;
Miss Lindquist; Miss McKeHar; Mr. MacLeod; Mr. Smith.
The objectives of the department are: ( 1) To promote, maintain,
and safeguard student health; ( 2) To provide the student adequate
opportunity for acquiring recreational skills, not only for the present, but
for carry-over for leisure time in later life; ( 3) To assist students to prepare themselves to assume responsibilities in their own communities;
( 4) To educate all of those who will teach, to effectively meet with their
own students, tli.e normal needs for physical and recreational activities;
( 5) To provide an adequate program for preparing special teachers and
supervisors of physical education and recreational leaders for schools
and communities.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The activity courses of the department have two main objectives. They are
designed to provide opportunity for learning skills and developing appreciation and
understanding in the field of recreational activity, in order that the students may
enjoy an enriched leisure time, both while in college and in post-college years. The
activity courses intended for men only will have an M added to the course number
in the quarterly program schedules; those intended for women only will be marked
with a W.
For majors and minors in the department there is the additional objective of
supplying opportunity to increase personal skills in a wide area of physical activity.
llO. ORIENTATION TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION.-Activities for this course vary from
year to year since they are selected in accordance with the background, interest, and
needs of the students in the class. One hour. Fall.
lll. SoccER. One hour.
ll2. AERIAL DARTS AND ALLIED GAMES. One hour.
ll3. SPEEDBALL. One hour.
ll4. ARCHERY. One hour.
ll5. SOFTBALL. One hour.
ll6. TUMBLING. One hour.
ll7. VOLLEY BALL. One hour.
ll8. GoLF. One hour.
120. FOLK DANCES. One hour.
122. AMERICAN RouND AND SQUARE DANCES. One hour.
123. BEGINNING SWIMMING (RED CROSS CLASSIFICATION). One hour.
141. RHYTHMS FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. One hour.
142. PLAYGROUND GAMES AND ACTIVITIES. One hour.
211. FIELD HocKEY. One hour.
212. BADMINTON. One hour.
213. FooTBALL. One hour.
214. TRACK AND FIELD. One hour.
215. BASEBALL. One hour.
216. APPARATUS. One hour.
217. BASKET BALL. One hour.
218. WRESTLING. One hour.
220. TAP DANCE. One hour.
222. BALLROOM ( SocIAL) DANCE. One hour.
223. INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING (RED CROSS CLASSIFICATION). One hour.
224. ADVANCED RHYTHMS. One hour.
323. RED CRoss SENIOR LIFE SAVING. One hour.
210. AN INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION.-A first course required of all
students who major or minor in the field. An analysis of the modem program. of
physical and health education in the public schools with special emphas1~ on assisting class members in determining their personal competence in the various phases
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DIVISIONS OF THE COLLEGE
of the school program and planning their college course to increase and supply
needed skills. Three hours. Fall, Spring.
322. APPLIED ANATOMY AND K:rNESIOLOGY.-An analysis of the movements of
the human body with a major emphasis on kinesthetic laws involved in training for
and teaching various sports. The course is intended to make physical activity meaningful to teachers of physical education. Recommended prerequisite: Zoology 320. Four
hours.
340. PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-This
course provides a rich fund of games, rhythms, and other activities recommended
for the physical-education program in the elementary school. Emphasis is upon integration of the physical-education program with the over-all program of healthful living. Four hours.
343. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL AcTIVITIES.-An analysis
of fundamental skills, progression, and techniques involved in teaching individual
and dual activities in high schools recommended in the Minnesota curriculum. Prerequisite: P.E. 310. Four hours.
345. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN RHYTHMS I.-An analysis of fundamental skills
underlying all rhythmic activity, walking, skipping, marching, moving to music.
Study of the problems of progression and grading material and practice in ski.Ils included in material in rhythms in the state course of study for grades and high
school. Particular stress is laid on folk and square dancing. Four hours. Prerequisite:
P.E. 210.
346. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN RHYTHMS II.-A review of fundamental rhythmic
skills, a study of selection and use of various forms of musical accompaniment for
rhythms, special emphasis on increase of personal competency in tap, social dancing,
and modern dance as found in the program outlined by the state course of study.
Prerequisite: P.E. 210. Four hours.
360. CoACHING.-This course covers the techniques of coaching football, basket
ball, baseball, and track. Students should consult the instructor to determine during
which season it will be most advantageous for them to elect this course. Prerequisite:
P.E. 365. Two hours.
362. ORGANIZATION OF HIGH-SCHOOL ATHLETICs.-Course for men. Intended
for the prospective high-school coach, the course deals with schedule making, purchase and care of equipment, financing, and athletic policies. Three hours.
365. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE
SECONDARY ScHOOL.-Covers the selection and adaption of activities, grouping of
students, provision for facilities, selection and care of equipment, departmental organization, and policy making. Prerequisite: P. E. 310. Two hours.
423. WATER SAFETY INSTRUCToR's CoURsE.-Given under the general direction
of the American Red Cross. Students who complete the work are eligible for the Red
Cross Water Safety Instructor's Certificate. Prerequisite: P. E. 323. Two hours.
442M. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN INDOOR TEAM ACTIVITIES FOR MEN.-Concentration upon the skills, rules, and techniques of the major sports included in the
high-school curriculum. Special attention is given to rule changes and techniques of
officiating. The course is designed to assist majors who are preparing to pass examinations for rating of officials. Sports are those usually played indoors, with emphasis
on basket ball and volley ball. Students are given an opportunity to concentrate on
those areas in which they lack previous experience. Prerequisite: P. E. 210. Four
hours.
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442W. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN INDOOR TEAM AcTIVITIEs.-Emphasis on
fundamentals, practice, principles, and techniques in teaching the indoor team sports
recommended by the Minnesota curriculum for high-school girls. An extensive study
of the latest official rules, with opportunity given the student to take written and
practical examinations for national recognition in the W.N.O.R.C. Prerequisite: P. E.
210. Four hours.
443M. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN OUTDOOR TEAM AcTIVITIEs.-A course
similar in plan to 442M but with the emphasis on soccer, football, softball and baseball. Students are encouraged to concentrate on those areas in which they lack previous experience. Prerequisite: P. E. 210. Four hours.
443W. TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS IN OUTDOOR TEAM AcTIVITIEs.-Emphasis on
fundamentals, practice, principles, and techniques in teaching the outdoor team
sports recommended by the Minnesota curriculum for high-school girls. An extensive
study of the ,l atest official rules with opportunity given the student to take written
and practical examinations for national recognition in the W.N.O.R.C. Prerequisite:
P. E. 210. Four hours.
480. SUPERVISION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-A
practical course offering the student an opportunity to gain supervisory and teaching
experience in an elementary-school physical-education program. Prerequisite: P. E.
340 and permission of instructor. Two to four hours.
A student who takes the course for two hours credit will have class daily for six
weeks, during either the first or second half of the term. A student who takes the
course for four hours credit will have class daily for one term. Prerequisite: P. E.
340 and permission of the instructor.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
124. HoME CARE OF THE SrcK.-This is the Red Cross course, and students who
complete the work in a satisfactory manner may receive the Red Cross certificate.
One hour.
125. RED CROSS STANDARD FmsT Arn.-The regular course as outlined by the
American Red Cross. Students earn the Standard Certificate. One hour. Fall.
225. RED CRoss ADVANCED FIRST Am.-Follows the regular outline as prescribed
for the Advanced Certificate. Prerequisite: a valid Standard Certificate. One hour.
320. PREVENTION AND CARE OF ATHLETIC INJURIES.-The course deals with the
principles governing the conditioning of men for various sports-diets, sleep, exercise,
bathing, massage, overtraining, etc.; cause, diagnosis, prevention and treatment of
common athletic injuries. Prerequisite: Health 125. Two hours.
325. INSTRUCToR's CouRsE IN FIRST Am.-In order to take the course the student
must hold a valid certificate for Standard First Aid. Those who complete the course
are qualified to teach certified Junior, Standard, and Advanced First aid and to have
their classes receive the Red Cross certificate. Two hours.
326. DRIVER EDUCATION INSTRUCTon's CoURSE.-Preparation of teachers for setting up and conducting the high-school driver education program. Certification is
official upon receiving teaching certificate. Prerequisite: Good driving ability and
possession of a valid driver's license. Four hours. Spring.
365. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION.-This
course deals with the history of school-health education as it effects modern thinking. The student is assisted in gaining an understanding of the threefold aspect
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of school health: health instruction, practice in health skills, and maintaining a satisfactory health environment. Four hours. On request.
412. PROBLEMS OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE.-Covers courtship, marriage
and family relationships, with some work on the health problems and development of
the school age child in relationship to successful family living. Four hours.
440. HEALTH IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY ScHOOL.-A study of the
problems involved in the administration of the health program at all grade levels.
This includes examination of the course of study at each level and gives special
emphasis to the work of the School Health Council, participation in health examinations, use of visual aids, and coordination of the over-all health program with
other factors of school living. Four hours.
RECREATION
210. RECREATIONAL AcnVITIEs.-A course given over almost entirely to actual
participation in activity, the course deals with a study of recreational material suitable to various age groups, with emphasis upon coordination of such material into a
recreational program. Two hours.
253. CLUB LEADERSHIP.-Teachers are frequently called upon to assist with the
activities of various youth organizations. The course is intended to give an understanding of the program of a number of these, including 4-H, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire
Girls, and their junior groups and to assist students in program planning for club
groups. Two hours.
310. COMMUNITY RECREATION.-A study of the meanings and values of community recreation. The class is given actual opportunity to participate in activities
as well as to gain experience in planning projects. The college community is used
as a laboratory for the study. Three hours.
370. SCHOOL FEsTIVALs.-The course is intended to give practical training in
planning, organization and production of school and community festivals, play days,
programs for patrons and larger community celebrations. Two hours.
410. LEADERSHIP IN RECREATION.-Planned especially for majors and minors
in physical education and recreation, the course deals with opportunities for work in
this field. There is an intensive study of the part which the public school plays in
community recreation. Three hours.
450. FIELD WoRK IN RECREATION.-A practicum in the field, the work is done
individually and opportunity must be limited to those working on a minor in Recreation. The student must, prior to his registration for the course, select a project and
have it approved by the chairman of the department and by the faculty member
in whose department the project will be carried out. A detailed report of the project
must be filed by the student before credit can be given. Normally the project should
be in some field other than that in which he does his student teaching. Prerequisite:
Rec. 310 or 410 and at least fourteen hours of the work for the minor in recreation;
also permission of the department chairman. Three to five hours.

THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Mr. Harmon, Chairman; Miss Bartels; Mr. Nix; Miss Wenck.
The Department of Music emphasizes the teaching of music for its
cultural values and the opportunity it affords for personal achievement.
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The specific aims of the department are twofold: ( 1) to prepare teachers
of music for elementary and secondary schools; ( 2) to provide for students and faculty a musical experience as complete and broad as facilities
will permit.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
110. ELEMENTS OF Music.-This course is designed for students pursuing the
elementary curriculum. Emphasis will be given to extensive singing in unison and
parts, rhythmic experiences, scales and key signatures, tempo and dynamics, easy
dictation, intervals, chord construction, transposition, and elements of form and design. Four hours. Each quarter.
210. HARMONY 1.-A unifying course in the essentials of music and musicianship. Consideration given to a study of diatonic chords, modulation, nonharmonic
tones, melody harmonization and improvisation, and analysis. Material is drawn from
standard literature including folk and art songs. Prerequisite: Music 110 or 310. Four
hours. Fall.
211. HARMONY 11.-A continuation of Music 210 but on a more advanced level
emphasizing chromatic chords, modulations, and nonharmonic tones as used in choral
and instrumental writing. Prerequisite: Music 210. Four hours. Winter.
212. CoUNTERPOINT.-Strict counterpoint in the five species and the writing of
descants, with parallel analysis of musical literature. Prerequisite: Music 110. Four
hours. Spring.
220. BAND.-Study and participation. One hour.
230. CHom.-Study and participation. One hour.
250. GENERAL APPLIED Music.-Class instruction in Piano (250a), Voice
( 250b), Strings ( 250c), Woodwinds ( 250d), Brass ( 250e). Each class deals with
essential fundamentals and acquaints the student with procedures and materials for
similar classes in public schools. One hour. On request.
271. Music IN EVERYDAY LIFE.-A non-technical course for non-music majors
who wish to acquire a basic knowledge of the music of the masters, from Bach to
modern times. Two hours. On request.
310. ELEMENTS OF Music.-A course for music majors in the basic elements of
music-rhythm, meter, scales, key signatures, intervals, chords, notation and correct
application. Extensive drill in sight singing. Four hours. On request.
320. SIGHT SINGING AND EAR TRAINING.-Reading moderately complex rhythms
and scale intervals found in Melodia, a Course in Sight Singing by Cole and Lewis,
also anthems and chorals of representative composers. Prerequisite: Music 110 or 310.
Two hours. On request.
340. MusIC IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-A course designed on the contribution music can make ( 1) toward the physical, social, and emotional growth and
development of children; ( 2) toward correlations with other curriculum areas; ( 3)
toward growth through interesting meaningful experiences. Also consideration of: the
child voice and song repertory, rhythm, rhythm bands, dramatic play, discriminating
listening, creative expression, developing reading readiness, music reading, part singing, beginning instrumental work, and examination and appraisal of curriculum plans
and materials. Prerequisite: Music 110. Two hours.
341. BAND 0RGANIZATION.-A survey of problems relating to the administration
of a band program in public schools. Two hours.
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342. BAND CONDUCTING.-Baton technique and score reading for band literature.
Two hours.
346. CHORAL CoNDUCTING.-Baton technique, rehearsal methods, class voicetraining methods, and the reading of selected vocal scores. Two hours. Summer, biennially. On request.
350. PIANO (PRIVATE) .-Music majors are required to take three terms. Organ
credits may be substituted with permission of the instructor. Materials adapted to the
needs of the student. One lesson a week. One hour. Each quarter.

355. ORGAN (PRIVATE).-May be substituted for piano requirements with permission of the instructor. One lesson a week. One hour. Each quarter.
360. VmcE (PRIVATE).-Three terms are required of music majors and minors.
The course includes the study of tone production and preparation of a selected song
repertory. One lesson a week. One hour. Each quarter.

365. INSTRUMENT (PRIVATE).-Three terms are required of music majors. A
study designed to provide some technical competence on one instrument, together
with selected literature for the instrument. One lesson a week. One hour. Each
quarter.
371. Music HISTORY AND APPRECIATION.-A technical course planned for and
required of music majors. The development of musical scales, notation, and forms
will be traced through the ancient, the modem, and the contemporary periods by a
study of the biographies and representative works of the most important composers
of each. Four hours. Winter.
400. SMALL ENSEMBLE.-Experience in the preparation and performance of
chamber music, both instrumental and vocal. One hour. On request.
410. ORCHESTRATION AND CHORAL ARRANGING.-A study designed to demonstrate and practice acceptable ways of writing for voice and instrument, individually
and in combination. Prerequisite: Music 211 and 350. Four hours. On request.
440. Music IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL.-Consideration of music in relation to
the growth needs of the adolescent youth and the high-school student; its social and
aesthetic aspects in relation to school and community life; choice, interpretation,
methods of approach to and presentation of standard and contemporary choral and
instrument music to student groups for singing and playing. Special attention to the
changing voice; voice testing; part singing; class instruction in voice; band and orchestral instruments; music history and theory; and operation of special groups such
as chorus, glee clubs, choirs, bands, orchestras, and ensembles. Two hours.

College Band.-The band functions throughout the year for a variety of occasions.
The organization serves as a unit for football and basket-ball games in presenting
musical and marching performances. As a concert organization, the band presents
several other concerts each year, both on campus and elsewhere.
The band offers a twofold opportunity to all students of the College. Students
interested in preparing for work in directing band will find an opportunity in all
phases of band activity. Those who wish an activity for recreation and avocational
playing will find the band offers that opportunity. Three rehearsals a week. One hour.
Maximum hours of credit, eight.

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICES
GEOGRAPHY

Mr. Addicott.
The content, objectives, and methods involved in the study of geography make it necessary to use a dual approach in the organization of
courses, namely that of human geography and of physical geography.
The first deals with historic, political, social, and economic developments
as interpreted on the basis of the physical features of the earth and cyclic
climatic conditions. Such courses are important in the field of social
studies. The second approach deals wfth characteristic features of the
earth, soil, and minerals as related to the origin and development of the
earth. Courses taught by this approach are important in the field of science. Many of the basic courses in elements of geography and methods
can be used jointly by the social sh1dies and by science.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

College Choir.-The College Choir, a select group of mixed voices, appears both
on and off campus throughout the year. An oratorio is presented in the fall quarter,
and another major work is given in the spring. Three rehearsals a week. One hour.
Maximum hours of credit, eight.

202. WEATHER AND CLIMATE.-A laboratory study of the local weather is followed by a survey of the climates of the world. Daily Weather Bureau maps and
reports and United States Weather Bureau instruments are used in observation and
forecast. Recommended prerequisite: Geography 210 or Science 211. Four hours.
On request.
210. PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY.-The basic elements of geography with methods
to aid in understanding and teaching the subject. For the minimum elementary student. Four hours. Each quarter.
211. ·woRLD GEOGRAPHY.-The study of the countries by the regional approach
with emphasis on global relations and geo-politics. For four-year students. Cannot be
taken for credit if student has completed Geography 210. Can be substituted for
Geography 210 in provisional elementary curriculum. Four hours. Fall, Spring.
220. EcoNoMIC GEOGRAPHY.-The geography of the world's commodities, including raw materials and manufactured goods and their regional aspects. Also an
analysis of economic geographic factors in current international policies and conflicts. Four hours. Winter.
300. GEOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.-Geology is correlated with physiography in study of the surface features of the earth, soils, and minerals. Laboratory
work includes topographic map study, recognition of the common rocks and minera1ls,
and some field work. Four hours. Spring.
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APPLIED MUSIC CREDITS
One hour of credit may be earned each quarter in choir and band.
A maximum of eight quarter hours of credit may be earned in voice, choir, band,
orchestra, piano, organ, or symphonic instrument. Thirty-two quarter hours of credit
shall be the maximum allowed in applied music for major; sixteen for a minor;
twelve for those who neither major nor minor in music.
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310. NoRTH AMERICA.-This course is a study of the North American continent
with special emphasis on Minnesota. It is especially designed for intermediate-grade
and upper-grade teachers. Four hours. Fall.
312. AsIA AND OcEANIA.-A regional-political study of Asia, the East Indies,
Pacific Islands, and Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. Prerequisite: Four hours
of geography. Four hours. On request.
315. EUROPE AND AFRICA.-Regional-political study of the two great continents.
Recommended prerequisite: Four hours of Geography. Four hours. On request.
317. LATIN AMERICA.-Regional-political study of Mexico, West Indies, and
South America. Recommended prerequisite: Four hours of Geography. Four hours.
On request.
330. SUMMER FIELD TRIP.-The Geography Department usually conducts an
extensive tour, depending on conditions of travel. Credit for such tour will be given
only in case the time is sufficiently long and the features varied. Preliminary study
and reports are required. On request.
340. GEOGRAPHY IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.-A study of
the materials used in teaching geography in the elementary and secondary schools
with objectives, organization, presentation, and evaluation of materials and methods.
Recommended prerequisite: Two courses in Geography. Four hours. On request.

ll3. CLOTHING.-Selection of clothing in relation to personality and individual
needs with consideration of color, design, fabrics, cost, and occasion. Fundamental
processes of sewing practiced in a problem of constructing a simple garment for self.

LIBRARY SCIENCE
Miss W ooldrik.
School libraries are educational instruments which, when capably
used, can bring about increased understanding and greater skill in acquiring new knowledge. It is intended that students graduating from
this college with a library science minor will be able to operate school
libraries as effective educational instruments. The objective of this department is to instruct students in the principles and techniques involved
in the administrative, guidance, and book-selection phases of school library work. Completion of this minor prepares the student to meet the
requirements of the Minnesota State Department of Education for certification as teacher-librarian. The courses are open to all juniors and seniors.
320. FUNCTIONS OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARY 1.-The major subjects studied in this
area of general functions are the objectives of the school library, the methods used
in achieving these objectives, and the standards of school-library service. This course
is basic to the other courses offered in this department. Four hours. Fall.

HOME ECONOMICS

330. SECONDARY SCHOOL LIBRARY MATERIALS !.-Introduction to book selection,
reference books, classification, and cataloguing. Study of a wide variety of materials,
printed and audio-visual. Emphasis is on the social studies. Four hours. Fall.

Miss Holen.
The program in Home Economics is designed to provide the student
with the essential background in general education and selected experiences in home-related areas which contribute to effective everyday living
and to competent homemaking.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
llO. HoME MANAGEMENT.-Philosophy of homemaking; experiences provided
to develop management and wise use of family resources with emphasis on human
values for better home living; selection, care, and use of household equipment;
procedures and materials for the care of the house. Four hours.
lll. NUTRITION.-Fundamentals of nutrition and food selection involving application of principles to the selection of food for the individual and family members;
some laboratory experience in food preparation for special dietary problems. Four
hours.
ll2. FooD MANAGEMENT.-Principles of cookery; meal planning and table service; good work habits, efficient use of equipment, and economical marketing practices are stressed. Four hours.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

411. THE GEOGRAPHIC FACTOR IN CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.-An advanced
course in geography, its role in the development of human cultures, and the present
distribution of the different cultures around the world. Culture areas will include
politics, literature, and the arts. Prerequisite: at least eight hours in geography or
consent of instructor. Three hours. On request.

340. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRARY MATERIALS 1.-This course is the same as
English 340. See that course for description. Four hours. Fall, Winter, Spring.
430. SECONDARY SCHOOL LIBRARY MATERIALS IL-The selection, evaluation, and
use of library materials that correlate with the curriculum in science, language arts,
and fine and applied arts. Prerequisite: Library Science 330 or consent of instructor.
Four hours. Winter.
440. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRARY MATERIALS IL-Study of library materials
that correlate with the elementary-school curriculum and of the administration of
elementary libraries. Two hours. Winter.
455. FUNCTIONS OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARY 11.-This is a summing up
library-science program offered in this college. The objectives, methods, and
tive techniques studied in previous courses will be reviewed and will be
to practice work in the laboratory schools. Prerequisite: Library Science
consent of instructor. Two hours. Spring.

of the
evaluaapplied
430 or

460. THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARY.-Services of the library
in social, vocational, and, especially, reading guidance. All phases of the librarian's
work with students, including teaching the use of the library and direction of
student library assistants. Prerequisite: Library Science 430 or consent of instructor.
Four hours. Spring.
87
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Division of Professional Education
The Division of Professional Education contributes to the primary
function of the College by preparing teachers for their specific professional activities and by rendering professional service to the public
schools.
THE DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Mr. Robbins, Chairman; Miss Corneliussen; Miss Dillon; Miss
Dodds; Mr. Foreman; Miss Gregerson; Mr. Sorensen; Miss Sorknes.
The professional courses are organized and sequentially arranged to
provide for the education which will .effectively contribute toward the
specific preparation of the student for the p:mfession of ,teaching. The
professional courses emphasize not only the scientific aspects of sound
subject matter and educational procedures but also the philosophy of
human betterment. The professional courses are designed to be functional
and to furnish the student with technical ability, understanding, and
enthusiasm which will make for effective educational work in the public
schools. The Division supports the work of the other divisions of the College, both academic and professional, in a program of living and learning
in which folly as much attention is paid to human improvement through
understanding of human growth and development as to mastery of subject matter and techniques of instruction.
HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Courses in Human Growth and Development have as their purpose
the development of fundamental knowledge, understandings, skills, and
attitudes in the area of teacher-pupil relationships. Thus the beginning
teacher will know, see, and read to the pupil as an individual who is in
the process of self-realization, and subject to the physical, social, emotional, and mental forces which are influencing this development.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

313. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT I.-The first course of a two-quarter
sequence involving study of the physical, social, emotional, and mental development of children and adolescents. The developmental point of view: factors influencing development; techniques for studying the individual; basic needs; developmental tasks; the self-concept; defense mechanisms. Required of all students preparing to teach. Four hours. Each quarter.
314. HuMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT II.-A continuation of Education 313
with emphasis on developmental processes in the school. Socialization as the function
of the school; dynamics of the learning process; readiness and its development;
adaption to individual differences; guidance in the learning process; teacher-pupil
relationships and classroom climate. Required of all students preparing to teach.
Prerequisite: Education 313. Four hours. Each quarter.
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BUILDING EXTERIOR

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIOr-.
321. INTRODUCTION TO GumANCE.-A course dealing with the principles and
procedures of guidance in the elementary and the secondary school. Emphasis is placed upon the meaning and the purpose of guidance and the role of the classroom
teacher in aiding children and youth toward individual and growth adjustment to
educational, vocational, social, emotional, and moral problems in the school and in
society. Admission upon approval of adviser. Four hours.
330. RESIDENCE HALL CouNSELLING.-A course in the theoretical background of
group dynamics, leadership, and counselling, and the practical application of these
principles to dormitory living. Administered by the personnel staff for students who
have been selected to act as counselors in the college residence halls. One hour. Fall
quarter.
ORIENTATION TO TEACHING

Courses dealing with the aims and functions of education in a democracy, the place of the school in the social order, the curriculum as organized experience, the interaction between curriculum material and the
human organism, diagnostic and evaluative procedures.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
340. KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION.-This course is designed primarily for those
who are interested in, or are now teaching, kindergarten. The area included in the
course are: the philosophy and history of the kindergarten movement; the stage of
physical, mental, social, and emotional development of the four and five-year-old
child; the purposes of kindergarten education; the curriculum most desirable for
achieving those purposes; and the materials and equipment used for good learning.
This course will be correlated with kindergarten student-teaching experience. Admission upon approval of adviser. Four hours.
374. EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT AND EvALUATION.-A study of the function
of measurement in education; the derivation, determination, and definition of educational objectives; means of measuring achievement; principles of evaluation; interpretation of tests results in relation to effective guidance; the construction of essaytype and objective-type examinations; selection of standardized tests; test administration; testing programs. Prerequisites: Education 313, 314. Four hours. Each
quarter.
386. PERCEPTUAL Ams TO LEARNING.-The purpose of this course is to improve
teaching by analyzing the teaching-learning process and reaching a better understanding and appreciation of the role, nature, and use of the various kinds of instructional
techniques and materials. Students will be provided with experiences in selecting
and utilizing materials and with opportunities for practice in the use of audio-visual
equipment. Offered on request. Prerequisite: Education 313. Four hours.
430. SUPERVISION IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-This course is designed for
·t hose seeking certification as elementary school principles. Consideration is given to
supervisory responsibilities: principles and practices in democratic, cooperative educational leadership; improvement of instruction; curriculum development; problems
of instruction and learning; group processes and personnel relations. Admission upon
approval of adviser. Four hours.
442. CURRICULUM AND lNSTRUCTION.-Units included are: philosophical and
psychological foundations of curriculum construction and classroom instruction; the
identification and selection of educational objectives; the selection, organization, and
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administration of teaching-learning experiences; and unit-type instruction. Professional laboratory experience is a required aspect of this course. Prerequisites: Education 313, 314. Four hours. Each quarter.
480, 481, 482. EDUCATION SEMINAR.-These seminar courses are coodinate with
the seminars in English and the Social Studies. They are designed to permit the
student to broaden the scope of his background in these areas and to enable him to
become familiar with recent developments and the ,literature in the field. The preparation and presentation of an original paper is required. Class sessions are devoted
to an analysis and discussion of these papers. Open to seniors. One hour credit for
each quarter. Fall, Winter, Spring.
490. PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.-The areas to be covered in this course are: relationship of federal and state governments to the localschool system; relationship of the teacher to the school board, administration, faculty
members, pupils, other school employees, and parents; school finance; public relations; professional organizations; ethics; placement; care of school facilities; records
and reports; implementation of the curriculum and co-curriculum programs; guidance.
Prerequisites: Twelve hours of professional education. Four hours. Each quarter.
492. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL.-The course is designed for
those seeking certification as elementary principals. Consideration is given to administrative reponsibilities: scheduling; the guidance program; co-curriculum activities;
pupil, equipment, and financial accounting; building management; public and personnel relations; curriculum organization. Admission upon approval of adviser. Four
hours.
MATERIALS AND METHODS IN LEARNING AND TEACHING

Courses in Materials and Methods in Learnin,g and Teaching include units dealing with objectives and realizable outcomes, arrangement
of basic learnings, effective teaching and learning procedures, types of
worth-while materials, usable community resources, adjustment of the
program to provide for individual differences, progressive diagnosis and
remediation, and evafoation of the learning process. Descriptions of these
courses are given in the various Divisions and Departments.
LABORATORY EXPERIENCES

Laboratory experiences include aill those contacts with children,
youth, and adults ( through observation, participation, and teaching)
which make a direct contribution to an understanding of individuals and
their guidance in the teaching-learning process.

with their supervising teachers, assume independent teaching responsibilities, and evaluate their progress through individual and group conferences.

l!W,;

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
350 and 351. STUDENT TEACHING AND SEMINAR.-Required of all students in
the Elementary Provisional Curriculum. The course provides opportunities for
observation and participation in actual classroom situations. Students may be assigned either to the Elementary Laboratory School of the College or to off-campus
cooperating public schools, or to both, during the full quarter of student teaching.
Ed. 442, Curriculum and Instruction, is taken simultaneously with this course. Prerequisites: Five quarters in the Elementary Provisional Curriculum. Twelve hours.
Each quarter.
450E and 451E. STUDENT TEACHING AND SEMINAR.-Directed observation of and
participation in all aspects of the elementary-school program. Individual and group
conferences with supervisors. Includes a one-hour weekly student-teaching seminar.
Required of Elementary Majors. Prerequisites: Minimum of twelve hours of professional education. Twelve hours. Each quarter.
450S and 451S. STUDENT TEACHING AND SEMINAR.-Directed observation of and
participation in all aspects of the secondary-school program. Individual and group
conferences with supervisors. Includes a one-hour weekly student-teaching seminar.
Required of all secondary majors. Prerequisites: Minimum of twelve hours of professional education. Twelve hours. Each quarter.
452E. ADVANCED STUDENT TEACHING.-An advanced course in observation and
student teaching. It includes carefully directed observation, analysis, and evaluation
of teaching methods and materials of instruction. A senior elective for students desiring further experience in teaching in the elementary school. Prerequisites: Education
450E and 451E. Credit arranged.
350, 351E or 450, 451E. Credit arranged.
452S. ADVANCED STUDENT TEACHING.-An elective in student teaching in the
secondary school for the individual who may desire further experiences in the teaching in his major academic field or teaching in another academic area in which he
has a minor. Credit arranged.
455E or 455S. STUDENT TEACHING.-A course for students who major in a special
field and desire to meet the requirements of an advanced elementary certificate or
a high-school standard special certificate. Credit arranged.
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Laboratory experiences provided for student teachers through onand off-campus schools are designed to include opportunities for the
orientation to student teaching; the development of skills in certain
fundamental methods, procedures, and techniques used in the teaching
and learning process; the development of desirable professional interests,
attitudes, and ideals; the development of desirable personal characteristics and relationships. Students share regular classroom responsibiHties

In addition to providing a comprehensive and carefully planned program of professional courses for students who are on campus during
the school year, the college also believes that it should serve the needs
of the teachers in the field who desire additional preparation. This is
done ( 1 ) through offering professional extension courses for credit,
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( 2) by providing consultation service to teachers and schools, and ( 3)
by rendering assistance to schools in conducting institutes and workshops.
The emphasis placed on the up-grading of teachers and on the improvement of school offerings makes this type of service especially
important. The growing shortage of elementary teachers gives this type
of service added significance.

by the supervisors. The opportunity to observe sound teaching procedures
is provided to college students and to faculty in connection with their
course work and to the public in general. Experimentation in new methodology and subject materials is carried on in so far as time of thie supervisors ,a nd the welfare of the children permit.
COLLEGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PLACEMENT SERVICE

Mr. Sorensen.
The College maintains a free placement service for its graduates.
This service assists candidates in obtaining positions for which they are
best prepared by personal and educational qualifications; aids publicschool officials in securing the best qualified and best prepared personnel; and provides information concerning students to prospective
employers in other fields.
Graduates are encouraged to keep their credentials active and up-todate. This office is frequently called upon to recommend experienced
teachers, since a number of schools employ only experienced teachers.
To render service to schools desiring experienced teachers and to the
alumni, experienced teachers are urged to contact the Director of Placement when they are interested in changing positions.
LABORATORY SCHOOLS

Mr. Robbins, Director.
The Laboratory Schools, consisting of the College Elementary School
and the College High School, serve as a laboratory for the education
of teachers and operate as an experimental center where new methods
and new courses of s,t udy may be developed and where demonstration
lessons may be presented for the observation of students in the College
and for groups of teachers who visit the Schools. They provide opportunities for college students to have varied experiences with children.
The Laboratory Schools recognize their responsibility to the college
and the State, but hold that their purposes can best be fulfilled through
the provision of a rich educational program for their own pupils. Therefore, the Laboratory Schools accept as their primary function the education of their own pupils. The standards of instruction must be of a
superior quality, both for the sake of the children enrolled and because
only in such a situation can teachers be well educated for their responsibilities in the public schools.

Miss Corneliussen, Principal; Miss Dodds, Kindergarten; Miss Scherfenberg, First Grade; Mrs. Pederson, Second Grade; Mrs. Anderson,
Third Grade; Miss Ujlaki, Fourth Grade; Miss Hanson, Fifth Grade;
Mrs. DuOharme, Sixth Grade; Mr. Anderson, Health and Physical Education Consultant; Miss Holman; Art Consultant; :Miss Wenck, Music Consultant; Miss Lindquist, Nurse; Miss Wooldrik, Librarian.
The College Elementary School consists of a kindergarten and grades
one to six, inclusive. The entire program of studies is carefully planned
in order to insure development of the basic abilities, knowledge, interests,
and attitudes that are important in both the present and future life of
the child. The school curriculum aims at the systematic development of
a command of the fundamental subjects of reading, writing, spelling,
arithmetic, and language. It offers well-planned programs in science and
social studies. It provides instruction in art, music, literature, and health
and physical education. It gives careful attention to the development of
well-rounded and well-adjusted personalities. Enrollment is voluntary.
COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL

Because good teaching procedures are of significant importance in
the education of teachers, a major share of the actual teaching is done

Mr. Brand, Principal; Miss Bartels, Vocal and Instrumental Music;
Mr. Brand, Mathematics; Mr. Anderson, Physical Education and Coach;
Mrs. Grantham, Foreign Language; Miss Holen, Home Economics; Miss
Holman, Art; Miss Johnston, Science; Mr. Lee, Commercial Studies;
Miss Lindquist, Nurse; Miss Petrie, English; Mr. Smith, Driver Education; Miss Solem, English and Social Studies; Mr. Jensen, Social Studies; Mr. Ursin, Industrial Arts; Mr. Wegner, Industrial Arts; Miss Wooldrik, Librarian.
The College High School is an undivided six-year school consisting
of grades seven to twelve, inclusive, organized in accordance with Minnesota State Standards and accredited by the North Central Association
of Secondary Schools. The curriculum emphasizes general education and
individual growth and development and aims at meeting the varying
needs of students. The academic work is integrated with an extensive cocurriculum program providing instructional exeperiences in typing and
stenography, home arts, industrial arts, vocal and instrumental music,
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art, debate, declamation, dramatics, journalism, and physical education
including swimming and ,athletics. A student council assists in planning
and administration. Admission is by application.
CO-OPERATIVE SCHOOLS

The student-teaching experience of the prospective teacher is regarded as one of the most significant aspects of the total teacher-education
program. Due to the importance of this experience, the College seeks
to provide outstanding facilities and opportunities for students who are
enrolled in student teaching. StudenUeaohing experiences in the Laboratory Schools of the College, located on the campus, under the supervision of college staff members, and similar experiences in the public
schools of the area under the supervision of skilled public-sohool teachers constitute a program designed to give the teacher-to-be the best
possible preparation for professional responsibilities.
In order to provide opportunities for student teaching in situations
similar to those in which the graduates are likely to teach, the College
maintains a cooperative arrangement with certain public elernenta1y
schools in the Fargo-Moorhead area. Students enrolled in the Provisional
Elementary Curriculum and in the B.S. Degree Elementary Curriculum
will be assigned to student-teaching experiences either in the Laboratory
Elementary School of the College or in the public schools of the area,
or both, depending upon the needs of the individual student.

Moorhead State Teachers College offers a program of graduate work
for advanced preparation in secondary teaching and elementary teaching.
Courses in this graduate-professional program may be taken by all fouryear graduates of recognized institutions, and those who are able to
qualify and complete all requirements may earn the degree, master of
science in education.
ADMISSION TO GRADUATE COURSES
A four-year graduate holding a bachelors degree from any recognized college is eligible to enroll for graduate courses upon application and presentation to the Office of Admissions of a transcript of
his college credits if taken at another college. By recognized college is
meant any college which at the time the degree was granted was accredited by the appropriate regional accrediting agency such as the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, or by the state university
of the state in which the college is located. A student holding a bachelors
degree from an institution not on accredited or approved ,lists as previously designated may be enrolled conditionally. Permission to enroll
for graduate courses under no circumstances constitutes admission to
candidacy for the graduate degree.
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ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY FOR MASTER'S DEGREE
A student who wishes to become a candidate for the degree, master
of science in education ( M.S. in Ed.), must first have met the undergraduate standards set by the Minnesota State Department of Education
for an elementary teaching certificate or for a minor in the secondary
teaching field. These are minimum requirements, and the professional
education division or the department or division in which the student
elects to do his major work may require further undergraduate study,
where necessary, to strengthen the student's background for advanced
study. Those who have met these requirements may enter upon the
"qualifying quarter." Each graduate student will be assigned an advisory
committee which will help him formulate a plan of study to be followed.
Upon completion of this "qualifying quarter," consisting of at least fifteen
quarter hours of work with an average grade of B or better, the advisory
committee may present the student's application for candidacy to the
master's degree to the Council on Professional Graduate Education. Con94
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sideration of the application will be based upon: ( 1) evidence of personal fitness for teaching; ( 2) evidence of ability to carry on independent
study, to attack specific educational problems, and to draw valid and
relevant conclusions from the data assembled; and ( 3) approval of the
graduate-study program submitted by the student.
TRANSFER OF GRADUATE CREDIT
As much as 9 quarter hours of graduate work taken in an institution
recognized for graduate study at the time the work was done may be aocepted in transfer provided it is appropriate to the program of studies
to be pursued at this college as approved by the Graduate Council.
Such transfer credits will not be counted toward the residence requirements unless the student has received an undergraduate degree
from this college.
No undergraduate credits taken at Moorhead State Teachers College or at any other college may be offered in transfer to count toward
graduate credit.
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM OF STUDY
Following is the basic design of aH programs of graduate study
leading toward the master's degree:

degree requirements must be earned within the seven-year period preceding the granting of the degree. Teaching experience before the
awarding of the degree is regarded as highly desirable but is not a requirement.
NORMAL LOAD IN GRADUATE PROGRAM
The normal load is eight quarter hours for each summer session
( or nine one session and six the next) and fifteen quarter hours in the
quarters of the regular year.
Graduate courses during the regular school year, 1955-56, will be
limited to evening and/or Saturday classes, arranged to meet the needs
of in-service teachers in the local area. Fully employed persons may
enroll for only one graduate course in each quarter.
TUITION AND FEES IN GRADUATE PROGRAM
Tuition and fees for graduate students during the regular school
year are listed in the section of this Bull!etin entitled "Fees and Expenses."

:ege.

For summer-session students, tuition is $45 a session, resident or
non-resident; activity fee is $5 a session. For graduate students enrolled for four quarter hours or less, tuition is $35, resident or nonresident; no activity fee.

9 qr. hrs minimum, 21 hrs. maximum
1. Teaching field
9 qr. hrs. minimum
2. Professional courses
9 qr. hrs. minimum
3. Courses in areas other than ( 1) and ( 2)

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE
The degree, master of science in education, will be granted to
candidates approved by the Graduate Committee upon the basis of
passing all required examinations; completion of forty-five hours of credit
in graduate courses with an average of ''B'' grade or better, with no
grades below "C" to be counted; and a minimum of three quarters
of residence. The successful completion of the work of the "qualifying
quarter" applies to the requirements of hours of credit, of grades, and of
residence. Transfer credit from other recognized graduate institutions is
counted toward the residence requirement only in the case of students
who received their undergraduate degrees from this institution. Quarters
spent in making up any undergraduate deficiencies are not counted toward hour, grade, or residence requirements. All credits used in meeting
96
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE FACULTY
The faculty is organized into a series of councils, committees of the
councils, and special committees. The councils serve in the main as policy
forming and advisory agencies for the faculty and the administration;
the committees serve primarily as implementing agencies for the councils.
The faculty organization serves to facilitate the administration of the
internal affairs of the College. It is through discussions in council and
committee meetings that the educational program of the College is continuously under scrutiny for the purpose of improving its quality in both
content and procedures. Even though these meetings are t-ime consuming
for the faculty, no other means seem to be quite adequate for the purpose.
The faculty organization serves to unify the purposes of the College.
Co-operative work on administrative and instructional problems tends to
direct activities toward a common end. As problems and their proposed
solutions are channeled through the committees and the councils to the
faculty, the purposes of the College become defined and unified.
The faculty organization serves to keep the program of the College
dynamic in character. Group discussions provide excellent means for
breaking down resistance to new ·ideas. Frequent reference to new concepts causes them to become familiar and to take on meanings which
have real significance. Group discussions also often prevent new undertakings which might prove a premature venture for the College.
The faculty organization serves to provide in-service education. Through
group discussions growth is stimulated. In the give-and-take of the exchange
of opinions, members of councils and committees learn to maintain their
positions through the presentation of valid evidence in support of their
points of view or to surrender their positions gracefully in the light of
superior evidence. The result is growth through broadened intellectual points
of view and increased tolerance for new concepts.
The faculty organization serves to promote the demoncratic process.
Working together as peers is the l\merican way of dealing with issues.
Since education is designed primarily to promote and preserve the ideals
of democracy, the democratic process should be given an opportunity to
operate in the solution of educational problems and in the administration of
the educational program.
The two controlling factors in the selection of personnel for councils
and committees are: The ability of the individual to contribute to council and committee work and the value to the individual of the experience of
working on councils and committees. The personnel of councils and committees is, therefore, kept as flexible as possible commensurate with maintaining stability of purpose and continuous progress in the development and
management of the internal program of the College.
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The faculty is organized for the purpose of discharging effectively its responsibility to the College. All members of the staff with instructional, administrative,
supervisory, or library duties, as determined by State Civil Service regulations with
respect to unclassified personnel, are members of the faculty organization. The
faculty through its organization supervises all activities of the College except those
of an administrative character which by virtue of his position belong to the President. For the achievement of its purpose the faculty organization consists of a series
of councils, with the Council of the Faculty serving as a liaison agency for the
faculty organization and other councils. Provision is made for officers-their election
and the filling of vacancies. The duties of the officers are defined in the Constitution.

THE COUNCIL OF THE FACULTY
The Council of the Faculty serves both as a deliberative body and as an administrative body. It has jurisdiction over all matters that do not come under the administrative control of the president or within the immediate responsibility of other councils and committees. It may, however, review the action of other councils and committees and in such instances its decision is final, unless the decision is reversed by
the faculty. Because of its liaison function, the Council of the Faculty serves as a
channel for presenting to the faculty the recommendations that come from other
councils and committees.
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THE COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL POLICIES
The Council on Educational Policies interprets policies for the Council of the
Faculty and other councils and formulates policies growing out of situations for
which no stated policies or regulations have been developed. It also makes decisions
concerning cases that require special consideration. The Council also serves in an
advisory capacity to the President.

THE COUNCIL ON LOWER DIVISIONS
The functions of the Council on Lower Divisions are to coordinate and administer the curriculums and activities that are within the divisions: to promote the
development and scope of offerings in the curriculums; to provide satisfactory
schedules for students in the Lower Divisions; and to work cooperatively with the
other councils to secure an effective relationship with the curriculums of specialization and professional education.

THE COUNCIL ON THE PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
The Council on the Professional Division administers the professional course
work of the college and the in-service program of general, academic, and professional
education for teachers in the area served by the College. The Council serves to coordinate the professional program of studies and the facilities and opportunities for
professional laboratory experiences into a unified and functional program of teacher
education. The Council also coordinates the extension of the program of studies of
the College to teachers in service throughout the area served by the College to facilitate the up-grading and continuing education of members of the teaching profession.
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THE COUNCIL ON UPPER DIVISIONS
The Council on Upper Divisions exercises general supervision of the curriculums
of students who have completed the requirements in the Lower Divisions and are
enrolled in the four-year degree curriculums. It concerns itself with requirements
needed for specialization in each of the various academic areas and with desirable
combinations of majors and minors. The personnel of this council is made up of the
chairmen of academic divisions and departments. Members of these various divisions
and departments make up the committees of the Council, and the chairman of each
is responsible for keeping the Council informed on requirements and objectives of the
majors and minors. Chairmen serve as advisers of the juniors and seniors who major
in their areas.

THE COUNCIL ON STUDENT AFFAIRS
The Council on Student Affairs, under the leadership of its chairn1an, is responsible for the student activity program of the College. The Council, together with its
committees, assumes the responsibility for developing policies on all group and
individual activities of a non-academic character, including housing and food services, athletics, student publications, and student organizations. In addition the
Council, with its Committee on the Student Activity Budget, shares with the Student
Commission reponsibility for the development and final approval of the Student
Activity Budget.
To maintain a close relationship with the Student Commission, students are
assigned membership on most of the committees. The dual membership of faculty
and students provides a means for keeping students informed and for enabling them
to interpret accurately actions of the committees on which they hold membership.
Action of the Council is officially reported to the Commission by the chairman of
the Council; action of the Commission is officially reported to the Council by the
faculty adviser of the Commission. Publicity on the action of the two organizations
should be approved by the chairman and the adviser respectively.
The committees of the Council are: ( 1) Committee on Housing and Food
Services; ( 2) Committee on Athletics; ( 3) Committee on Student Publications;
( 4) Committee on Organizations; and ( 5) Committee on Student Activity Budget.

The many and varied student organizations on the campus are designed
to provide opportunities for every student to participate in activities that
u;ill bring him personal satisfactions and a realization of the values of cooperative effort and group solidarity. The College encourages student organizations by providing appropriate facilities for meetings and lending
support to student projects and programs. As a means of coordinating student-faculty interests, a faculty adviser is appointed or selected by each
group. Since the purpose of student organizations is to develop student
leadership and cooperation, the faculty adviser serves in a consultant capacity rather than as supervisor.
In order to achieve recognized status, every student organization must
be officially approved. Several types of student organizations are maintained
on the campus so that the varied needs and interests of students may be
met. The types of organizations represented are departmental, honorary,
religious, and social.
The departmental organizations are coordinated with the curriculums
in the subject-matter fields and serve as extensions and laboratories for classroom activities. Individual and group projects and research are encouraged.
Each student is given the opportunity to continue his special interests in the
field of his specialization and to discover means of developing cooperative
plans.
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The honorary organizations are integrated with the departments and
divisions by the academic, personal, and professional requirements for membership. The local chapters of these organizations are affiliated with national
groups and observe the requirements for invitation to membership that are
authorized by the national chapter. Membership in these organizations is
considered a recognition of personal and professional competence.

Ill [

The religious organizations provide the means by which students of
various religious faiths may continue the type of worship and fellowship
that they have been accustomed to in their home communities. The denominations represented are accorded equal privileges, and students are
encouraged to participate in the programs and services of their choice. In
order to maintain adherence to and respect for the established relationship of
church and state, the college encourages students to participate in worship
of a strictly sectarian character in the churches.
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The social organizations supply the need for participation in social
activities with others with similar interests. Men and women students join
these social groups by special invitation. Scholarship as well as personal requirements is essential for membership. Their purpose is primarily social but
each group is responsible for contributing to the general welfare of the
College.
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DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Art Club.-The Art Club was organized in 1920 to stimulate appreciation of art
by providing opportunities for further study to those who are interested or talented.
Throughout the year the Club brings to the College valuable exhibits and speakers
of note. It contributes to and co-operates with other school activities, such as the
class plays and school annual. Each year the Club contributes a gift to the department or to the College. The Club is limited to thirty-five members. Members are
selected from those students who are majoring or minoring in Art; students who have
achieved a "B" average in two art courses; and interested students who present at
least three pieces of their work which are found acceptable by the Club.
Dragon Masquers.-The Dragon Masquers has been in existence on the campus
since 1923 when it was founded at the request of students active in dramatics. Membership is achieved by a certain amount of dramatic activity in any phase of the
numerous plays produced on the campus. Besides participating in plays, the Club
studies special problems of play production. The Dragon Masquers does not duplicate the work of Alpha Psi Omega, but supplements the activities of that fraternity.
The two organizations have a long history of cooperation in the dramatic life of
the college.
The Euterpe Singers.-The Euterpe Singers is a musical organization for young
women and limited for the most part to degree students. Membership is based on
an audition held at the beginning of each fall term. No credit is given for the work.
Rehearsals are held regularly once each week. At least one formal concert is given
each year.
Future Teachers of America.-A chapter of Future Teachers of America was
established on the campus during the spring quarter of 1951. Membership in the
Future Teachers of America is open to all students planning to enter the profession
of teaching. The purpose of the organization is to stimulate professional growth of
prospective teachers and to facilitate their orientation and entrance into the profession. The programs and activities of the organization are designed to be interesting,
entertaining, and educative. Membership in the Campus chapter of the F. T. A. automatically includes junior membership in the National Education Association and the
Minnesota Education Association, thus familiarizing prospective teachers with the
scope and functions of the professional organization of teachers.
Iota Alpha.-Iota Alpha is a professional industrial arts fraternity. Its functions
are to promote scholarship, character, and craftsmanship within the professional
group.
Language Club.-The Language Club is an organization of those students who
are interested in foreign languages. It promotes an understanding of the French,
Spanish, and German-speaking peoples through such activities as plays, parties,
speeches, and music hours which help to acquaint the members with the culture of
various countries.
The "M" Club.-The "M" Club promotes fellowship and sportsmanship among
athletes who have earned a college letter in intercollegiate competition. Members of
the club sponsor various special events throughout the year and cooperate with the
regular athletic program of the College.
Ma;or-Minor Club.-The Major-Minor Club was organized in the Fall of 1949
at the Moorhead State Teachers College. The membership is made up of majors and
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minors in physical education and minors in recreation. The purpose is to bring the
people in this field into closer union with one another, to create greater interest in
physical education, and to practice cooperation and good sportsmanship. The Club
also sponsors various activities throughout the school year. It uses as its motto: "A
sane mind in a sound body."

Tau Chi Mu.-Tau Chi Mu is a musical organization to which all students majoring or minoring in music are eligible for membership. Meetings are held regularly.
The programs stress both musical participation and appreciation.
Women's Athletic Association.-The Women's Athletic Association was founded
at the college in 1924, as a branch of the national College Women's Athletic Association. It fosters all-round sports for women and awards honors for participation.
Honors are transferable to any college which holds membership in the national
group. Membership is open to any college woman who demonstrates her interest
by participation in a specified sports program during a probationary period.

HONORARY ORGANIZATIONS
Alpha Psi Omega.-The Alpha Eta Cast of the national dramatics fraternity,
Alpha Psi Omega was organized on the campus May 14, 1927, with thirteen charter
members. Since then it has functioned as a national honorary dramatics group composed only of students who have reached a high standard of achievement in one or
more of the many forms of dramatic activity. Each year it sponsors a series of plays
directed by students for convocation programs.
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Gamma Gamma Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi.-Kappa Delta Pi is an international
honor society in Education for both men and women. It was organized in 1911 at
the University of Illinois and now has more than 150 chapters throughout the United
States. The local chapter, Gamma Gamma, was installed May 1, 1931. Juniors and
seniors are admitted by recommendation of a membership committee. Recommendetions are based upon a scholarship of at least 2.0 and nine hours in Professional
Education with an average of 2.0 if a junior and eighteen with an average of 2.0
if a senior. Active members of the organization, including faculty members, are
given an opportunity to consider the character qualities and the promise of teaching
success of candidates before their final election to membership. Members are elected
in the Winter, Spring, and Summer Quarters.
Mu Gamma Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta.--Sigma Tau Delta is a national honorary English fraternity; the local chapter was installed February 24, 1931. Juniors
and seniors majoring in English who attain a high degree of scholarship are eligible
for active membership upon completing the minimum publication requirements. They
are recommended by the English department and voted upon by chapter members.
Associate membership may be granted students not majoring in English who reach
their senior year with a number of credits in English and high scholastic rating. The
local chapter also maintains an affiliated group of superior students in English to
which admission may be granted in the sophomore year.
Sigma Alpha Iota.-Sigma Alpha Iota is a national professional music fraternity
for women. Omicron Chapter is supported jointly by MSTC and NDAC in Fargo.
Membership is open to girls majoring in music who have a high general average and
a good performance rating.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Alpha Mu Chapter of Alpha Phi Gamma.-Alpha Phi Gamma is a national
honorary coeducational journalistic fraternity. The group selects students who have
been top students in journalism courses and who have done outstanding work on the
College publications. Alpha Phi Gamma sponsors an annual press convention in the
fall for high-school journalists and advisers.

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Young Women's Christian Association.-The Young Women's Christian Association is an interdenominational religious organization which strives to create a
spirit of friendliness on the campus and to help the women students lead more
satisfying Christian lives. Meetings for worship and for the discussion of common
problems are held once a month. The Y.W.C.A. fosters a · Campus Sister movement
and a variety of social events. All women are welcome to become members.
Lutheran Student Association.-It is nation-wide in scope, fosters the spiritual
welfare of the Lutheran student, keeps strong the ties between him and his church
and makes possible enriched Christian fellowship. A week's schedule at the LSA
house includes: a Sunday evening meeting, a Tuesday coffee hour, a student choir,
Bible study, and many special social gatherings.
The Newman Club.-The Newman Club is a religious organization of the
Catholic young men and women of the College. The meetings are held twice a month
and programs are arranged which appeal to the educationa:l and social interests
of the students.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.-The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship is
an interdenominational religious organization which meets weekly for Bible studies,
discussions, and singspirations. All students who desire Christian fellowship are
welcome to attend.
Wesley Foundation.-The Wesley Foundation is affiliated with the National
Methodist Student Movement. It provides an opportunity for Christian fellowship,
study, and worship. While this organization is supported by the Methodist Church,
all students are invited to attend its meetings which are held weekly.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS
Social organizations stress personal development, good fellowship, training in
social usage, and service to the College. The scholastic standards for membership are
high and membership is by invitation. Each group has a faculty adviser. No rushing
functions are held for entering students until their second quarter in attendance. The
sororities are governed by an Inter-Sorority Council, with the Dean of Women as
adviser.

Beta Chi.-Beta Chi sorority was founded in 1932. The symbol of the sorority
is the bridge.
Gamma Nu.-Gamma Nu sorority was founded in 1909. The sorority, once
known as Gamma Neche, has as its symbol a Greek galley ship.
Pi Mu Phi.-Pi Mu Phi sorority, founded in 1905, is the oldest sorority on the
campus and was first known as "The \Vitches."
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OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Psi Delta Kappa.-Psi Delta Kappa sorority was founded in 1932. The symbol
of the sorority is the lighthouse.
Alpha Epsilon.-Alpha Epsilon fraternity was organized in 1932. It annually
sponsors a songfest.
Owls.-The Owls fraternity was organized in 1901. It is the oldest organization
on campus.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Ballard Hall Council.-The council is made up of two representatives elected by
each of the six floors together with the six counsellors who are chosen by the college
student personnel officials and the dormitory director. This group plans and helps
promote the social life of the Hall and attempts to promote harmony in group living
not only in the dormitory but throughout the college and the community.
Off-Campus Women's Association.-An organization of women students living in
private housing units off-campus, it provides group experiences and social activities by
students not closely affiliated with organized campus groups.
·women's Dormitory Association.-It is a dormitory council composed of members
elected from each floor. Its officers are chosen from the entire body of dormitory
residents. The council plans and helps promote the social program of ,t he dormitory,
and works to promote harmony among those living in the dormitory.

ege.

Veterans Club.-It is a newly organized club which was formed at the request
of the student veterans to help veterans in the adjustment to college life. Meetings and
planned social events are designed to appeal to the educational and social interests
of the student veteran.
Young Democratic-Farmer-Labor Club and Young Republican Club.-These organizations are branches of .the national and state political parties. They encourage
citizenship and self-expression by providing an avenue for political party participation.
Meetings are held throughout the school year.
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Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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I am entering college for the first time._ __
I have completed work in another college and am having a transcript of my credit sent to you, _ __
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